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WELCOME! 
It is a pleasure to welcome you to the many summer educational opportunities at 
St. Cloud State University. Summer is a time to grow and SCSU will offer you numer-
ous opportunities for growth as you pursue your educational goals. 
Summer sessions offer something for everyone. There are a wide range of short 
courses, workshops, filed experiences, institutes, and tours developed especially for 
summer sessions. 
The summer sessions at St. Cloud State University will provide you with opportunities to: 
• enroll in classes you were not able to take during the regular academic year, 
to catch up, stay on schedule, or graduate early 
• update your professional skills 
• study abroad 
• take a class in an environment in which classes are often smaller and less formal 
Please feel free to stop in and see us in the Administrative Services Building, Room 121. 
Or you may also contact us at: 









Consider joining us this summer. We want you to have an enjoyable and rewarding experience at 
St. Cloud State University. 
We look forward to seeing you this summer! 
Dennis Nunes 
Dean of Graduate Studies and Director of Summer Sessions 
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Registration Information for Admitted Students 
Registration Chedcllst 
fer Summer Session 
:Students Of/ldally 
Admitted to SCSU 
you dre: 
• Art admitted undergraduate. 
• M admitted graduate 
s . 
You ma, rwgister using: 
• Tlvi Online Registration 
System at 
www.st:loudstate.edu/ ,eglslrar 
/Click on "a-services Sign-
In. lf 
' Follow: 
• The Registration Timetable for 
your window to register. (See 
page 12.) 
Ragistration Troubleshooting 
• Nv:Jke sure all academic and 
financial holds ore cleared at 
least three days before 
registering. 
• If you are an undergraduate 
with 80 or more credits -
you must be formally 
admitted to a major program 
to register. 
• If you are an undergraduate 
and are not officially 
admitted to a major, obtain 
your 6-digit registration 
access code from your 
adviser before you attempt to 
register. 
• Pre-business students obtain 
your registration access code 
from a pre-business adviser in 
the Centennial Hall, room 
229. 
GET ADVICE! 
1) Before attempting to register, read all 
instructions regarding academic and 
procedural requirements. 
2) Undergraduates currently enrolled in day 
classes and wishing to advance register 
for the next term must see their 
academic adviser if not yet admitted to 
a major program. Students ore expected 
to make on appointment to see their 
adviser before their earliest assigned 
time to register. Advisers will hove the 
registration access code and ore 
assigned to assist in the selection of 
courses, but the ultimate 
responsibility rests with the student. 
3)Undergroduote students with 80 or 
more earned semester credits must 
be formally admitted to on academic 
major program to access online 
registration during the advance 
registration period. Formal admission 
requirements may vary according to 
academic program. Check with the 
specific academic deportment for 
admission procedures. Check the 
registration schedule on page l 2 for 
registration times. Registration is 
permitted any time otter the published 
time. 
4)AII financial, academic, and other holds 
must be cleared before attempting to 
odd or drop classes. Since it may take 
up to two working days for holds to be 
removed, it is important that all financial 
obligot_ions ore paid as soon as they 
become due. A late payment will mean 
a delay in accessing online registration. 
S)Select desired classes for the term. The 
undergraduate bulletin and general 
education checklist ore helpful when 
selecting requir~ classes for 
undergraduate programs. 
6) Graduate students: The graduate 
bulletin, graduate coordinators, or the 
School of Graduate Studies, located in 
AS 12 l , should be consulted for 
graduate program requirements. 
(320) 308-2113 
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Please join us for Summer Session 
following these registration instructions: 
Complete: 
• The special student registration form 
found online at 
www.stcloudstate.edu/registrar or on 
page 5 . 
• Submit this form online or by mail, fax, 
or in person to the Office of Records 
and Registration. 
• Allow two business days for your 
information to be entered into the 
student system before registering. You 
can then go onl ine to access your 
SCSU Student ID number (also known 
as Tech ID). 
• Rising seniors, you must provide 
infQrmation. on your academic standing, 
with signatures from your high school 
counselor and parents, to the Office of 
Records and Registration. 
To find your Student ID, follow the steps 
below. 
1) Log on to : 
www.stcloudstate.edu/registrar/. 
C lick on "e--Services Sign-In." 
2) Click on the 'Lookup ID'. 
3) Enter your Social Security Number (9-
digits with no hyphens) and your 
PIN/ Password. Your PIN/P 
set to your birth date in 
order (yymmdd) Exampl 
February 14, 1972). 
anything in the PAlS 10 
Bar Code from the ba~ 
card). 
4) Click on: Look up ID 
5) Your SCSU ID will display. 
down for future reference . 
6) dick on the "Login" link. 
You may then register using: 
• The Online Registration System at 
www. stcloudstate. edu /registrar/. 
Click on "e--Services Sign-In." 
Follow: 
• The Registration Timetable for your 
window to reg ister. (See page 12.) 
• Once you have your SCSU ID number, 
access the online registration system at 
www.stcloudstate.edu/ registrar to 
register for your classes. Click on 
•e--Services Sign-In." 
• Non-admitted students are allowed to 
register beginning on February 17 and 
until the start of classes. 
Registering as a Special Student Registrant 
means: 
• You have been given an opportunity to 
REGISTER at SCSU . 
• You are NOT admitted to an 
undergraduate or graduate program. 
• Be extremely cautious in how many 
credits you accumulate through th is 
registration category if you have ANY 
intention of later seeking a SCSU 
degree. See bulletins for details. 
• Advising assistance is available through 
SCSU's Advising Center. Coll 
20,308,6075 for an appointment. 
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Special Student Registration Form 
Use this form to be entered into the student registration system if you wish to register as a non-degree seeking student. The 
form should be submitted to the Records and Registration Office . Generally, within 48 hours an e-mail or U.S. mail confirma-
tion will be sent with complete instructions on how to register. 
Name _______________________________________ _ 
FIRST MIDDLE PREVIOUS lAST 
Current Address 
--.,,.,ST""RE""E""T...,.A""DD"'R,.,,.ES""S:-------------------------------
CITY STATE ZIP COUNTRY 
CURRENT HOME NUMBER CELL NUMBER E-MAIL ADDRESS !REQUIRED) 
Permanent Address if different ---s'"'l'"'RE..,..ET"I ....,AD""D""R""'ES'""S _______________________ _ 
CITY STATE ZIP 
Citizen/ Resident 
D Citizen of the United States: Resident of which state ------
□ Resident Alien of the United States 
D International student: Resident of which country? _______ _ 
Emergency Contact Name _________________ _ 
Emergency Contact Phone _________________ _ 
I wish to register for SCSU courses because I seek: 
D Undergraduate courses with the intention of being admitted 
D Undergraduate courses as a lifelong learner 
D Graduate courses with the intention of being admitted 
D Graduate courses as a lifelong learner 
I wish to begin classes Year ODDO D Fall D Spring 
Do you hold a high school diploma or GED? D Yes D No 
D Summer 
If yes, __,,,...,.,.,...,........,....,.....--------.. ....... --------......,..,...------..=,,...,...=--
1NST!T0T1ON CITY STATE COUNTRY 
Do you hold a baccalaureate degree? D Yes D No 
If yes, __,,,~~~-,--------=,,..,......-----===----,=-:-:--:=:,,,..,--
1NsT1TUTION CITY STATE COUNTRY 
Continued on next page 
COUNTRY 
Please see sfalement regarding 
confidential inlonnalion. 
Social Sec1,1rity Number: 
□□□-□□-□□□□ 
(Voluntary, for I.D. purposes only/ 
Birthdate: 
□□ -nn- □□□□ 
m m I dd I y y y y 
(Necessary for establishment in the registration syslem} 
Gender: 
□ Mole D Female 
Ate you Hispanic or latino fa person d 
Cuban, Nexicx:m, Puett, Rican, Saulh ex Cenrol 
Americon, ex olher Spaiish rube, regardless d ,oce}? 
D Yes D No 
Racial background: (select one or more/ 
D American Indian or Alaska Native: A per-
. son having origins in any of the original 
peoples of North and South America 
!including Central America) who main-
tains cultural identification through tribal 
affiliation or community attachment. 
D Asian: A person having origins in any of 
the original peoples of the Far East, 
Southeast Asia or the Indian subcontinent. 
D Black or African American: A person hav-
ing origins in any of the black racial 
groups of Africa . 
D Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific 
islander: A person havin_g origins in any 
of the original peoples of Hawaii, Guam, 
Samoa, or other Pacific Islands. 
D White: A person having origins in any of 
the original peoples· of Europe, the 
Middle East or North Africa. 
5 
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Special Student Registration Form 
Have you attended SCSU before? □ Yes □ No Last attendance_--=~=,------.=.,.,,..--
SEMESTER YEAR 
Have you submitted an application for undergraduate admission □ Yes □ No _,.S.,..,EM"""'E"""sT=E.,,..R ---~y=E~AR __ _ 
Have you submitted an application for graduate admission □ Yes □ No 
SEMESTER YEAR 
Signature required by all special students (non-degree seeking} 
D I certify that the information given on this form and on all other registration materials is complete and correct to the best of 
my knowledge. I understand that falsification of information on this form may be cause for SCSU to void my registration or 
take other appropriate action . 
Signature 
Choices to submit your request 
• Electronic online submission at www.stcloudstate.edu/registrar/ 
• Fax request to: 320-308-2059 
• Deliver in person to l l 8 Administrative Services Building 
• Mail to: Office of Records and Registration 
l l 8 Administrative Services Building 
720 Fourth Avenue South 




Welcome and thank you for your interest in St. Cloud State University. It is important for you to be aware 
of the following data privacy issues before submitting this form. 
The University is asking you to provide information that includes private and/ or confidential information under state and 
federal low. The University is asking for this information in order to process your request. 
You ore not legally required to provide the information the University is r~uesting; however, the University may not be 
able to effectively process )IOUr request if you do not provide sufficient information. With some exceptions, unless you 
consent to further release of private information, access to this information will be limited to school officials, including 
faculty, who hove l~iffmote educational interests in the information. Under certain circumstances, federal and state lows 
authorize release of private information without your consent: 
• To other schools in which you seek or intend to enroll, or ore enrolled, if you ore first notified of the release; 
• To federal, state or local officials for purposes of program compliance, audit or evaluation; 
• As appropriate in connection with your application for, or receipt of, financial aid; 
• To your parents, if your parents claim you as a dependent student for tax purposes; 
• If the information is sought with o subpoena, court order, or otherwise permitted by other state or federal low, 
and 
• To on institution engaged in educational research or accrediting agency. 
SCSU abides by the provisions of the Tirle 9 federal and state legislation forbidding discrimination on the basis of sex, 
race, color, gender, religion, marital status, creed, status with regard to public assistance, membership/ activity in o local 
commission, status as o Vietnam-era veteran, age, ancestry, disability, notional origin, sexual orientation, or citizenship. 
This document con be mode ovoiloble in formats such as large print or cassette tape, upon request. 
Registration Information 
What you need to know - from A to Z 
The maximum allowable load without 
.-
Adding classes requirements . Courses audited are counted 'rt 
Registration is governed by priority and as part of the student load . The audit special approval is 15 credits. 
credit hours completed . You may add option must be designated at the time of 
The maximum load during summer (the [register) anytime AFTER your earliest registration for the course. combined tolal for Intersession, Summer scheduled reg istration time. All course adds 
Change ·of address Session I, and Summer Session 11) is 15 after Moy _18 for intersession, June 8 for credits. Load includes the total credits of aU 
first summer term, or July 13 for second You may update or change your local, courses carried, including on~ off. 
summer term must be approved by the permanent or diploma address online by campus, online, and any other co 
department through which the course is accessing the online registration system - courses taken concurrently with 11,ose at 
offered . www.stcloudstote.edu/ registrar. Click on St. Cloud State University. 
the "e-Services Sign-In" link. A student 
A student who wishes to enroll for more Admission to major requirement ID and PIN/Password are required. Addre-
for advance :listration sses may only be changed once per day. than the established maximum must obtain 
Under9roduate stu ents with 80 or more approvals from his or her advisor and the 
eorne credits must be formally admitted to Co-requisites dean of graduate studies. Applications for 
on academic major to access the online overload are available in the Office of 
regi stration system during the advance 
Co-requisites are courses that must be token Records and Registration and on the 
• registration period . during the some semester. Some courses Registrar's Web site. 
may require a co-requisite class section . For 
Formal admission requirements may va{ example, some courses require both a Drop for non-payment 
according to academic program. Chee lecture and lob component. Policy: Students shall have their registration 
with the specific academic department for 
~load 
cancelled for nonpayment when payment is 
admission procedures. not mode in full , as defined below, by the 
~uole~t enrolled for 12 
established due date. 
Advising pre-business students 
To obtain their access codes, pre-business credits or more is considered a full-time Payment in Full: Payment in full is defined 
students must meet with a pre-business student for academic purposes. The through any appropriate combination of 
adviser in Centennial Holl, room 229, recommended normal load in a semester is l) cash, check, money order or credit card; 
before they register for classes. Advisers are 15-16 credits. The maximum allowable 2) financial aid applied to tuition and lees; 
available 8 :30 o .m. to 3:30 p.m. load without ~ial approval is 1 8 credits. 3) an approved tuition and lee payment The racomrnended normal load during 
pion [details below); 
Arranged classes surnnw (lhe combined Iola! for 4) an approved waiver, such that the lnlws•ion, Summer Session I, and Arranged classes (not regularly scheduled) 
Surmel- Session U) is 15 creclits. The combined total is at least equal to the require a form signed by the instructor of 
~ maximum load in any amount of tuition and fees owed; the class and the chairperson of the 
summer tenn is two courses. The maximum 5) a third party authorization on file in the 
department. Forms are available online at load for the summer tenns combined cashiers offices stating which state or 
www.stcloudstote.edu/registrar/ or in the without~~ is 18 credits. federal agency/ program will be billed 
Administrative Services Building, Load i the iolal credits of aH courses for the student's tuition and fees. 
room l l 8 . If you wish to register for a carried, including on-cal!J)US, off-campus, 
300- or 400- level class at the graduate online, and any olh.- college courses Registration after the tuition and fee due 
level , the signature of the dean of graduate lalran concurrently with those at date: Students registering after the tuition 
studies is required on the arranged course St. Cloud Slate University. 
and fee due dote [May 221 will be given 
form. Completed forms must be returned to !Nole: Courses offered ~ summer have two business days to make payment in full 
AS 118 for processing. the same content compr into a shorter or their registration will be cancelled for 
time compared to courses offered during a nonpayment. 
Auditing of classes regular semester. 
A student who wishes to attend the class A sludent who wishes to enroll for more than Tuition and Fee Due Oat.: Tuition and fees 
sessions of a course but does not wish to the eslablished maximum must obtain are due five (5) days before the beginning 
receive credit for it must register as on =Is from his or her advisor and of summer session 1 . 
auditor. The some registration dean. ~ications for 0118fload are ,. procedure is followed and the same CMJilable in the Office of Records and Summer 2010 deadlines based on the 
' fees are charged as for credit courses. Rtiglslrolion and on the Registrar's Web site. abovepol'icy ., Auditors must attend class but the toking of 
quizzes and examinations is optional. Gradualie students (any sludent regisleted M::r-f 17 Tuition and fees due for 
Auditors who foil to meet the attendance for o 5()(), 600 and 800 level gradvale intersession classes 
requ irements may receive a mark of U =uale student enrolled for 8 credits or June 1 $300 or 15% of tuition and fees [unsotislactoryl rather than a mark of AU MOie is considered a full-time student for due to hold registration for 
[auditor! . Courses that are audited cannot cic:adernic purposes. The recommended summer session I and II course!. 
be counted toward graduation normal load in a semester is 8-1 2 credits. 
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Registration Information 
What you need to know - from A to Z 
June 15 Balance of tuition and fees due 
for first summer session. 
July 20 Balance of tuition and fees due 
for second summer session. 
July 30 $30 late fee assessed on 




• BEFORE May 19 for intersession, 
• BEFORE June 9 for first summer term, 
• and BEFORE July 14 for second summer 
term 
will not appear on the transcript. 
Courses dropped: 
• May 19 to May 28 for intersession, 
• June 9 to June 23 for first summer term 
• and July 14 to July 23 for second 
summer term 
will appear on the transcript with a grade of 
W (withdrawal) . 
See calendar for additional dates. 
Courses meeting other than Intersession, and 
Summer session I & II dates. 
Drop with no W: February 8 to first day 
of class 
Deadline for 100 percent refund: First day of 
class 
Deadline for dropping with W - Contact the 
Registration Help desk at 320-308-3936 or 
registrationhelpdesk@stcloudstate.edu 
Earned credit hour requirement 
A student registering for the next semester 
must have completed the required number 
of semester credits at the time of advance 
registration to be eligible to register for the 
following courses: 
















90 credi ts 
90 credits 
* Students may enroll in MKTG 429 and 
MGMT 497 only in the last semester of 
their program. In order to register for these 
courses, students must have completed 90 
credits at the time 9f advance registration 
for the following semester. In order to be 
seated in the class, students should have 
completed a minimum of l 05 credits. Only 
8 
business majors may enroll in MGMT 497. 
NOTE: All other College of Business 300-
and 400-level courses hove a 45 semester 




A student must have: 
• a GPA of 2.50 to be scheduled in ED 
200 (transfer GPA recognized until 
SCSU GPA established) . 
• Admission to ED 305 , 3 10 , 315 , 407, 
408 , 409, 411 , 412, 413 , 414, 
416, 420 and 422 requires a GPA of 
2 .7 5 or better. 
• Students must be admitted to the major 
to enroll in Blocks 2, 3 and 4 . 
• Admission to the Elementary K-8 major 
and to stu·dent teaching requires a 2.75 
GPA and a grade of C (not C-) or better 
in all required major courses. 
• Pre-Professional Skill Test (PPST) results 
are required to enroll in ED block 
courses and most 300- to 400-level 
education courses . 
Information on PPST can be obtained in the 
Office of Clinical Experiences, Education 
Building, B 120, or by calling 320.308.4783 . 
Final examination 
Final examination times are announced in 
class by the instructor. 
Grades 
Access to grades is available through the 
Online Student Registration System. Go to 
www.stcloudstote.edu/registrar. Click on 
"e-Services Sign-In. " SCSU ID and PIN 
number are required . Grode,reports ore not 
mailed . If you need officia l printed 
verification of your grades, you will need to 
order an official transcript. Transcript forms 
are available at 
www.stcloudstate.edu/ registrar or in the 
Office of Records and Registration, AS 118 . 
Grading options 
Grading methods for SCSU classes are 
indicated as: 
SU/REQ = Satisfactory/ unsatisfactory 
grading is required · 
No indication = Conventional letter grades. 
Either = Student has the option of electing 
an S/ U grade or the conventional letter 
grade. This option must be made by the 
. end of the second class meeting. 
For information on auditing a class, see 
page 8. 
Grade Point Average (GPA) 
A student's grade point average is a 
numerical ratio of the total credits attempted 
and the total grade points received . The 
method of computing GPA is to multiply the 
credit hours a class is worth (4-credi t class, 
3-credit class, 2-credit class, 1-credit class) 
by the GPA (honor) points for the grade 
received. GPA points: 
A+ = 4 .00 A = 4 .00 
B+ = 3.33 B = 3.00 
C+ = 2 .33 C = 2 .00 
D+ = 1.33 D = 1.00 
F = 0 FN = 0 
A· = 3.67 
B· = 2 .67 
C· = 1.37 
D- = .0.67 
FW= 0 
For example, add the number of credits for 
the classes in which an A+ or A was 
received and multiply by 4; add the number 
or credits for the class in which an A- was 
received and multiply by 3.67; add the 
number of credits for the classes in which a 
B+ was received and multiply by 3 .33 , etc. 
When a mark of F is earned, the credit hours 
attempted are included in the computation of 
a grade point average. Courses in w hich the 
mark of S or U is given are not included in 
the computation of grade point average. 
Divide the total GPA (honor) points received 
by the tota l credit hours. Please see 
www.stcloudstate .edu/ reg istror /students/ rec 
ords/ gpacalc.asp to access the online GPA 
calculator. 
Grading system 
The following marks are used in reporting the 
achievement of students at this institution: A 
(excellent), B (very good), C (average), and 
D, F, FW and FN . A grade of FW or FN is 
a failure for non-attendance and affects the 
student's GPA in the same way as a grade of 
F. Grades of S (satisfactory), and U 
(unsatisfactory) are used for certain 
specialized courses in which a more precise 
mark is not deemed appropriate. Other non· 
credit marks which are recorded on official 
transcripts include: I (incomplete), AU (audit), 
W (withdrawn), and IP (in progress) . 
Herberger College of Business 
Undergraduate Registration 
Requirements 
A student must have: 
• a 2 .40 GPA and l 2 semester credits 
completed at the time of advance 
registration to enroll in ACCT 29 1 and 
292; BCIS 242; BlAW 235 . 
• To enroll in 300- and 400-level courses 
offered by the College of Business, a 
student must be admitted to a business 
major or minor. 
• Non-business majors must have 
permission of the department chair to 
enroll in 300/ 400-level business 
courses. Generally, permission is given 
only if the student: 
• has completed at least 45 credits at the 
time of advance registration for the 
following semester, 
• has been admitted to a major or minor 
requiring these courses, 
• has a cumulative GPA of 2 .65 or 
higher, and 
• has the appropriate prerequisites. 
(Nonbusiness majors may take no more 
than 25 percent of their total university 
course work in the G.R. Herberger 
College of Business. 
Holds on courses 
f you try to register and the system 
indicates you have a hold on your 
registration, you must contact the office that 
placed the hold to make necessary 
arrangements before you can register for 
courses. A hold is placed on registration 
for students who have any outstanding 
responsibilities to the University. These 
gs ,... 
Log on to. 
dstale,1ldu/regislnar 
Sign,f;r.• 
Click on the "lookuf)' 
Enter your Scx:iol 
ith no hyphens) 
d. Your PIN t'OSlliWdil~ 
irth dote In year, 
I Example: 72021 
2). Do1'40T enter 
r code field 114-diaff 
ck of your library 
Click on the 11.oofwp 
Your SCSU ID will d· 
furure reference. 
Click on the 
responsibilities can include unresolved 
debts, failure to comply with certain 
admissions requirements or academic 
regulations or violations of conduct codes 
or other University rules. 
All financial , academic and other holds 
must be cleared before attempting to 
register for classes. Since it may take up to 
three working days for holds to be 
removed, it is important that all financial 
obligations are poid as soon as they 
become due. A late payment will mean a 
delay in accessing online registration. 
Immunization requirement 
The Minnesota Statute (MS 1 35 .A 14) 
requires students attending any school in 
Minnesota to show proof of immunity to 
measles, mumps, rubella, diphtheria, and 
tetanus. 
An online immunization form is 
available at www.stcloudstale.edu/ 
HeathServices/ lmmunization . asp. 
Failure to turn in an immunization record 
will result in a registration hold for 
subsequent terms. 
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Independent study 
Independent study courses are designed for 
students who want to supplement their on 
campus course work with self-paced 
independent study. Students take independent 
study courses to: take classes 
while away from campus, ease scheduling 
problems, take a course that is full on 
campus, and to fulfill graduation requirements. 
Late Withdrawal Policy 
A late withdrawal is a request to withdraw 
from a class after the published withdrawal 
deadline and is considered only for 
extenuating circumstances. Typically, requests 
must be submitted no later than one calendar 
year from the last day of the semester of 
occurrence . 
Late withdrawal requests require approval 
from the college offering the course or the 
Office of Academic Affairs. 
Major students only 
To enroll in courses listed as MAJOR 
STUDENTS ONLY, you must be officially 
admitted to a major in that department. 
HuskyNet E-mail - It's Officlall 
Have you signed up for your HuskyNet E· 
mail account? The University will use 
HuskyNet accounts as the official E-mad 
conlad for all SCSU students. Did you 
know that HuskyNet is free to all studentse 
Did you know that you con easily 
communicate with instructors and campus 
offices? Did you know that SCSU uses 
antivirus software and filtering technology lo 
reduce "spam' and junk E-mail? Check out 
huskynet.stcloudstate.edu 1o find out morel 
Students will be held responsible for aH 
transactions and adjuslmenls made lo their 
class schedules using online registration 
and all financial and aoademic 
consequences that~ from that~-
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Registration Information 
Mathematics· placement test 
A recent satisfactory ACT math subscore, a 
recent sufficient score on a mathematics 
placement test, or prerequisite coursework is 
required for enrollment in MATH 072, l 12, 
113, 115, 171, 193, 196,211 , 221 and 
STAT 193, 219, 229, 319. For more 
information, sample questions, and 
placement advice, visit 
http://www. stcloudstate. edu / math placement 
/. To schedule an appointment for placement 
testing, visit 
https: / / www5.stcloudstate.edu/placementte 
sting/ accuplacer / Defoult.aspx. 
CAUTION: Materials should be provided 
directly to the Department of Mathematics 
because materials sent only to the Office of 
Records and Registration may not be 
evaluated to provide student exemption. 
Misuse of the registration system 
It is misuse of the registration system for a 
student to ( l ) register for a class or multiple 
sections of a class with the intent to save 
the class for another student; or (2) register 
for multiple sections of the same class with 
the intent to decide at a later date which 
section to attend. Students who misuse the 
registration system will be subject to 
reduced registration privileges, ranging 
from the loss of the right to advance register 
to the deletion of registered courses. 
Multiple registrations for the same class will 
be deleted. The student is also subject to 
possible disciplinary action taken by the 
University. The student who adds a "saved" 
class will also be subject to the actions 
listed above. Unauthorized use of the 
registration system may result in criminal 
prosecution. A student who tampers or 
attempts to tamper with the registration of 
another student may be subject to 
disciplinary action and/or criminal 
prosecution . 
Non ............ 
~ you register for a class(es) and do not 
o11end/ porticipole or slop ollending/ partic-
ipating without officially dropping or 
withdrawing, you will be held responsible for 
payment and you will receive a failing grade 
for !he closs(es). 
Online registration and student 
information system 
The Online Registration and Student 
Information System is a Web based system 
which may be used to confirm an assigned 
registration time, add and drop classes, 
10 
search for open classes, view a class 
schedule, and check for grades and holds. 
The system may be accessed through the 
SCSU Home Page (www.stcloudstate.edu) 
Current Students Link or at 
www.stcloudstate.edu/ registrar. Click on 
"e-Services Sign-In. ' 
Permission required courses 
Before registering for classes listed as 
permission required, students must ask the 
academic department for pre-authorization. 
In most departments a student should 
contact the department support person 
listed on page 68 and 69. After the 
academic department support person has 
processed the pre-authorization request, 
students must then register for the class using 
the online r~g istration system. 
Personal ID number (PIN) 
When a person is new to SCSU, his/ her 
PIN/ Password is set to his/ her birth date in 
year, month and day order (yymmdd). After 
entering the system for the first time, each 
person is required to change his/her 
PIN/ Password to a new six-digit(remove six-
digit) password. 
A. PIN/Password must have a minimum 
of 8 characters (letters, numbers or 
special characters) 
B. PIN/Password must have 3 of the 4 
types of characters (upper case, lower 
case, numbers, special characters) 
C. Do not begin or end your new 
PIN/ Password with zero 
D. Your PIN/ Password cannot remain your 
birthday 
This new PIN/ Password will be used every 
time the system is entered thereafter. If a 
PIN/ Password is forgotten and you have an 
active HuskyNet e-mail account, you can 
have your PIN/ Password sent to your 
HuskyNet e-mail account. Go to 
https://webproc.mnscu.edu/eservices/login 
.html?campusid=073 and click on "Forgot 
your PIN/ Password?" under helpful links on 
the right. Enter your SCSU ID# and click on 
"Get your Password ." Enter your HuskyNet 
e-mail address and click Process. Your 
PIN/ Password will be e-mailed to you within 
several minutes. If a PIN/ Password is 
forgotten and you do not have an active 
HuskyNet e-mail account, you may call the 
Student Registration Help Line at 320-308-
3936 or click on the "Contact Us" link to 
send an e-mail. 
If a PIN is forgotten and you have an active 
HuskyNet e-mail account, you can have your 
PIN sent to your HuskyNet e-mail 'account. 
Goto 
https://webproc.mnscu.edu/ eservices/login 
.html?campusid=073 and click on "Forgot 
your PIN/Password?" under helpful links on 
the right. Enter your SCSU ID# and cl ick on 
"Get your Password." Enter your HuskyNet 
e-mail address and click Process. Your PIN 
will be e-mailed to you within several 
minutes. If a PIN is forgotten and you do not 
have an active HuskyNet E-mail account, you 
may call the Student Registration Help Line at 
320-308-3936 or cl ick on the "Contact Us" 
link to send an e-mail. 
Pre-professional skills test (PPST) 
Students must have completed the PPST to 
register for upper division (300-400 level) 
classes designed specifically for teacher 
education programs. Students admitted to a 
non-teaching ma jor must contact the Dean's 
Office, College of Education, Education 
Building A 110, if they wish to enroll in 
classes that require the PPST Call 
320.308 .3023 . 
Pre-requisites 
Check the undergraduate or graduate 
bulletin to see if a class has a pre-requisite . 
Pre-requisites are not listed in this schedule. 
Registration access code 
If you are an undergraduate student currently 
enrolled in day classes and not yet officially 
admitted to a major, you must obtain a six-
digit access code from your adviser before 
you attempt to register. The access code is 
used only once for each term and is not 
required for summer session reg istration after 
February 16, 2010. 
Restrictions on courses 
Some courses listed in the summer sessions 
class schedule have restrictions, such as 
prerequisites, major only, and permission 
required : The SCSU registration system will 
not allow you to register for these courses 
unless you are eligible. To request 
permission to waive the restriction, contact 
the department that offers the course. 
Department numbers are found on page 
68 and 69. If approved to take the course, 
the department will enter permission into the 
registration system. After permission is 
entered the student must use the online 
registration .system to add the course. An 
instructor may not permit registration 
When do I register? · 
because the student may not have the 
background required for the course. Also, 
due to pedagogical reasons, some courses 
are restricted to certain levels of students 
!such as declared majors or students with 
special permission!. Restrictions are subject 
to change at the discretion of the academic 
department. Please see 
http:// www.stcloudstate.edu/registrar/stud 
ents/ registration/ registrationproblems.asp 
for a list of common registration restrictions 
and problems. 
Technical difficulty -
If you experience difficulty in accessing the 
online registration system, please report the 
problem to the HELP line at 320.308.3936. 
Textbooks 
During the summer session the Husky 
Bookstore will be open Monday through 
Friday from 8 :00 a.m. - 4 :00 p.m. 
Students can purchase and have their 
books shipped to them online at 
www.husky.bkstr.com or by clicking on the 
'Husky Books Express' icon on the 
St. Cloud State registration page. The return 
policy for the summer sessionlsl will be 
attached to your receipt with your purchase 
and is posted in the bookstore. Customers 
should read the return policy attached to 
their receipt prior to leaving the store and 
must keep their receipts. 
The Husky Bookstore is located in: 
Centennial Hall. 
Telephone: 320.308.1489. 
E-mail : bookstore@stcloudstate.edu 
Web: www.husky.bkstr.com 
tuhat~ M w, 
tAe/~ & ~, a 




When do I register? 
Registration times at SCSU are based on 
your status as a priority student or on the 
number of earned semester credit hours 
recorded on your SCSU transcript. 
Priority registration 
Priority registration is granted for the 
following groups of students: 
• students with disabilities, 
• students who have earned a 
baccalaureate degree from SCSU, 
• students admitted to graduate 
programs, 
• students admitted to the honors 
program in good standing. 
Priority student registration time is based on 
the last two digits of your social security 
number. Remaining admitted student 
registration time is determined by the 
number of earned semester credits you 
have completed. 
Earned credit registration 
Semester credits that are completed and 
have an assigned grade are used to 
determine priority or eligibility to access 
online registration during advance 
registration. 
• "Completed" is defined as passing 
grades or transfer credits officially 
posted to your SCSU academic record . 
• Your earned semester credits do NOT 
include credits in which you are currently 
enrolled. 
• You may register at any time after your 
scheduled registration window opens. 
Special student registration 
Special student registration begins February 
17. See additional information about 
special student status on page 4 and 5 . 
• Non-admitted student !special student) 
registration is according to the last two 
d igits of your social security number. 
• You may register at any time after your 
scheduled registration window opens. 
CALL: 
lstrationllel 
Getting ready to register 
• Identify courses from the summer sessions 
schedule that you would like to take. 
• Select alternate courses in case your first 
choice is not available. 
• See your academic adviser to discuss 
your schedule and, if necessary, to get 
your registration access code to register. 
• Make sure that you have both your 
SCSU ID number and PIN/ Password 
available as you will need both to 
access the online registration system. 
• Access the online registration system at 
www.stcloudstate.edu/registrar to 
register for your classes . Click on 
"e-Services Sign-In." 
After you register 
• No deposit is required to register for 
classes, but you must pay tuition and 
fees by the deadline date to avoid 
cancellation of courses, registration 
holds, and the possible cancellation of 
future registrations. 
• You may adjust or change your schedule 
at any time during the official 
registration periods. 
• Keep in mind that dropping classes after 
the dates indicated in the calendar 
could result in a W for the course and 
you may not receive a full refund. 
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Registration Schedule Summer 2010 
DATE TIME 
February 8 8:00 
DATE TIME 








~ OPENS f'OR 
ADMffTB)Sl\JDEN'fS 
DATE TIME 
February 9 8:00 
9 :00 
T 10:00 













































































































Summer Session .Credit Limits 
UNDERGRADUATE 
1 00- lo 400-level courses 
MASTERS 










DATE TIME Credits 
Earned 
February 16 8:00 29 
9:00 27 
T 10:00 25 
u 11:00 22 
E 12:00 19 
5 1:00 15 
D 2:00 12 
A 3:00 9 
y 4 :00 0 
Last two digits 
DATE TIME ofSSN 
February 17 8:00 22-32 
w 9 :00 11 -21 
E 10:00 0-10 
D 11 :00 88-99 
N 12:00 77-87 
E 1:00 67-76 
5 2:00 56-66 
D 3:00 45-55 
A 4 :00 33-44 
y 
February 18 
Registration continues through the first day 
of classes for student guests and admitted 
students. 
Tuition, Billing, and Fee Payment Information 
Tuition information 
Tu ition and fee rates are subject to change 
without notice. 
Tuition rates per credit 
Undergraduate resident on-campus course 
$185.55 




Graduate resident on-campus course 
$289.00 




St. Cloud MBA 
Twin Cities MBA 
TC - MME Courses 







Distance learning tuition rates 
per credit 
Center for Continuing Studies 
Undergraduate online 
$262.60 




Graduate ITV, and off-campus course 
$346.25 
Graduate online for M.S. in Applied 
Behavior Analysis 
$434.00 













credits beyond 12 
Breakdown of fees 
Per credit fee - 12 credit maximum per 
semester 
Student Activity Fee-$8.71 
Health Services- $4 .50 
Student Union operating-$6.52 
Athletics -$ 1 . 94 
Facilities Assessment-$ 3 . 85 
Per credit fee - No maximum per semester 
MSUSA-$ .43 
Technology--$4.59 
Senior citizens tuition rates 
Minnesota residents 62 years of age or 
older may enroll in courses at SCSU 
w ithout paying tuition or fees, providing 
space is available after tuition-paying 
students ha've enrolled. An administration 
fee of $20 per credit hour is required when 
a course is taken for credit. The student also 
must bear the cost of laboratory fees, 
books, and materials. 
Billing/invoices 
Invoice and account information are 
avai lable electronically. You must moni tor 
your account online. SCSU does not 
mail tuition statements. Minnesota 
law requires full, timely payment and 
assignment of past due accounts to a 
collection agency. Please promptly contact 
Business Services in Administrative Services, 
room 123 if you expect to have a past due 
account. 
Payment options 
Payments may be made with cash, 
personal check, money order, or credit 
card. 
l . Payments sent by mail should be 
addressed to: 
Cashiers Office 
St. Cloud State University 
Administrative Services Bui lding 123 
720 4th Avenue South 
St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498 
2. Payment made in person should be 
delivered to Administrative Services 
Building, AS 123. In order to assure 
proper and timely credit for payment, 
payment must identify student name and 
a student's Tech ID number. 
3. Payments can be made online at 
www.stcloudstate.edu with a VISA, 
MasterCard , or by e-check. 
4 . Payment can be made over the 
telephone with VISA, MasterCard , 
American Express, and Discover by 
calling 320.308.40 12. 
To access your online account 
l . www.stcloudstate.edu 
2 . Click on "Current Students" 
3 . Click on Registration and then on 
e-services sign-in 
4. Enter student ID and PIN/ Password 
5 . Click on Bills and Payment link on the 
left side of the screen 
6. To pay online, click on: Pay Online and 
institution name: 
St. Cloud State University 
7. Credit Cards Accepted : VISA, 
MasterCard . 
Financial aid 
All financial aid awards will be applied on 
June l 0, 20 l 0, based on enrollment for 
both terms. Overage checks wil l be 
deposited in student bank accounts on 
June 15 or mailed to the student's local 
address on June 16. If a refund is issued for 
the second summer term , it may be 
necessary to repay some or all of the 








Balanca cl tuition 




Courses meeting other than 
~, Summer·Session I & II 
Short eounes fflllling outside J normal session dai. 
Adddalet 
February 8 lo first day cl class 
Oiq,willtnoW 
febcuary 8 lo first day cl dass 
Deatline for 100 pero,nt nlund 
f irst day cl class 
Deadline for dropping with W - Conlact the Regislrotion 
Helpdesk at 320-308-3936 or 
regislralionhelpdeskOstcloudst.edu 
Don't bounce that checkl 
Checks will be considered 
NSF/ dishonored after they have 
been presented to the bank twice 
and are returned lo St Cloud State 
University as unpaid due to non-
sufficient funds, closed account, slop 
payment, etc. Dishonored checks 
will be backed out of the account to 
which they were deposited, and the 
NSF fee will be charged . If the 
reversal of the receipt causes the 
account to become unpaid after the 
due date, applicable late charges 
will also be added lo the account. 
The NSF fee is currently $20 and is 
subject to change without notice. 
Rebates for interns and 
student teachers 
You may apply for a rebate of a 
portion of the student union and 
activities fees you have paid if your 
duty station is located more than 50 
miles from St. Cloud (as defined by 
the state of M innesota mileage 
chartl . Forms are available in 
Administrative Services 11 8 and 
Education Building B 120. 
Applications must be returned to 
AS 123 no later than the final day 
of .the second summer term. 
Requests for refunds for students 
dropping all courses should be 
made in person in AS 123 or 
mailed to: 
Business Services 
St. Cloud State University 
•Admin . Sevices Building 123 
720 4th Avenue South 
St. Cloud, MN 56301 -4498 
Drop for Non-Payment . 
Policy: Students shall have their 
registration cancelled for 
nonpayment when payment is not 
made in full , as defined below, by 
the established due date. 
Payment in Full: Payment in full is 
defined through any appropriate 
combination of 
1) cash, check, money order or 
credit card; 
2) financial aid applied to tuition 
and fees; 
,3) an approved tuition and fee 
payment plan (details below); 
4) an approved waiver, such that 
the combined total is at least 
equal to the amount of tuition 
and fees owed; 
5) a third party authorization on file 
in the cashier's offices stati ng 
which stale or federal 
agency/program will be billed 
for the student's tuition and fees. 
Registration after the tuition and fee 
due date: Students registering after 
the tuition and fee due dote Uune 1 ) 
will be given two business days to 
make payment in full or their 
registration will be cancelled for 
nonpayment. 
Tuition and Fee Due Date: Tuition 
and fees are due five (5) days 
before the beginning of summer 
session I. 
Summer 2010 deadlines based on 
the above policy 
May 17 Tuition and fees due for 
intersession classes 
June 1 $300 or 15 percent of 
tuition and fees due to 
hold Summer Session I 
and II course registration . 
June 15 Balance of tuition and fees 
due for first summer 
session . 
July 20 Balance of tuition and fees 
due for second summer 
session. 
July 29 $30 late fee/payment 
pion fee assessed on 
accounts with outstanding 
tuition and fees. 
Reading the schedule 
Reading the schedllle 
lmportantl Read me. 
Course ID-Used for regislration. 













1 ()(). to 400-level courses 
MASTERS 






















1-099 = No Credit 
, 200 = Lower Division 
, 400 = Upper Division 
, 6fXJ • Moster 
• Doctoral 
~MEEnNGTIMES 
~ that meet other than for the full 
term or the first session or second session 
ore liated with the Begin and End Dates in 
Jhe oourse schedule. 
First Session • meets first half of the term 
Second Session'"' meets second half of the 
l8rm 
Ful Tenn "' meets both first and second 
sessions 
Need Help? 








t 1'hui1day . 
f ftlday 
s Saturday . 
N Sunday 
15 
Intersession May 17 to June 4 
ACCOUNTING 000074 BIOL 590 02 Experiment Surg Tech/RIA 3 
Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE nm CR MTWR 1000-1315 WSB 201-1 Gozol, Olodele 
Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-03 
000379 ACCT 371 01 Financial Acct & Analysis 3 
MTWR 0830-1215 CH 9 Strong, Joel BUSINESS LAW 
Major Students Only Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-03 Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSETlnE CR 
000380 ACCT 390 01 Managerial Acct 3 000414 BLAW 235 01 LegoljEthicl/Globol Envir 3 MTWRF 1000-1250 CH 4 Fredin, Amy MTWR 0900-1240 CH 343 Sleeper, Bradley Major Students Only Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-04 Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-03 
000382 ACCT 490 01 SEC Issues, Acct and Rep 1-3 000422 BLAW 436 01 C Commerciol/Finonciol Low 3 MTWR 0900-1245 CH 495 Ripka, David MTWR 1700-2040 CH 498 Longe, Jomes Permission Required Major Students Only Major Students Only Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-03 Begin/End Dote 05-1 7 to 06-03 
000426 BLAW 536 01 C Commericol/Finonciol Low 3 000383 ACCT 590 01 SEC Issues, Acct and Rep 1-3 MTWR 1700-2040 CH 498 Longe, Jomes MTWR 0900-1245 CH 495 Ripka, David Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-03 Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-03 
ART COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TITLE CR Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSETlnE Cl 
3 000337 CSO 634 01 Cleft Polote/Craniolociol 2 000948 ART 305 01 Photography I TWR 0930-1330 BH 136 Devers, Monico MTWR 0900-1600 KVAC 108 Hoppel Christion, Peter Begin/End Dote 05-18 to 06-03 
Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-04 
000949 ART 409 01 Bookbinding 3 COMMUNICATION STUDIES 
MTWR 0900-1600 KVAC 104 Quinn, Justin Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TITLE CR 
Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-04 
000959 CMST 211 01 Public Speaking 3 
AVIATION MTWRF 1700-2100 R 106 Tuder, Jennifer s 0900-1300 R 106 Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 05-27 Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TITLE Cl 
000066 CMST 428 56 Theory /Practice Mediation 3 000444 AVIT 496 01 Curr State Aviation Ind 3 MTWRF 0800-1700 R 105 Ringer, Ronald MTWR 1000-1330 HH 214 Johnson, Jeffrey Begin/End Dote 05-1 0 to 05-14 Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-04 
000067 CMST 528 57 Theory /Practice Mediation 3 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES MTWRF 0800-1700 R 105 Ringer, Ronald 
Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSETlnE Cl Begin/End Dote 05-10 to 05-14 
000068 BIOL 102 01 The Living World 3 COMMUNITY PSYCHOLOGY 
MTWRF 0900-1200 WSB 65 Julius, Matthew Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE CR Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-04 
000248 CPSY 325 01 Helping Skills 3 000069 BIOL 107 01 Biology of Women (Div/MGM) 3 TWR 0930-1340 EB 8214 Mills-Novoa, Avelino MTWR 0800-0950 WSB 125 Gozol, Olodele Permission Required Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-03 Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-03 Grading Option: SU-REQ 
000070 BIOL 107 02 Biology of Women (Div/MGM) 3 000956 CPSY 627 02 Beh/Sociol Assess/lnterv 3 MTWR 0800-0950 WSB 125 Tubbiolo, Maureen Hours Arranged Edrisinho, Choturi Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-03 Permission Required Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-04 
000071 BIOL 490 01 Field Ornithology 4 Located in North Branch and reserved for North Branch cohort 
MW 0900-1100 WSB 287 Restoni, Marco 
COUNSELOR EDUCATION AND EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY MW 1400-1700 WSB 287 Begin/End Dote 05-10 to 05-19 
TR 0530-1130 WSB 287 Begin/End Dote 05-11 to 05-20 Cou ID DEl'T (LS SECT COURSE TITLE CR 
F 0530-0830 WSB 287 Begin/End Dote 05-14 to 05-21 
000958 CEEP 495 01 ~ Work on o College Campus! 3 
000073 BIOL 490 02 Experiment Surg Tech/RIA 3 MTWR 0800-1800 EB A119 lmbra, Christine 
MTWR 1000-1315 WSB 201-1 Gozol, Olodele Begin/End Dote 05-24 to 05-27 Silvestre, Gabriela 
Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-03 Grading Option: Either 
000072 BIOL 590 01 Field Ornithology 4 000293 CEEP 658 01 Multicultural Counseling 3 
MW 0900-1100 WSB 287 Restoni, Marco WRF 1700-2100 EB A240 Wilson, Nono 
MW 1400-1700 WSB 287 Begin/End Dote 05-10 to 05-19 s 0800-1700 EB A240 Permission Required 
TR 0530-1130 WSB 287 Begin/End Dote 05-11 to 05-20 Begin/End Dote 05-19 to 05-29 
F 0530-0830 WSB 287 Begin/End Dote 05-14 to 05-21 
Daily course schedule updates can be found at: 
1)www.stcloudstate.edu/registrar 2}C/ick on " Register" on left column 3)Qidc on "Course Schedules" 
16 
Intersession May 17 to June 4 
000294 CEEP 678 01 Intro to Grad Statistics 3 ENGLISH 
MTWR 1400-1730 EB A'l.27 Murphy, Robert Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT 
Permission Required Begin/End Dote 05-17 tu 06-03 
COURSE TITLE CR 
000094 ENGL 201 01 Classics of Literature 3 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE MTWRF 1000-1240 518 218 Connaughton, Michael 
Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COUISETIRE Cl Begin/End Dote D5-17 to 06-04 
000051 us 101 01 Survey Criminal Justice 3 000095 ENGL 432 01 Grant Writing 3 
Hours Arranged Prout, Robert 
MTWR 0930-1300 518 ll8 Mohrbacher, Carol 
Begin/End Dote 05· l 7 tu 06-04 Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-03 
000052 us 444 01 Internship 1-16 000096 ENGL 445 01 Miss River Creative Wrtg 2 
Hours Arranged Prout, Robert 
TWRF 1030-1645 518 ll9A Meissner, William 
Permission Required Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-04 TWRF 1030-1645 5181198 Begin/End Dote 06-0 l to 06-04 
$21 liability insurance per fiscal year. 
Grading Option: SIJ-REQ 
000053 us 650 01 Readings 1·3 000097 ENGL 481 01 Poetry 3 
Hours Arranged Prout, Robert 
MTWR 0900-1230 518 322 Sebberson, David 
Permission Required Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-04 Begin/End Dote 05· l 7 to 06-03 
000054 us 681 01 Current Prob/Issues US 1·3 000098 ENGL 532 01 Grant Writing 3 
Hours Arranged Prout, Robert MTWR 0930-1300 518 ll8 Mohrbacher, Carol 
Permission Required Begin/End Dote 05-17 tu 06-04 Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-03 
000099 ENGL 545 01 Miss River Creative Wrtg 2 
ECONOMICS TWRF 1030-1645 518 ll9A Meissner, William 
Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COUISETIRE Cl TWRF 1030-1645 5181198 Begin/End Dote 06-0 l to 06-04 
000270 ECON 483 01 ContemEconProb:EconSports 3 
Grading Option: SIJ-REQ 
MTWR 0800-1140 SH 325 Bonoion, King 000100 ENGL 581 01 Poetry 3 
Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-03 MTWR 0900-1230 518 322 Sebberson, David 
000272 ECON 583 01 ContemEconProb:EconSports 3 
Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-03 
MTWR 0800-1140 SH 325 Bonoion, King ETHNIC STUDIES 
Begin/End Dote 05·17 to 06-03 Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TIRE CR 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION 000170 ETHS 310 01 Amer Indians in SSCI Curr 3 
Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COUISETIRE Cl MTWRF 0900-1150 518 216 Locourt, Jeanne 
000252 EDAD 601 01 ~ Intro tu Educ Admin 
Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-04 
Hours Arranged EB Al22 Worner, Koy FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE tl 
Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-04 Grading Option: SU-REQ 
Orientation meeting Saturday, Moy 22, Born • 5pm. Cou ID DEPT 
(LS SECT COURSE TIRE Cl ~ 
000254 EDAD 61 l 01 Portfolio Review 000874 FIRE 375 03 Risk Mgmt Insurance 3 :::, 
Hours Arranged Miller, Nicholas 
MTWR 0930-1345 CH 453 Zhong, Li 8 Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-04 Grading Option: SIJ-REQ Major Students Only Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-04 
000255 EDAD 611 02 Portfolio Review GEOGRAPHY 
Hours Arranged Dahms-Walker, Janine Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TIRE CR ~ Begin/End Dote 05· l 7 to 06-04 Grading Option: SIJ-REQ 
001013 EDAD 611 03 Portfolio Review 
000417 GEOG 379 01 American Wilderness 3 ;:;; 
Hours Arranged Worner, Koy 
Hours Arranged Blinnikov, Mikhail t3 Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-04 Grading Option: SIJ-REQ Begin/End Dote 05-18 to 05-24 Additional Fee: $275. 
Closs meets in Maple Grove. 000969 GEOG 395 01 Tourism Distribtn System 3 t! 
000257 EDAD 674 01 field Exp Principal K· 12 
MTWR 0900-1230 SH 303 Yu, Hung{hih 
4 Begin/End Dote 05-17 tu 06-03 ~ Hours Arranged Miller, Nicholas 
Permission Required Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-04 GLOBAL STUDIES ~ Grading Option: SU-REQ 
Orientation meeting Moy 3, 4:30pm • 6pm. Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TIRE CR 
001014 EDAD 676 01 field Exp: Dir of Spec Ed 4 000851 GLST 400 01 People Migrations Mod Age 1·3 
Hours Arranged EB Al22 Dahms-Walker, Janine MTWR 0830-1215 SH 228 Ness, John 
Permission Required Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-04 Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-03 Grading Option: Either 
Grading Option: SU-REQ 
Orientation meeting Moy 3, 4:30pm • 6pm. 





Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT 
000410 HPE 298 01 
Hours Arranged 
Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-04 
000411 HPE 310 01 
Hours Arranged 
Major Students Only 
COURSE TITLE 
Cont Hlth/Wellness Issues 
Major Students Only 
Nutrition/Healthy Diet 
Frost, Jeremy 
Begin/End Dote 05· 17 to 06-04 
HIGHER EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION 
Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TlnE 
000957 HIED 595 01 ~ Work on a College Campus! 
MlWR 0800-1800 EB A119 lmbro, Christine 
Begin/End Dote 05·24 to 05·27 Silvestre, Gabriela 
Grading Option: Either 
000290 HIED 664 01 ~ Critical Issues Higher Ed 
MTWR 0800-1800 EB 8107 lmbro, Christine 
Begin/End Dote 05·17 to 05-20 
HISTORY 
Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSETlnE 
000265 HIST 195 01 Democratic Citizenship 
MTWR 0900-1230 SH 210 Kim, Morie 
Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-03 
000268 HIST 211 01 Wes Civ II 1500-Present 
MTWR 0900-1230 SH 219 Harvey, John 
Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-03 
000269 HIST 380 01 The Crusades 
MTWR 1000-1330 SH 208 O'Brien, Maureen 
Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-03 
INFORMATION MEDIA 
Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSETlnE 
000729 IM 204 01 Resrch Strategies Div /MGM 
MlWR 0900-1240 MC 207 Gruwell, Cindy 
Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-03 
000730 IM 260 01 Exploring Info Tech 
MlWR 0900-1240 MC 206 Quinlan, Jennifer 
Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-03 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
000814 IS 242 01 Business Statistics 
MlWRF 0830-1215 CH 24 Poulson, Richard 
Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-04 
000815 IS 352 01 Unix Oper System Principl 
MlWR 0900-1230 CH 494 Guster, Dennis 

















May 17 to June 4 
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES (STUDY ABROAD) 
Course descriptions are available in the St. Cloud State University 
Undergraduate and Graduate Catalogs at www.stcloudstate.edu. 
Intersession 




C..ID DEPT OS 
000758 GEO& 410 
JIIIIISArlangN ,.__R ...... 
C..10 DEPT OS 








Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT 
000224 MGMT 301 01 
MTWR 0730-1115 CH 301 
Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-03 
MARKETING 
Cou ID DEPT . CLS SECT 
000445 MKTG 320 01 
MTWR 0900-1240 CH 352 
Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-03 
MUSIC MUSICIANSHIP 




Intro to Russian c-. 
Mloldd, Maria 
Begin/End Dale 05-17 to 06-04 
COURSE TITLE 
Intro Professional Mgmt 
Moorthy, Subbo 
COURSE TITLE 
Intro to Marketing 
Asquith, JoAnn 
COURSE TmE 
000773 MUSM 325 01 Drum Set Comp 
MTWR 1000-1315 PA 113 Vermillion, Terry 
Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-03 
Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/music/summer.osp for course information. 
NURSING SCIENCE 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT 
000882 NURS 303 0 l 
MTWR 0830-1130 
MTWR 1230-1530 
Major Students Only 
COURSE TfilE 
Holistic Hlth Assessment 
Bagley, Jone 
Permission Required 











000886 NURS 413 01 
MTWR 0900-1100 
MTWR 1200-1400 
Major Students Only 
PHILOSOPHY 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT 
000384 PHIL 481 01 
TWRF 1230-1545 CH 107 
Begin/End Date 05-18 to 06-04 
000387 PHIL 581 01 
TWRF 1230-1545 CH 107 
Begin/End Dote 05-18 to 06-04 
May 17 to June 4 
Cross Cultrl Nrsg/Globol 2 
Lenz, Brenda 
Permission Required 
Begin/ End Dote 05-17 to 05-27 







PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORT SCIENCE 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE CR 






000346 PESS 122 02 
MTWRF 1200-1300 HAH 347 
MTWRF 1200-1300 HAH 101 
000347 PESS 300 01 
MTWRF 1230-1510 HAH 335 
Begin/End Date 05-17 to 06-04 
000348 PESS 398 01 
MTWRF 1000-1140 HAH 344 
Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-04 
000412 PESS 430 01 
MTWRF 0830-0930 HAH 209 
Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-04 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT 
000831 POL 440 01 
MTWR 0830-1215 518 315 
Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-03 
000837 POL 440 02 
MTWR 1230-1615 518 315 
Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-03 
PSYCHOLOGY 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT 
000102 PSY 116 01 C 
MWf 1700-2045 SH 114 
Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-04 
SOCIAL SCIENCE 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT 
000495 SSCI 204 01 
MTWR 1300-1550 SH 110 
Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-03 
Lifelong Hlth/Fitness 
Fischer, Jason 
Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-04 
Lifelong Hlth/Fitness 
Fischer, Jason 
Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-04 
Motor Behavior 
Torr, Susan 




Grading Option: Either 
COURSE TITLE 
SE Asia Govt/Politics 
Yong, Shouo 
Spies and Espionage 
Hassan, Arel 
COURSE TITLE 
Intro Lob Methods 
Valdes, Leslie 
COURSE TITLE 

















Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT 
000665 SPAN 101 01 
MTWRF 1300-1645 LH Gl 8 
Begin/ End Dote 05-17 to 06-04 
000661 SPAN 201 01 
MTWRF 0800-1145 LH 618 
Begin/ End Dote 05-17 to 06-04 
THEATRE 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT 
000872 TH 465 01 ~ 
MWF 1100-1515 PA ARENA 
Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-04 
COURSE TITLE CR 
Elem Spanish I 4 
Splittgerber, Lisa 
lntermed Spanish I 4 
Hasbrouck, Michael 
COURSE TITLE CR 
Stage Combo! 3 
Rovinsky, Vladimir 
May 17 to June 4 
TRAFFIC SAFETY EDUCATION 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
000028 TSE 440 54 ~ Driving Task Analysis 
Hours Arranged lsberner, Bradley 
Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-03 
Registration information: 320-308-3044 
000029 TSE 450 54 ~ Methods Classroom lnstruc 
Hours Arranged lsberner, Bradley 
Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-03 
Registration information: 320-308-3044 
000030 TSE 540 54 ~ Driving Task Analysis 
Hours Arranged lsberner, Bradley 
Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-03 
Registration information: 320-308-3044 
000031 TSE 550 54 ~ Methods Classroom lnstruc 
Hours Arranged lsberner, Bradley 
Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 06-03 
Registration information: 320-308-3044 
ATWOOD 
reccENTER 
•11am - 6pm 
Monday · Thursday 






Summer Session Credit Limits 
UNDERGRADUATE 1100- to 4oo-level courses) l 8 credits mox. MASTERS 1500- and 600kvel courses) 15 credits mox. CXXTORAL !Boo-level courses) 15 credits mox. 
Summer Session 2010 First tenn, June 7-July 9 • Second term, July 12-August 6 
ACCOUNTING /Full Term AFRICAN STUDIES/First Term 
Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE Tim CR Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE nm CR 
000360 ACCT 444 01 Internship 3-12 000289 AFST 250 01 Intro African Studies MGM 3 
Hours Arranged Mooney, Kathleen MTWR 1230-1430 SH 212 Nayenga, Peter 
Permission Required Major Students Only 
Grading Option: SU-REO ANTHROPOLOGY /First Term 
Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TITLE CR 
ACCOUNTING/First Term 000927 ANTH 430 01 Res Methods Alchaeology 3 Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TITLE CR MTWR 0900-1310 SH 221 Gold, Debro 
000344 ACCT 291 01 Accounting I 3 Permission Required Contact instructor for permission. 
MTWR 0730-0930 CH 4 Marrer, Kerry 000929 ANTH 435 01 Field Methods Alchoeology 6 
000355 ACCT 292 01 Accounting II 3 Hours Arranged Gold, Debro 
MTWR 1000-1200 CH 495 S<ofield, Cherie Permission Required Contact instructor for permission. 
000357 ACCT 292 02 Accounting II 3 000928 ANTH 530 01 Res Methods Archaeology 3 
MTWR 1230-1430 CH 495 S<ofield, Cherie MTWR 0900-1310 SH 221 Gold, Debro 
000361 ACCT 482 01 Business Taxation 3 
Permission Required 
MTWR 1000-1200 CH 4 Bodtke, Jomes 000930 ANTH 660 01 Geoorch Field Methods 3 
Major Students Only Hours Alranged Muniz, Mork 
000362 ACCT 483 01 Personal Taxation 3 ART /First Term ta MTWR 1000-1200 CH 9 Zuponc, Thomas 
Major Students Only Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TmE CR ~ 000363 ACCT 486 01 Financial Auditing 3 000938 ART 102 01 2-D Design/Color 3 
MTWR 0730-0930 CH 495 S<hwieger, Bradley MTWR 1000-1400 KVAC 104 Connoughty, Sean 5 Major Students Only Major Students Only u 
000369 ACCT 582 01 Business Taxation 3 000700 ART 131 54 t/ Intro Visual Alts MGM 3 
MTWR 1000-1200 CH 4 Bodtke, James Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Meleo~, Lynn ! 000370 ACCT 583 01 Personal Taxation 3 Proctored Test Requirement 
MTWR 1000-1200 CH 9 Zuponc, Thomas 
Guided Study Course. Go lo www.stdoudstote.edu/contiuingstudies. 
000371 ACCT 586 01 Financial Auditing 3 ART /Second Term 
MTWR 0730-0930 CH 495 S<hwieger, Bradley Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE CR 
ACCOUNTING/Second Term 
000937 ART 101 01 Foundation Drow I: Observ 3 
f5 MTWR 1000-1500 KVAC 206 Nordin, Andrew Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE Tim CR Major Students Only 
I 000364 ACCT 291 02 Accounting I 3 000950 ART 330 01 Alt History Survey I 3 MTWR 1000-1220 CH 495 Ripka, David MTWR 1000-1230 KVAC 614 Newmon, Emily 
000365 ACCT 291 03 Accounting I 3 :5 
MTWR 1230-1450 CH 495 Mooney, Kathleen ASTRONOMY /First Term "' 000366 ACCT 292 03 Accounting II 3 Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE nm CR 
MTWR 0730-0950 CH 4 Fuchsteiner, Peter 000704 ASTR 105 54 t/ Astrobiology 3 
000367 ACCT 482 02 Business Taxation 3 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Wamack, Maria 
MTWR 1000-1220 CH 4 Stoff 
Proctored Test Requirement 
Major Students Only 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000368 ACCT 483 02 Personal Taxation 3 
000827 ASTR 106 01 Concepts Solar System 3 
MTWR 1000-1220 CH 9 Zuponc, Thomas 
MTWR 1000-1150 WSB 24 lee, Annette 
Major Students Only 
lab two days a week. 
000372 ACCT 582 02 Business Taxation 3 
000707 ASTR 106 54 t/ Concepts Solar System 3 
MTWR 1000-1220 CH 4 Stoff 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Kolio, Sneh 
Proctored Test Requirement 
000373 ACCT 583 02 Personal Taxation 3 Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 
MTWR 1000-1220 CH 9 Zuponc, Thomas 
Need Help? Registration Help Line: 320.308.3936 
21 
22 
Summer Session 2010 First tenn, June 7-Ju/y 9 • Second tenn, July 12-August 6 
000705 ASTR l 07 54 ti' 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 
Proctored Test Requirement 
Concepts Stars/Universe 
Womack, Mario 
Online Course. Go to www.stdoudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000833 ASTR 120 01 
MTWR 1300-1500 WSB 24 
AVIATION/Full Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT 
000439 AVIT 444 01 
Hours Arranged 
Permission Required 
000442 AVIT 444 02 
Hours Arranged 
Permission Required 




Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT 
000407 AVIT 102 0 l 
1000-1155 HH 214 






Major Students Only 
Internship 
Hori, Toro 
Major Students Only 
Internship 
Harl, Toro 
Major Students Only 
COURSE TITLE 








Meets 6/7, 6/8, 6/14, 6/15, 6/16 and other times as arranged at the STC airport for 
flight training. 
000408 AVIT 204 0 l 
1000-1155 HH 214 
Grading Option: SU-REQ 
Inst Pilot Flight 
Anderson, Steven 
Meets 6/7, 6/8, 6/9, 6/10 and other times as arranged ot the ST( airport for flight 
training. 
000419 AVIT 210 01 
l 000-1155 HH 214 
Grading Option: SU·REO 
Multi-Eng Roting 
Anderson, Steven 
Meets 6/7, 6/21 , 6/22 and other times as arranged at the STC airport for flight training. 
000421 AVIT 354 01 Comm Flight l{RM/LOFT l 
1000-1155 HH 214 Anderson, Steven 
Grading Option: SU-REQ 
Meets 6/7 and other times os arranged at the STC airport for flight training. 
000424 AVIT 356 01 Comm Pilot Flight II 
1000-1155 HH 214 Anderson, Steven 
Grading Option: SU-REO 
Meets 6/7, 6/8, 6/17 and other times as arranged at the STC airport for flight training. 
000425 AVIT 362 01 Flight Inst Airplane-Fl l 
1000-1155 HH 214 Anderson, Steven 
Grading Option: SU-REQ 
Meets 6/7, 6/23 and other times os arranged at the STC airport for flight training. 
000427 AVIT 363 01 Adv Ground Instructor 
1000-1155 HH 214 Anderson, Steven 
Grading Option: SU-REQ 
Meets 6/7, 6/23 and other times arranged. 
000429 AVIT 364 01 
1000-1155 HH 214 
Grading Option: SU-REQ 
Flight Inst lnstru-Flight 
Anderson, Steven 
Meets 6/7, 6/23 and other times as arranged at the STC airport for flight training. 
000432 AVIT 365 01 
1000-1155 HH214 
Grading Option: SU·REO 
Meets 6/7, 6/23 and other times arranged. 
000435 AVIT 366 01 
l 000-1155 HH 214 
Grading Option: SU·REO 
Flight Inst Instrument-GS 
Anderson, Steven 
Flight Inst Multi-Eng 
Anderson, Steven 
Meets 6/7, 6/23 and other times as arranged at the STC airport for flight training. 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES/Full Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE CR 
001000 BIOL 375 01 
Hours Arranged 
Permission Required 
Clinical Rodiolog Sci II 
Ratliff, Steven 
Must be accepted into first year of Mayo RADT Internship. 
000512 BIOL 390 54 ti' Quantitative Methods Biol 
Cook, William 
Permission Required Grading Option: Either 
Contact Center for Continuing Studies for Permissfon. 
Online Course. Optional On Compusmeetings for review and to discuss homework problems 
(Dotes TBD) . Pre-Req: STAT 193 or one of the following: MATH 112, 115,193,211,221 
or Permission by Instructor. Go to www.stdoudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
3 
001001 BIOL 475 01 Clinical Rodiolog Sci IV 10 
Hours Arranged Ratliff, Steven 
Permission Required 
Must be accepted into second year of Mayo Clinic RADT Internship. 
001002 BIOL 4 7 5 02 Clinical Rodiolog Sci IV 6 
Hours Arranged Ratliff, Steven 
Permission Required 
Must be accepted into second year of St. Cloud Hospital RADT Internship. 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES/First Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS ~ECT COURSE TITLE CR 
000090 BIOL l O l 54 ti' Environment and Society 3 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Restoni, Morea 
Schrank, Gordon 
Online Course. Go lo www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000091 BIOL 101 55 ti' Environment and Society 3 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Morcottilio, Anthony 
Online Course. Go to www.stdoudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000995 BIOL 101 57 
Hours Arranged 
Permission Required 
Minnesota Correctional Facility Course. 
Environment and Society 
Schrank, Gordon 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 
000092 BIOL 102 54 ti' The Living World 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Julius, Matthew 
Online Course. Go to www.stdoudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 










000093 BIOL 103 54 ti' Human Biology 3 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Gozol, Olodele 
On-site seat requirements. Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
Requires one Saturday o~ompus lob meeting from 8:00am -12:00noon (Dote TBA). 
Summer Session Credit Limits 
LN:>ERGRADUATE ( l 00-.to 400level courses) 18 credits max. MASTERS (500- and 600-level courses) 15 credits max. DOCTORAL (800level courses) 15 credits max. 
Summer Session 2010 Rrst term, June 7-July 9 • Second term, July 12-August 6 
000119 BIOL 106 54 ti' Culrural Botany (Div/MGM) 3 000926 BIOL 390 55 ti' Emerging Infectious Dis 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Arriogodo, Jorge Begin/ End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Gulrud, Kristin 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuings11Jdies. Permission Required 
000082 BIOL 151 01 Cell Function/Inheritance 4 
Contact Center for Continuing Srudies for permission. 
Online Course. Pre-Req: BIOL 151 or equivalent. 
MWF 0730-0945 WSB 125 Tubbiolo, Maureen Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuings11Jdies. 
TR 0730-0945 WSB 107·1 
000083 BIOL 151 02 Cell Function/Inheritance 4 
000106 BIOL 418 01 Wetland Plant Communities 
TR 1230-1445 WSB 212 Arriogodo, Jorge 
MWF 0730-0945 WSB 125 Tubbiolo, Maureen Pre-Req: 15 l. 
TR 1000-1215 WSB 107-1 
000934 BIOL 151 03 Cell Function/ Inheritance 4 
000108 BIOL 422 01 Terrestrial/Aquatic Plant 
MTWR 1000-1215 WSB 212 Arriogodo, Jorge 
MWF 0730-0945 WSB 125 Kvool, Christopher Pre-Req: 212. 
TR 1230-1445 WSB 107-1 
000935 BIOL 151 04 Cell Function/Inheritance 4 
000110 BIOL 444 01 Biology Internship 
Permission Required Stoff 
MWF 0730-0945 WSB 125 Kvool, Christopher Grading Option: SU·REQ 
TR 1500-1715 WSB 107·1 Meeting/Instructor to be Arranged Permission of Deportment 
000084 BIOL 206 01 Intro Microbiology 4 000138 BIOL 444 02 Biology Internship 
MTWR 1400-1450 WSB 119 Schrank, Gordon Permission Required Stoff 
MTWRF 1230-1350 WSB 250 Grading Option: SU-REQ 
Pre-Req: Any one of BIOL 151 ,202,204 or CHEM 131, 141,160, 210. Meeting/Instructor to be Arranged Permission of Deportment 
000085 BIOL 206 02 Intro Microbiology 4 000122 BIOL 450 52 ti' Selections Evolution Biol 
MTWR 1400-1450 WSB 119 Schrank, Gordon Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Julius, Matthew 
MTWR 1500-1620 WSB 250 Schoenfuss, Heiko 
Pre-Req: Any one of BIOL 151,202,204 or CHEM 131, 141 ,1 60, 210. Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/ continuings11Jdies. 
000086 BIOL 214 01 General Zoology 4 000123 BIOL 450 54 ti' Selections Evolution Biol 
MTWR 0900-1140 WSB 287 Morcoltilio, Anthony Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Julius, Matthew 
Pre-Req: BIOL 151 ,152. Schoenfuss, Heiko 
000087 BIOL 262 01 Genetics 4 Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuings11Jdies. 
MTWR 0900-1130 Olson, Brion 000125 BIOL 450 55 ti' Selections Evolution Biol Pre-Req: 151 ; CHEM 210. Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Julius, Matthew 
001015 BIOL 262 02 Genetics 4 Schoenfuss, Heiko 
MTWR 0900-1130 Olson, Brion Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
Pre-Req: 151 ; CHEM 210. 000126 BIOL 450 57 ti' Readings Environment Biol 
000120 BIOL 266 54 ti' Medical Terminology 2 Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Arriogodo, Jorge 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Tubbiolo, Maureen Voelz, Neal 
Proctored Test Requirement Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/ continuingstudies. 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuings11Jdies. 000127 BIOL 450 58 ti' Readings Environment Biol 
000088 BIOL 360 01 Cell Biology 4 Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Arriagado, Jorge 
MTW 0730-0950 WSB 122 Schuh, Timothy Voelz, Neal 
R 0730-0950 WSB 101·1 Begin/End Dote 06-01 to 07-08 Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuings11Jdies. 
Pre-Req: 262; MATH or STAT 193 or higher. 000128 BIOL 450 59 ti' Readings Environmental Bi 
000089 BIOL 362 01 Microbiology 4 Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Arriagodo, Jorge 
MTWR 0830-0950 WSB 250 Gulrud, Kristin Voelz, Neal 
MTWR 1000-lll5 WSB 250 Begin/End Dote 06-01 to 07-08 Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingsrudies. 
Pre-Req: 360. 000130 BIOL 460 54 ti' General Parasitology 
000121 BIOL 364 54 ti' Histology 3 Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Kvool, Christopher 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Schoenfuss, Heiko Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuings11Jdies. 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/ continuingsrudies. 000131 BIOL 472 54 ti' Virology 
000105 BIOL 367 01 Introductory Pharmacology 3 Begin/End Date 06·07 to 08-06 Olson, Brion 
MTWR 1000-1200 518 315 Jacobson, Bruce Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuings11Jdies. 
Pre-Req: college algebra; CHEM 141 . 000139 BIOL 477 01 Adv Anotomy:Humon Dissect 
MTWR 0800-1050 WSB 201·1 · Schoenfuss, He iko 
Permission Required 
Contact Dept. or Instructor for permission. 
Daily course schedule updates can be found at: 





















Summer Session 2010 
000143 BIOL 477 02 
MTWR 1000-1250 WSB 201·1 
Permission Required 
Contoct Dept. or Instructor for permission. 
000153 BIOL 486 01 
MTWR 1000-1250 WSB 119 
Begin/End Dote 06-01 to 07-08 
Pre-Req: A grade of C or better in 360. 
000156 BIOL 490 03 
T 1100-1300 WSB 215 
Lab time arranged. WSB 203· 1 
000163 BIOL 490 04 
MTWR 1230-1430 SH 104 
000107 BIOL 518 01 
TR 1230-1445 WSB 212 
Pre-Req: 151 
000109 BIOL 522 01 
MTWR 1000-1215 WSB 212 
Pre-Req: 212. 













000133 BIOL 560 54 v General Parasitology 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Kvool, Christopher 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000134 BIOL 572 54 v Virology 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Olson, Brion 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000142 BIOL 577 01 
MTWR 0800-1050 WSB 201-1 
Permission Required 
Contact Dept. or Instructor for permission. 
000145 BIOL 577 02 
MTWR 1000-1250 WSB 201-1 
Permission Required 
Contact Dept. or Instructor for permission. 
000155. BIOL 586 01 
MTWR 1000-1250 WSB 119 
Begin/End Dote 06-01 to 07-08 
Pre-Req: A grade of C or better in 360. 
000160 BIOL 590 03 
T 1100-1300 WSB 215 
Lob time arranged. WSB 203· 1 
000165 BIOL 590 04 
MTWR 1230-1430 SH 104 
Adv Anatomy Human Dissect 
Schoenfuss, Heiko 









BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES/Second Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
000168 BIOL 152 01 
MTWR 0900-1200 WSB 119 
000175 BIOL 444 03 
Hours Arranged 
Permission Required 
000178 BIOL 444 04 
Hours Arranged 
Grading Option: SU-REQ 





Groding Option: SU·REQ 
Biology Internship 
Permission Required 













BUSINESS LAW /First Term 
- Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT 
000430 BLAW 235 02 
MTWR 1000-1200 CH 343 
BUSINESS LAW /Second Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT 
000434 BLAW 235 03 
MTWR 1000-1220 CH 498 
000438 BLAW 433 01 
MTWR 0730-0950 CH 498 
Major Students Only 
000440 BLAW 533 01 
MTWR 0730-0950 CH 498 







Mrktg and the Law 
Kurtz, Jonell 








Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE CR 
000135 CHEM 101 54 v Understanding Chemistry 3 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 McKenna, Jack 
Proctored Test Requirement 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000136 CHEM 105 54 v 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 ta 08-06 
Proctored Test Requirement 
Chem and the Environment 
Jeannot, Michael 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000149 CHEM 131 01 Intro Chem for Hlth Scien 
MTWR 1230-1430 WSB 122 Sivoprokasam, Kannan 
TWR lQ00-1150 WSB 382 Begin/End Dote 06-01 to 07-01 
4 
CHEM 131 is intended for pre-nursing and related heolth sciences majors. CHEM 131 will 
not be accepted as a Pre-Req for CHEM 210. The class starts a week earlier than the rest of 
the classes for First Session (6/1/10-7 /1/10) . 
000150 CHEM 131 02 
MTWR 1230-1430 WSB 122 
TWR l 000-1150 WSB 382 
Begin/End Dote 06-01 to 07-01 
Intro Chem for Hlth Scien 
Sivaprakasam, Kannan 
Permission Required 
CHEM 131 is intended for pre-nursing and related health sciences majors. CHEM 131 will 
not be accepted os a Pre-Req for CHEM 210. The class storts o week earlier than the rest of 
the classes for First Session (6/1/10-7 /1/10) . This section will not open unless section 
01 is full. Pleose contoct the Chemistry Office to indicate your desire to toke this section. 
000137 CHEM 131 54 v Intro Chem for Hlth Scien 4 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 ta 08-06 Mohroof.Tohir, Maham 
Sreeromo, Lokshmoiah 
On-site seat requirements Proctored Test Requirement 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. CHEM 131 is intended for 
pre-nursing and related health science majors. CHEM 131 will not be accepted as a Pre-Req 
for CHEM 210. Requires 3-4 on1:ompus Saturday meetings for Lobs (Dotes 180) . 
000167 CHEM 141 01 lntr Organic/Bio Chem 
MTWRF 1000-1215 WSB 122 Sivoprokosam, Kannan 
TWR 1245-1435 WSB 304·1 Begin/End Dote 07-06 to 08-05 
Laboratory Rm located in WSB Addition 
This class starts a week earlier than the rest of the classes for Second Session (7 /6/10 to 
8/5/10). 
Course descriptions are available in the St. Cloud State University 
Undergraduate and Graduate Catalogs at www.stcloudstate.edu. 
Summer Session 2010 First term, June 7-July 9 • Second term, July 12-August 6 
000140 CHEM 141 54 ti' 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 
On-site seat requirements 
Proctored Test Requirement 
lntr Organic/Bio Chem 
Mohroof-Tohir, Maham 
Online Course. Go to www.stdoudstote.edu/continuingstudies. Chem 141 placement exam 
or passing grade in Chem 131 /140 required prior to registration. Go to 
www.stdoudstote.edu/chemistry for dote, time, and location of placement exam. Requires 4 
on-campus Saturday meetings for Lobs (Dotes TBD) . 
000141 CHEM 160 54 ti' Preparatory Chemistry 
Begin/End Dote b6-07 to 08-06 Mohroof-Tohir, Maham 
4 
On-site seot requirements Sreeramo, Lokshmoioh 
Proctored Test Requirement 
Online Course. Go to www.stdoudstote.edu/continuingstudies. CHEM 160 is intended as a 
preparatory course for CHEM 210. CHEM 160 will not be accepted as a Pre·Req for CHEM 
141. Requires 3-4 on-campus Saturday meetings for the Lobs (Dotes TBD). 
000144 CHEM 207 54 ti' forensic Science 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Sreeromo, Lokshmoioh 
On-site seat requirements 
Proctored Test Requirement 
Online Course. Go to www.stdoudstote.edu/continuingstudies. Requires 4 on-campus 
Saturday meetings for Lobs. 
000151 CHEM 210 01 
MlWR 1000-1200 WSB 125 
lWR 1230-1520 WSB 300· 1 
Laboratory Rm located in WSB Addition 
General Chemistry 1 
Dvorak, Michael 
CHEM 210 placement exam or a grade of C or better in CHEM 160 required prior to 
registration. Go to www.stdoudstote.edu/chemistry for dotes, time and location of exam. 
000152 CHEM 210 02 General Chemistry 1 
MlWR 1000-1200 WSB 12 5 Dvorak, Michael 
lWR 1230-1520 WSB 301-1 Permission Required 
Laboratory Rm located in WSB Addition 
3 
4 
CHEM 210 placement exam or a grade of C or better in CHEM 160 required prior to 
registrntion. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/chemistry for dotes, time and location of exam. · 
This section will not open unless Section O 1 is full. Please contact the Chemistry Deportment 
to indicate your desire to toke this section. 
000146 CHEM 210 54 ti' 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 
On-site seat requirements 
Proctored Test Requirement 
General Chemistry 1 
Romokrishnon, Letha 
Online Course. Go to www.stdoudstote.edu/ continuingstudies. CHEM 210 placement exam 
or a grade of C or better in CHEM 160 required prior to registration. Go to 
www.stdoudstote.edu/chemistry for dote, time, and location of exam. Requires 5-6 
Saturday on-campus visits for Lobs ond ACS final exam (Dotes TBD) . 
000154 CHEM 211 01 
MlWR 1230-1430 WSB 125 
lWR 0900-1150 WSB 300· 1 
Laboratory Rm located in WSB Addition. 
000158 CHEM 211 02 
MlWR 1230-1430 WSB 125 
lWR 0900-1150 WSB 301 ·1 
Laboratory Rm located in WSB Addition 
General Chemistry 2 
Sodrai, Mahin 




This section will not open unless Section O 1 is full. Please contact the Chemistry Deportment 
to indicate your desire to toke this section. 
000147 CHEM 307 54 ti' Adv forensic Science 3 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Sreeramo, Lokshmoioh 
Online Course. Go to www.stdoudstote.edu/continuingstudies. Requires 4 on campus 
Saturdays meetings for Lobs (Dotes TBD) . 
CHEMISTRY /Second Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT 
000172 CHEM 160 01 
MlWRf 1000-1200 WSB 125 




CHEM 160 is intended as a preparatory course for CHEM 210. CHEM 160 will be not be 
accepted as a Pre-Req for CHEM 141 . 
00017-p CHEM 160 02 Preparatory Chemistry 
MlWR~~ 1000-1200 WSB 125 Mohroof-Tohir, Maham 
CR 
4 
MlWR l 1230-1420 WSB 382 Permission Required 
CHEM 1~'0 is intended as a preporntory course for CHEM 210. CHEM 160 will be not be 
accepted as a Pre-Req for CHEM 141. This doss will only be offered if Sec O 1 is full. Please 
contact the Chemistry Deportment to indicate your desire to toke this section. 
000177 CHEM 210 03 Gen em I Chemistry 1 
MlWRf 1000-1200 SH 104 Petitto, Sarah 
Loborntory Rm located in WSB Addition. 
CHEM 210 placement exam or a grade of C or better in CHEM 160 required prior to 
registration. Go to www.stdoudstote.edu/ chemistry for dotes, time and location of exom. 
000180 CHEM 210 04 General Chemistry 1 
MlWRf 1000-1200 SH 104 Petitto, Sarah 
Permission Required 
Laboratory Rm locoted in WSB Addition 
4 
CHEM 210 placement exam or a grade of C or better in CHEM 160 required prior to 
registration. Go to www.stdoudstote.edu/chemistry for dotes, time and location of exam. 
This section will not open unless Section 03 is full . Please contact the Chemistry Deportment 
to indicate your desire to toke this section. 
000181 CHEM 211 03 
MlWRf 1230-1430 WSB 122 
MlWR 0900-1150 WSB 300-1 
Laboratory Rm located in WSB Addition 
000182 CHEM 211 04 
MlWRf 1230-1430 WSB 122 
MlWR 0900-11 SO WSB 301-1 
Laboratory Rm located in WSB Addition 
General Chemistry 2 
Sodrai, Mahin 




This section will not open unless Section 03 is full. Please contact the Chemistry Deportment 
to indicate your desire to toke this section. 
CHILD AND FAMILY STUDIES/Full Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE CR 
000686 CFS 680 01 ~ ECSE Infant Studnt Tchg 2-4 
Hours Arranged Johnson, JoAnn 
Permission Required 
000690 CFS 681 
Hours Arranged 
Permission Required 
ECSE Presch Studnt Tchg 
Johnson, JoAnn 
CHILD AND FAMILY STUDIES/First Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
000692 CFS 220 01 ti' Intro Parents/ Children 
Online course. Zorghomi, fotemeh 
001019 CFS 404 01 ti' Wksp:Birth Order in fomly 
Begin/ End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Beniek, Eugene 
Online Course. Go to www.stdoudstote.edu/ continuingstudies 
000659 CFS 421 01 ti' Development Young Child 




Need Help? Registration Help Line: 320.308.3936 
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001021 CFS 504 54 II~ Wksp:Birth Order in Fomly 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Beniek, Eugene 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies 
000676 CFS 521 01 II~ Develpmnt Young Childrn 
Online Course. Zorghami, Fatemeh 
000675 CFS 611 01 ~ Foundation of EC/ECSE 
Hours Arranged EB 8108 Johnson, JoAnn 
Class meets Mon. and Wed., 8 · noon and Fri., 8 · 12:30pm, June 7 · June 25. 
000682 CFS 621 01 ~ Res Methods: Child/Family 
1300-1730 EB 8108 Johnson, JoAnn 
Minnema, Jane 
Closs meets June 7,14,21,28, July 9, 1- 5:30pm. Additional Hours Arranged. 
000699 CFS 635 01 ~ Parenthood & Adult Devel 
S 0900-1700 EB 8 l 08 Alden, Ada 
Begin/End Date 06-12 to 06-26 
Class meets 6/12, 19 & 26, 9 · 5pm. 
CHILD AND FAMILY STUDIES/Second Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
000696 CFS 632 01 ~ Analy Fam Child Disabil 
Hours Arranged EB Bl 08 Johnson, JoAnn 
Minnema, Jane 
Class meets Mon. and Wed., 8 -noon and Fri., 8 - 12:30pm. June 12 -August 6. 
000694 CFS 645 01 ~ Working w/Parents in Grp 
MTWRF 0900-1500 EB 8112 Campbell, Deborah 
Begin/End Dote 07-19 to 07-23 
COLLEGE TRANSITIONS/First Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
000331 COLL 110 54 11 Reading/Study Strategies 
Begin/End Dale 06-07 to 08-06 Kenner, Cari 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000332 COLL 111 54 II Career & Life Planning 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Lokken, Jayne 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000334 COLL 120 54 II Power Reading 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Kenner, Cari 
Grading Option: Either 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
COLLEGE TRANSITIONS/Second Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TlllE 
001016 COLL 110 56 
MTWR 1000-1135 CH 234 
Permission Required 
Contact Karen @ 308-4993. 
001017 COLL 110 57 
MTWR 1230-1405 CH 234 
Permission Required 
Contact Koren @ 308-4993. 
Reading/Study Strategies 
Mills, Nancy 
Begin/End Dote 07-12 to 08-12 
Reading/Study Strategies 
Mills, Nancy 
Begin/End Dote 07-12 to 08-12 
Rrst tenn, June 7-July 9 • Second term, July 12-August 6 














Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE CR 
000338 CSD 130 54 II Intro Speech-Long Poth/Au 3 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Nelson Crowell, Rebe 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstole.edu/continuingstudies. 
000967 CSD l7l 01 American Sign Lang 3 
MTW 1000-1150 BH 136 Rademacher, Sherri 
000327 CSD 415 01 Evoljlntervnt-ELL Student 
RF 0830-1600 BH 201 Stoff 
Begin/End Date 06-24 to 06-25 
000333 CSD 442 01 Audiologic Rehabilitation 3 
MTWR 1300-1600 BH 201 Nelson Crowell, Rebe 
000339 (SD 468 54 II~ Child Long Devi Disorders 3 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Devers, Monico 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000328 CSD 515 01 Evoljlntervnt·Ell Student 
RF 0830-1600 BH 201 Stoff 
Begin/End Dote 06-24 to 06-25 
000335 (SD 54 2 01 Audiologic Rehabilitation 3 
MTWR 1300-1600 BH 201 Nelson Crowell, Rebe 
000340 CSD 568 54 II~ Child Long Devi/Disorders 3 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Devers, Monico 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000341 (SD 648 01 Grad Pract Univ Clinic 
MTWR Larsen, Judith 
Hours Arranged Permission Required 
Additional Fee: $21. Mandatory mtg: Thurs., 6/3/2010, 1:45pm. 
000343 CSD 650 01 lnternship:MedicoljRehob 6 
MTWRF Devers, Monico 
Hours Arranged Permission Required 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-05 Additional Fee: $21. 
COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS/Second Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE CR 
000329 CSD 415 02 Childhood Aproxio of Speh 1 
F 0830-1600 BH 136 Griffin, Lori 
Begin/End Dote 07-16 to 07-23 
000330 CSD 515 02 Childhood Aproxio of Speh 
F 0830-1600 BH 136 Griffin, Lori 
Begin/End Dote 07-16 to 07-23 
000336 CSD 624 01 Lang/Comm Assess/lntervtn 3 
TW 0830-1600 BH 201 Estrem, Theresa 
Begin/End Dote 07-27 to 08-11 
000342 (SD 648 02 Grad Proct Univ Clinic 
MTWR Larsen, Judith 
Hours Arranged Permission Required 
Additional Fee: $21. Mandatory mtg: Thurs., 6/3/2010, 1 :45pm. 
COMMUNICATION STUDIES/Full Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
000013 CMST 444 01 
Permission Required 
Grading Option: SU-REQ 





Summer Session Credit Limits 
LN)ERGRADUAJE 1100 to 400level courses) 18 credits max. MASTERS 1500 and 600bel courses) 15 credits max. DCX:TOIW. l800level courses) 15 credits max. 
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COMMUNICATION STUDIES/First Term 000889 CPSY 101 55 ti' Applying Psychology 3 
Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TITLE CR Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Vesely, Barbaro 
000828 CMST 171 54 ti' Speech Anxiety Reduction 
Online course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Pucel, Joanna 000890 CPSY 330 54 ti' Principles of Behavior 3 
Grading Option: SU-REQ Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Rudrud, Eric 
Guided Study Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. Proctored Test Requirement 
000001 CMST 192 01 Intro to Comm Studies 3 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
MTWR 1000-1200 R 106 Binehom, Jeffery 000891 CPSY 402 54 ti' Profess Issue Chem Depend 3 
Permission Required Vesely, Barbaro 
000148 CMST 192 04 Intro to Comm Studies 3 Ort-Site seat requirements Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 
MTWR 1000-1200 R 205 Hyde, R. Bruce Contoct Instructor for permission 
000998 CMST 192 05 Intro to Comm Studies 3 Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. Students must hove 
MTWR 1230-1430 R 106 Binehom, Jeffery satisfactorily completed all Chemical Dependency courses prior to admission to the Chemical 
Dependency Program. Requires one campus meeting (Dote TBD). 
000005 CMST 210 01 Performance/Everyday Life 3 
000895 CPSY 430 54 ti' Ethical Boundaries 3 MTWR 1000-1200 EH 201 Spry, Tomi 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Vesely, Barbaro 
000006 CMST 210 02 Performance/Everyday Life 3 Online course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
MTWR 1230-1430 EH 201 Spry, Tami 
000899 CPSY 430 57 ti' Abuse, Trauma, Cullin 3 
000003 CMST 330 01 lnterculturol Comm (MGM) 3 Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 
MTWR 1000-1200 R 215 Mutuo-Kombo, Eddoh Online course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000004 CMST 330 02 lnterculturol Comm (MGM) 3 000901 CPSY 430 58 ti' Explor Intimate Relotonsh 3 
MTWR 1230-1430 R 215 Mutuo-Kombo, Eddoh Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Mason, John 
000065 CMST 340 02 Small Group Communication 3 Online course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
MTWR 1230-1430 R 205 Hyde, R. Bruce 000903 CPSY 433 54 ti' Appld Behavior Analysis I 3 
000506 CMST 341 54 ti' Communicatn in Workplace 3 Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Rudrud, Eric 
Permission Required Ross, Roseanna Online course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/ continuingstudies. 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Proctored Test Requirement 001020 CPSY 434 54 ti' Appld Behavior Anolys II 3 
Contoct Center for Continuing Studies for permission. Permission Required Monn, Emily 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. Non-Traditional Students Only. Proctored Test Requirement Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 
Contoct Instructor for permission. 
COMMUNICATION STUDIES/Second Term Online Course. Distonce Learning Students Only. Go to 
Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TffiE CR www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 
000007 CMST 192 02 Intro to Comm Studies 3 000893 CPSY 437 54 ti' Theories Chem Dependency 3 
MTWR 1000-1220 R 205 Rehling, Diano Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Livingston, Tino 
000008 (MST 192 03 Intro to Comm Studies 3 
Online course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 
MTWR 1230-1450 • R 205 Rehling, Diana 000904 CPSY 444 54 ti' Internship 6-12 
Permission Required Rudrud, Eric 
000009 CMST 229 01 Effective Listening 3 Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Contoct Instructor for permission. 
MTWR 1000-1220 R 215 Ross, Roseanna Online course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 
COMMUNITY PSYCHOLOGY /Full Term 000905 CPSY 445 54 ti' Chem Dep Internship 3-12 Permission Required Vesely, Barbaro 
Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TITLE Cl Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Contact Instructor for permission. 
000245 CPSY 326 01 field Work 3 Online course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 
Hours Arranged Merchant, Niloufer 000907 CPSY 446 54 ti' C/D Internship 12 
Permission Required Permission Required Vesely, Borboro 
000246 CPSY 696 01 Supervised Internship 3-6 Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Contact Instructor for permission. 
Hours Arranged Merchant, Niloufer Online course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 
Permission Required 000908 CPSY 484 54 ti' Intro to Psychopharmocolg 3 
000247 CPSY 696 02 Supervised Internship 3-6 Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Mason, John 
Hours Arranged Doneshpour, Monijeh Online course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
Permission Required 000909 CPSY 498 54 ti' Psych Teaching Practicum 1-3 
COMMUNITY PSYCHOLOGY /First Term 
Permission Required Vesely, Barbaro 
Begin/End Dote 06-0 7 to 08-06 Contact Instructor for permission. 
Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TffiE CR Online course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 
000888 CPSY 101 54 ti' Applying Psychology 3 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Mason, John 
Online course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 
Daily course schedule updates can be found at: 
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000892 CPSY 502 54 tt' 
Permission Required 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 
Contoct Instructor for permission. 
Profess Issues Chem Dep 
Vesely, Barbara 
On-site seat requirements 
3 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. Students must hove 
satisfactorily completed all Chemical Dependency courses prior to admission to the Chemical 
Dependency Program. Requires one campus meeting (Date TBD) . 
000911 CPSY 530 50 tt'~ Autism 
Permission Required Schulze, Kimberly 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Proctored Test Requirement 
Contoct Center for Continuing Studies for permission. 
Online Course. Must be in BACB or ABA Program to register. 
Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000912 CPSY 530 52 tt' 
Permission Required 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 
Proctored Test Requirement 
Adv App Behov Anofysis II 
Rudrud, Eric 
Schulze, Kimberly 
Contact Center for Continuing Studies for permission. 
Online Course. Must be in BACB or ABA Program to register. Go to 
www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000896 CPSY 530 54 tt' Ethical Boundaries 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Vesely, Barbaro 
Online course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 
000900 CPSY 530 57 tt' Abuse, Trauma, Cuttin 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Mason, John 
Online course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000902 CPSY 530 58 tt' Explor Intimate Relations 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Mason, John 
Online course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000910 CPSY 530 59 tt' Grief, Loss, Counseling 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Livingston, Tino 
Online course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 
000913 CPSY 530 96 tt' Transition 
Permission Required Rudrud, Eric 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Proctored Test Requirement 
Contact Center for Continiuing Studies for permission. 
Online Course. Must be in BACB or ABA Program ta register. Go to 
www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 
000914 CPSY 530 97 tt' Functional Assessment 
Permission Required Rapp, John 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Proctored Test Requirement 
Contact Center for Continuing Studies for permission. 
Online Course. Must be in BACB or ABA Program to register. Go to 
www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000894 CPSY 537 54 tt' Theories Chem Dependency 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Livingston, Tino 
Online course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 
000906 CPSY 545 54 tt' Chem Dep Internship 
Permission Required Vesefy, Barbara 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Contact Instructor for permission. 
Online course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000915 CPSY 545 55 tt' Chem Dep Internship 
Permission Required Jorgensen, Leeann 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 
Grading Option: SU-REO Contort Instructor for permission. 












000916 CPSY 597 54 tt' 
Permission Required 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 




Contact Center for Continuing Studies for permission. 
Online Course. Must be in BACB or ABA Program to register. Go to 
www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000917 CPSY 600 54 tt' 
Permission Required 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 
Contact Instructor for permission. 
Special Problems 
Connor, Jennifer 
On-site seat requirements 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. Requires one on-rnmpus 
meeting (Dote TBA) . 
000251 CPSY 627 
TW 0830-1600 
Permission Required 
01 Bah/Social Assess/lnterv 
Edrisinha, Chaturi 
Begin/End Dote 07-06 to 07-21 
000918 CPSY 630 54 tt' Adv Appld Behov Analysis 
Permission Required Rudrud, Eric 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Proctored Test Requirement 
Contact Center for Continuing Studies for permission. 
Online Course. Must be in BACB or ABA Program to register. Go ta 
www.slcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000940 CPSY 633 54 tt' Behavior Therapy I 
Permission Required Schulze, Kimberly 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Proctored Test Requirement 
Contact Center for Continuing Studies for permission. 
Online Course. Must be in BACB or ABA Program to register. Go to 
www.slcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000920 CPSY 634 54 tt' Behavioral Assessment 
Permission Required Ropp, John 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Proctored Tes! Requirement 
Contact Center for Continuing Studies for permission. 
Online Course. Must be in BACB or ASA Program to register. Go to 
www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000921 CPSY 641 54 tt' Single-me Design 
Permission Required Rudrud, Eric 
Begin/End Date 06-07 lo 08-06 Proctored Test Requirement 
Conloct Center for Continuing Studies for permission. 
Online Course. Musi be in BACB or ASA Program to register. Go to 
www.stcloudstote.edu/ continuingstudies. 
000922 CPSY 697 54 tt' 
Permission Required 





Contact Center for Continuing Studies for permission. 
Online Course. Must be in BACB or ABA Program to register. Go to 
www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000249 CPSY 698 01 
TWR 0930-1300 EB 8206 
Permission Required 
Grading Option: SU-REO 
000250 CPSY 698 02 
TWR 0930-1300 EB 8214 
Permission Required 
Grading Option: SIJ-REO 
Practice Small Group Proc 
Merchant, Niloufer 
Begin/End Dole 06-03 to 06-29 
Practice Small Group Proc 
Livingston, Tino 
Begin/End Dote 06-03 to 06·29 
Course descriptions are available in the St. Cloud State University 
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000923 CPSY 699 54 .,, Thesis 1-6 COMPUTER NETWORKING AND APPLICATIONS/Second Term 
Permission Required Ropp, John Cou ID DEl'T (LS SECT COURSE TITLE CR 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Rudrud, Eric 
000241 CNA 169 02 Computers in Society 3 Grading Option: SU-REQ Schulze, Kimberly 
Contact Center for Continuing Studies for permission. MTWR 1000-1200 ECC 116 Kirmoni, Ezzot 
Online Course. Must be in BACB or ABA Program to register. 
COMPUTER SCIENCE/First Term Go to www.stdoudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
Cou ID DEl'T (LS SECT COURSE TITLE CR 
COMMUNITY PSYCHOLOGY /Second Term 000206 CSCI 169 01 Computers in Society 3 
Cou ID DEl'T (LS SECT COURSE TITLE Cl MTWR 0730-0930 ECC 115 Heroth, Joyontho 
000648 CPSY 669 01 Superv Counsel Procticm 4 000203 CSCI 200 01 Elements of Computing 3 
TWR 0800-1400 EB A229 Jorgensen, Leeann MTWR 1600-1820 ECC 135 Jho, Pronovo 
Permission Required Begin/End Dote 07-14 to 07-30 
Grading Option: SU-REQ 000062 CSCI 260 54 t/ Programming in C 2 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Heroth, Joyontho 
COMMUNITY STUDIES/First Term On-site seat requirements Proctored Test Requirement 
Cou ID DEl'T (LS SECT COURSE TITLE Cl Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstute.edu/continuingstudies. Requires one on,:ompus 
meeting for final exam (Dote TBD) . 
000428 (MTV 111 01 Race in America (Div/MGM) 3 
000063 CSCI 261 54 t/ Programming in C ++ 2 MTWR 1000-1155 SH 327 Tripp, Luke 
Permission Required APP Section Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Heroth, Joyontho 
On-site seat requirements Proctored Test Requirement 
000433 (MTV 111 02 Race in America (Div /MGM) 3 Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstute.edu/continuingstudies. Requires one on,:ompus ti MTWR 1000-1155 SH 331 Denson-Lehman, Yalon meeting for final exam (Dote TBA) . 
Permission Required APP Section 
000064 CSCI 262 54 t/ Prgromming in Java 2 ~ 
000436 CMTV 111 03 Race in America (Div /MGM) 3 Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Heroth, Joyontho :::, 
MTWR 1230-1425 SH 327 Tripp, Luke On-site seat requirements Proctured Test Requirement 8 000189 CMTV 195 54 t/ Comm/Democratic (itizensh 3 Online Course. Go tu www.stcloudstute.edu/continuingstudies. Requires one on,:ompus 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Rigopouloo-Melcher, 
meeting for final exam (Dote TBA). 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstute.edu/continuingstudies. 
COMPUTER SCIENCE/Second Term 
000625 CMTV 466 01 Plon/Policy/DecisionMokng 3 Cou ID DEl'T (LS SECT COURSE TITLE CR 
MTW 1600-1830 SH 331 Rigopoulou-Melcher, 
000208 (SCI 169 02 Computers in Society 3 
000632 CMTV 566 01 Plon/Policy/DecisionMokng 3 MTWR 0730-0930 ECC 115 Stoff 
MTW 1600-1830 SH 331 Rigopoulou-Melcher, "' 
COMMUNITY STUDIES/Second Term 
COUNSELOR EDUCATION AND EDUCATIONAL m PSYCHOLOGY /Full Term Cou ID DEl'T (LS SECT COURSE TITLE Cl Cou ID DEl'T (LS SECT COURSE TITLE ,CR I 000441 CMTV 111 04 Race in America (Div/MGM) 3 000310 CEEP 669 01 Supervised Counsel Proc 4 MTWR 1000-1220 SH 327 Tripp, Luke M 1200-1400 EB A220A Hotz, John 
Permission Required Grading Option: SIJ-REQ :::, 
COMPUTER NETWORKING AND APPLICATIONS/First Term $21 insurance fee. "' Cou ID DEl'T (LS SECT COURSE TIRE CR 000311 CEEP 669 02 Supervised Counsel Proc 4 
000240 CNA 169 01 Computers in Society 3 MT 1000-1400 EB A244 Downing, Troe 
MTWR 1000-1200 ECC 116 Rysavy, Del Morie Grading Option: SIJ-REQ Macari, Doniel 
000190 CNA 169 54 t/ Computers in Society 3 $21 insurance fee. 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Barkalow, Susanne 
COUNSELOR EDUCATION AND EDUCATIONAL On-site seat requirements Proctored Test Requirement 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstute.edu/continuingstudies. Requires one on,:ompus visit PSYCHOLOGY /First Term 
for final performance exam (Dote TBDl. Cou ID DEl'T (LS SECT COUISETlnE CR 
000242 CNA 485 01 Contemp Network Topics 1-6 000312 CEEP 262 01 Human Growth 8. Developmnt 3 
MTWR 1300-1500 ECC116 Ghosh, Tirthonkor MTWR 1500-1655 EB A227 Downing, Troe 
Permission Required 
000298 CEEP 262 54 t/ Human Growth 8. Developmnt 3 
000243 CNA 585 01 Contemp Network Topics 1-6 Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Hoover, Steven 
Hours Arranged Permission Required Proctored Test Requirement 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
Need Help? Registration Help line: 320.308.3936 
29 
Summer Session 2010 
000997 CEEP 262 57 Human Growth & Developmnt 
Hoover, Steven 
First ietm, June 7-Ju/y 9 • Second term, July 12-August 6 
COUNSELOR EDUCATION AND EDUCATIONAL 
Permission Required 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 
Minnesota Correctional Facility Course. 
000299 CEEP 36 l 54 t/ 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 
Proctored Test Requirement 
Intro to Educ Psychology 
Hoover, Steven 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuings11Jdies. 
00030 l CEEP 384 54 t/ Individual/Group Differnc 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Jensen, Marilyn 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuings11Jdies. 
000313 CEEP 419 01 Profess/Sci Ethics Psych 
MTWR l 000-1155 EB A227 Hotz, John 
000302 CEEP 430 54 t/~ Boys, Men and Masculinity 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Hoover, Steven 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingsrudies. 
000303 CEEP 430 55 t/~ Issues Counseling Women 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Wilson, Nono 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingsrudies. 
000304 CEEP 430 57 t/~ Working with College Srud 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Macari, Doniel 
Wilson, Nona 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuings11Jdies. 
000305 CEEP 465 54 t/ Stress Management 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Hoover, Steven 
Jensen, Marilyn 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuings11Jdies. 
000306 CEEP 4 7 6 54 t/ Res Methods in Appd Psych 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Porault, Susan 
Proctored Test Requirement 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingsrudies. All CPSY BES sruden~ ore 
now required to toke CEEP 47 6 course as their UDWR. 
000307 CEEP 530 54 t/~ Boys, Men and Masculinity 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Hoover, Steven 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuings11Jdies. 
000308 CEEP 530 55 t/~ Issues Counseling Women 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Wilson, Nono 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingsrudies. 
000314 CEEP 653 01 Psycho-social/Cultrl Fact 
MTWR 0730-0925 EB A227 Hotz, John 
000315 CEEP 668 01 




Begin/End Date 06-07 to 06-23 
000309 CEEP 677 54 t/ Stress Mgmt Processjlechn 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Kuhlman, Bradley 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingsrudies. 
000326 CEEP 678 02 Intro to Grad Statistics 
MTWR 1430-1625 EB B239 Baker, Timothy 
Permission Required 
000834 CEEP 678 54 t/ 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 
Proctored Test Requirement 




Contact Center for Continuing Srudies for permission. 
















PSYCHOLOGY /Second Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
000323 CEEP 361 01 Intro to Educ Psychology 
MTWR 1000-1155 EB A240 Kuhlman, Bradley 
000324 CEEP 530 01 Sem:AdvHumonGrow&Dev 
Hours Arranged Macari, Doniel 
Permission Required 
000955 CEEP 629 01 Vocotional Evalf Plocement 
MTWR 0730-0925 EB A227 Kuhlman, Bradley 
000325 CEEP 675 01 Research Methods 
MTWR 1000-1400 EB A227 Hoover, Steven 
Permission Required Begin/End Dote 07-12 to 07-28 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE/First Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
00077 4 OS l 00 54 t/ History Criminal Justice 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Hesse, Mario 
Online Course. Go ta www.stcloudstate.edu/continuings11Jdies. 
000593 OS 101 54 t/ Survey Criminal Justice 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Prout, Robert 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuings11Jdies. 
000640 OS 111 54 t/ Crime/Justice 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Schreiber, Francis 
Proctored Test Requirement 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuings11Jdies. 
000642 OS 305 54 t/ Intro to Private Security 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 ta 08-06 Schumann, Jomes 
Proctored Test Requirement 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuings11Jdies. 
000643 OS 325 54 t/ Comparative Crim Justice 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Andzenge, Dick 
Proctored Test Requirement 
Online Course. Go ta www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingsrudies. 
000644 OS 4ll 54 t/ Organ Admin in Crim Just 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 ta 08-06 Andzenge, Dick 
Proctored Test Requirement 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 
000775 OS 415 54 t/ Corrections: Theory/Prac 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Hesse, Mario 
Online Course. Go ta www.stcloudstate.edu/continuings11Jdies. 
000647 CJS 420 54 t/ Critical Issues/Low Enfor 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 ta 08-06 Campbell, John 
Proctored Test Requirement 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuings11Jdies. 
000972 OS 425 54 t/ Sex Crimes/Sex Offenders 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Clifford, Mory 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuings11Jdies. 
000654 OS 433 54 t/ Ethical Srudies Crim Just 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Prout, Robert 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingsrudies. 
000777 OS 441 54 t/ Correctional Alternatives 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Hesse, Mario 
Online Course. Go ta www.stcloudstote.edu/continuings11Jdies. 










lA'OERGRADUAlE 1100 to 400bel courses) 18 credits max. MASTERS 1500 ard 600level courses) 15 aedits max. IXXTORAl.1800bel courses) 15 credits max. 
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000055 CJS 444 02 Internship 1·16 000681 us 489 54 ti Policing Today's Society 
Hours Arranged Prout, Robert Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Hanson, Timothy 
Permission Required Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 
$21 liability insurance per fiscal year. 000685 us 489 55 ti Homeland Security 
000657 CJS 446 54 ti Child Abuse/Crim Just Sys 3 Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Hanson, Timothy 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Norman, J Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 
Online Course. Go ta www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 000688 us 489 57 ti Police Management 
000779 CJS 450 54 ti Juvenile Justice System 3 Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Hanson, Timothy 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Hesse, Mario Online Course. Go lo www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 000691 us 489 58 ti Criminal Investigations 
000781 us 453 54 ti lnterm Gong Study:Prison 3 Begin/End Date 06-07 ta 08-06 McDonald, Kenneth 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Hesse, Mario Proctored Test Requirement 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 
000660 CJS 455 54 ti Pri Sec Crim Just Comm 3 000695 us 489 59 ti Interview /Interrogation 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Schumann, James Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Wirth, Stewart 
Proctored Test Requirement Proctored Test Requirement 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/contiuingstudies. 
000975 CJS 457 54 ti White Collar Crime 3 000979 us 489 96 ti Environmental Crimes 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Clifford, Mary Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Clifford, Mory 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 
000663 us 465 54 ti Policing Diverse Society 3 000787 us 492 54 ti Adv Gong Studies: Corrctn 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Hanson, Timothy Permission Required Hesse, Mario 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstale.edu/continuingstudies. Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Contact Instructor for permission 
000783 us 470 54 ti Correctional Services 3 Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Hesse, Mario 000645 us Sl1 54 ti Organ Admin in Crim Just 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Andzenge, Dick 
000785 us 473 54 ti Criminal Justice & Media 3 Proctored Test Requirement 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Hesse, Mario Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstale.edu/continuingstudies. 000776 us 515 54 ti Corrections: Theory /Prac 
000666 CJS 480 54 ti Victimology: Theory /Princi 3 Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Hesse, Mario 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Andzenge, Dick Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstale.edu/continuingstudies. 000651 us 520 54 ti Critical Issues/Law Enfor 
000668 us 482 54 ti Victim Services 3 Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Campbell, John 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Andzenge, Dick 
Proctored Test Requirement 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 
000670 CJS 485 54 ti Domenstic Violence and U 3 000974 us 525 54 ti Sex Crimes/Sex Offenders 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Andzenge, Dick Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Clifford, Mory Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstale.edu/continuingstudies. 
000655 us 533 54 ti Ethical Studies Crim Just 000672 CJS 486 54 ti Theories of Crime/Justice 3 Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Prout, Robert Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Andzenge, Dick Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstole.edu/continuingstudies. 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstale.edu/continuingstudies. 
000976 us 486 55 ti Theories of Crime/Justice 3 000778 us 541 54 ti Correctional Alternatives Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Hesse, Mario Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Clifford, Mary Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/cantinuingstudies. 
Online Course. Ga to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 
000977 CJS 487 54 ti Crim Justice Rsrch Method 3 000658 us 546 54 ti Child Abuse Crim Just Sys 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Andzenge, Dick Begin/End Date 06-0 7 to 08-06 Norman, J 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000677 CJS 489 50 ti Criminal Behavior 3 000780 us 550 54 ti Juvenile Justice System 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Prout, Robert Begin/End Date 06-07 lo 08-06 Hesse, Mario 
Online Course. Ga to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstale.edu/continuingstudies. 
000679 CJS 489 52 ti Child Internet Exploitoti 3 000782 CJS 554 54 ti Focus Gong Studies:Prison Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Hesse, Mario Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Norman, J Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
Daily course schedule updates can be found at: 
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000662 US 555 54 t/ Pri Sec Crim Just Comm 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Schumann, Jomes 
Proctored Test Requirement 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000925 US 565 54 t/ Policing Diverse Society 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Hanson, Timothy 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000784 US 570 · 54 t/ Correctional Services 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Hesse, Mario 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000786 US 573 54 t/ Criminal Justice 8. Media 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Hesse, Mario 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000667 US 580 54 t/ Victimology:Theory/Princi 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Andzenge, Dick 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000669 US 582 54 t/ Victim Services 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Andzenge, Dick 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000671 US 585 54 v Domestic Violence and U 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Andzenge, Dick 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000673 US 586 54 t/ Theories of Crime/Justice 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Andzenge, Dick 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000978 US 587 54 t/ Crim Justice Rsrch Method 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Andzenge, Dick 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000678 US 589 50 t/ Criminal Behavior 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Prout, Robert 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000680 US 589 52 t/ Child Internet Exploitoti 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Norman, J 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000684 US 589 54 t/ Policing Today's Society 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Hanson, Timothy 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000687 US 589 55 t/ Homeland Security 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Hanson, Timothy 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000689 US 589 57 t/ Police Management 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Hanson, Timothy 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000693 us 589 58 t/ 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 
Proctored Test Requirement 
Criminal Investigations 
McDonald, Kenneth 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/contiuingstudies. 
000697 US 589 59 t/ Interview/ Interrogation 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Wirth, Stewart 
Proctored Test Requirement 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/contiuingstudies. 
000788 US 591 54 t/ Special Gong Study:Low En 
Permission Required Hesse, Mario 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Contact Instructor for permission 


















000789 US 601 54 t/ History Crim Justice 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Hesse, Mario 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000056 US 650 02 Readings 
Hours Arranged Prout, Robert 
Permission Required 
000698 CJS 660 54 t/ 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 
Proctored Test Requirement 
Theories Crim Behov Just 
Prout, Robert 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/contiuingstudies. 
000790 US 679 54 t/ Research Crim Justice 
Permission Required Hesse, Mario 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Contoct Instructor for permission 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000057 US 681 02 Current Prob/Issues US 
Hours Arranged Prout, Robert 
Permission Required 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE/Second Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT 
000058 us 444 03 
Hours Arranged 
Permission Required 
$21 liability insurance per fiscal year. 
000059 us 488 01 
MTWR 0730-1000 SH 225 
Permission Required 
000060 us 650 03 
Hours Arranged 
Permission Required 










Current Prob/Issues (JS 
Prout, Robert 
EARTH AND ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE/First Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE mLE 
001011 EAS 105 01 
MTWR 1000-1200 WSB21 
000924 EAS 109 02 
MTWR 1230-1445 WSB 21 





EARTH AND ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE/Second Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
000413 EAS 109 01 Geologic Environment 
MTWR 1000-1215 WSB21 Hoff.Jeon 
Additional Fee: $5 per credit. Mandatory field trip all day 7 /30/10. 
ECONOMICS /First Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT 
000275 ECON 201 01 
MTWR 1230-1430 SH 301 
000276 ECON 205 01 
MTWR 0800-1000 SH 325 
COURSE TITLE 




Course descriptions are available in the St. Doud State University 
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000277 ECON 206 01 
MTWR lOO!l-1200 SH 301 
000278 ECON 406 01 
MTWR 1230-1430 SH 325 
000280 ECON 471 01 
MTWR 1500-1700 SH 325 
000508 ECON 471 54 II' 
Permission Required 





Money and Banking 
Kong, Eungmin 
Money and Banking 
Kang, Eungmin 
Contact Center for Continuing Studies for permission. 
Online Course. Course is closed to State of Minnesota MnSCU students. Requires 
synchronous online meetings on Saturdays ham 10:00am -12:00noon. 
Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 
000279 ECON 506 01 
MTWR 1230-1430 SH 325 
000281 ECON 571 01 
MTWR 1500-1700 SH 325 
ECONOMICS /Second Term 
Cou ID DEPT , CLS SECT 
000284 ECON 205 02 
MTWR 1000-1220 SH 301 
000285 ECON 206 02 
MTWR 1230-1450 SH 322 
000286 ECON 405 01 
MTWR 1000-1220 SH 322 
000288 ECON 417 01 
MTWR 1000-1220 SH 325 
000287 ECON 505 01 
MTWR 1000-1220 SH 322 
EDUCATION 
See Teacher Development 
lntermed Microeconomics 
Grossman, Philip 













EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION/First Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
000259 EDAD 616 01 ~ SPED Prag Dev for Admin 
MTWR 0800-1800 EB A 122 Dahms-Walker, Janine 
Begin/End Date 06-21 to 06-24 
000260 EDAD 640 01 ~ 
MTWR 0800-1800 EB A 122 
Begin/End Date 06-14 to 06-17 
Intro to School finance 
Worner, Kay 
000191 EDAD 807 01 ~ Collaborative Partnershps 
M 0800-1800 EB B 112 Worner, Roger 
TWR 0800-1800 EB A229 Begin/End Date 06/14 ta 06/17 
Class meets in EB 8112 on 6/14 and EB A229 on 6/15,16,17. 
000960 EDAO 829 01 Doc Resrch Design/Method 
TWRF 0800-1800 EB A229 Staff 
Begin/End Date 07-06 to 07-09 
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION/Second Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
000262 EOAD 631 01 ~ Adv Supervision Tech 
MTWR 0800-1800 EB A 122 Kayona, Frances 



















000409 EDAD 633 01 ~ 
MTWR 0800-1800 EB Al 22 
Begin/End Date 07-26 to 07-29 
Curr Developmt Sehl Ldrs 
Kayona, Frances 
ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING /Full Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
000402 ECE 444 01 
Hours Arranged ECC 206 
Permission Required 
Grading Option: SU-REQ 
Contact department for more information. 
000405 ECE 444 02 
Hours Arranged EC( 206 
Permission Required 
Grading Option: SIJ-REQ 
Contact department for more information. 
000406 ECE 444 03 
Hours Arranged ECC 206 
Permission Required 
Grading Option: SU-REQ 
Contact department for more information. 
Internship 
Vogt, Timothy 
Major Students Only 
Internship 
Vogt, Timothy 
Major Students Only 
Internship 
Vogt, Timothy 
Major Students Only 
ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING /First Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
000401 ECE 201 01 Circuit Analysis I 
MTWR 1000-1220 ECC 126 Hou, Ling 
Begin/End Date 05-17 to 06-17 
ENGLISH/Full Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT 
000395 ENGL 191 
MWR 0900-1100 
000396 ENGL 191 
TR 1230-1520 
000164 ENGL 497 
Hours Arranged 
Permission Required 
000166 ENGL 662 
Hours Arranged 
000169 ENGL 666 
Hours Arranged 
000171 ENGL 670 
Hours Arranged 












Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT 
000101 ENGL 184 01 
MTWR 0730-0930 MC 207 
Permission Required 
Advanced Placement Program Students Only. 
0001 03 ENGL 184 02 
MTWR 0730-0930 518 317 
Permission Required 
COURSE TITLE . 
Intro Rhetorcl/Analyt Wrt 
Crow, Stephen 




Grading Option: Either 
Seminar in TESL Methods 
Robinson, James 
Sem in Sociolinguistics 
Teutsch-Dwyer, Marya 
Vocab Acquistn Secnd Lang 
Kim, Choonkyong 
Prof Comm Internship 
Heiman, James 
COURSE TITLE 
Intro to Literature 
Mikolchak, Maria 
Intro to Literature 
Napiorkowski, Jodi 
Advanced Placement Students Only 
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000509 ENGL 184 54 .,t Intro to Literature 3 000019 ETS 444 02 Internship 3 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Crow, Stephen Hours Arranged Akubue, Anthony 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. Grading Option: SU-REQ Cantoct instructor far permission. 
000996 ENGL 191 55 Intro Rhetorcl/Analyt Wrt 4 000021 ETS 444 03 Internship 6 
Hours Arranged Farrah, Heidi Hours Arranged Akubue, Anthony 
Permission Required Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Grading Option: SU-REQ Contort instructor far permission. 
Minnesota Correctional Facility Course. 000022 ETS 444 04 Internship 9 
000510 ENGL 215 54 .,t American Indian Lit MGM 3 Hours Arranged Akubue, Anthony 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Crow, Stephen Grading Option: SU-REQ Contoct instructor far permission. 
Online Course. Go ta www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 000018 ETS 544 01 Internship 
000398 ENGL 215 56 American Indian Lit MGM 3 Hours Arranged Akubue, Anthony 
MTWR 1230-1 430 518 217 Crow, Stephen Contact instructor far permission. 
000117 ENGL 311 01 Amer Lit: 1830-1900 4 000020 HS 544 02 Internship 3 
MTWR 0900-1140 518 218 Dillman, Richard Hours Arranged Akubue, Anthony 
000400 ENGL 333 56 Advanced Civic Writing 4 
Contact instructor far permission. 
TWRF 1000-1230 MC 207 Heiman, Jomes ENVIRONMENTAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL STUDIES/First Term 
000829 ENGL 361 54 Intro to Linguistics 4 Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE ffiLE CR 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Koffi, Ettien 
000377 HS 182 54 .,t Modern Tech & Civilizatio 3 Online Course. Go ta www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Holmen, John 
000129 ENGL 495 01 Revising Fiction 3 Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 
MTWRF 1230-1615 518 218 Abartis, Coesorea 
Begin/~nd Dote 06-14 ta 06-25 000010 HS 183 01 Tech/Third Wrld Dev MGM 3 
MTWR 1230-1425 HH 228 Akubue, Anthony 
000132 ENGL 595 01 Revising Fiction 3 
MTWRF 1230-1615 518 218 Abartis, Coesarea 000011 HS 413 01 Workshop: CAD Practices 3 
Begin/End Dote 06-14 to 06-25 MTWR 0900-1600 HH 232 Nicholson, James 
000157 ENGL 650 01 Teaching Medieval Lit 3 
Begin/End Dote 07-06 ta 07-15 
MTWRF 1230-1630 518215 Davis, Glenn 000023 ETS 465 01 C Wetland Environments 3 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 06-18 TR 1730-2000 HH 115 Rose, Charles 
Lecture online. 
000830 ENGL 667 54 .,t Assess/ EvaljTest TESL 3 
Permission Required Teutsch-Dwyer, Marya 000014 HS 485 01 Transportation Academy 3 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 MTWRF 0900-1600 HH 116 Holmen, Jahn 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. Begin/End Date 06-17 ta 06-29 
000012 HS 513 01 Workshop: CAD Practices 3 
ENGLISH/Second Term MTWR 0900-1600 HH 232 Nicholson, James 
Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TlnE CR Begin/End Date 07-06 ta 07-15 
000397 ENGL 203 56 Gender Issues In Lit MGM 3 000378 HS 560 54 .,t Standards far Tech Educ 3 
MTWR 1000-1200 518 218 Perry, Constance Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Nicholson, Jomes 
000159 ENGL 313 01 American Lit Since WW II 4 Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
MTWR 1230-1540 518 218 Perry, Constance 000024 ETS 565 01 C Wetland Environments 3 
000399 ENGL 332 56 Writing for Professions 4 TR 1730-2000 HH 115 Rose, Charles 
MTWRF 1000-1240 518215 Ludwig, Lynn 
Lecture online. 
000161 ENGL 669 01 Critical Literacy in TESL 3 000015 HS 
585 01 Transportation Academy 3 
MTWRF 0900-1600 HH 116 Holmen, John 
MTWRF 1300-1530 518317 Pederson, Rodney Begin/End Date 06-17 ta 06-29 
Begin/End Dote 07-1 2 to 07-30 
000162 ENGL 673 01 Seminar in ESL & Culture 3 
000381 ETS 650 54 .,t Cont Strot Tech Ed 3 
MTWRF 1000-1200 518 322 Robinson, Jomes 
Begin/End Date 06-07 ta 08-06 Nicholson, Jomes 
Online Course. Go ta www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 
ENVIRONMENTAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL STUDIES/Full Term 000385 HS 671 54 .,t Tech Research Experi 3 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE CR Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Nicholson, James 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000016 ETS 260 01 .,, Intro Environ Studies 3 
000386 HS 673 54 .,t Foundations of Tech Ed 3 Online Course. Bender, Michner 
Begi n/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Nicholson, Jomes 
000017 HS 444 01 Internship Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
Hours Arranged Akubue, Anthony 
Grading Option: SU-REQ Contact instructor far permission. 
Summer -Session Credit Limits 
L,N)ERGRA[)UAlE 11 ro to 400level CXJUrses) 1 8 credits max. MASTERS I5(X} and 600leYel CXJUrses) 15 credits max. DOCTORAi. lBOOlevel CXJUrses) 15 credits max. 
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ETHNIC STUDIES/First Term 













000179 ETHS 495 01 
MTWRF 0800-1700 
Permission Required 
000183 ETHS 595 01 
MTWRF 0800-1700 
Permission Required 
ETHNIC STUDIES/Second Term 
COURSE Tim CR 
Intro Ethnc Studies (MGM) 3 
Lehman, Christopher 
Amer Indians in SSCI Curr 3 
Locourt, Jeanne 
Native Studies Wkshp for Educators 1 ·3 
St Clair, Darlene 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 06-11 
Native Studies Wkshp for Educators 1 ·3 
St Clair, Darlene 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 06· 11 
Cou ID DEPT ClS SECT COURSE Tim CR 
000185 ETHS 201 02 Intro Ethnc Studies (MGM) 3 
MTWR 1000-1200 51 B 219 Lehman, Christopher 
FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE/Full Term 
Cou ID DEPT ClS SECT COURSE Tim CR 
000867 FIRE 444 01 
Hours Arranged 
Permission Required 
Grading Option: SU-REQ 
Internship in Business 
Johnson, Scott 
Major Students On~ 
FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE/First Term 
3·15 
Cou ID DEPT ClS SECT COURSE TITLE CR 
000853 FIRE 371 01 
MTWR 1000-1200 CH 23 
000856 FIRE 371 02 
MTWR 1230-1430 CH 16 
000860 FIRE 373 01 
MTWR 0730-0930 CH 16 
Major Students Only 
000861 FIRE 373 02 
MTWR 1000-1200 CH 16 
Major Students Only 
000863 FIRE 375 01 
MTWR 0730-0930 CH 453 
Major Students Only 
000864 FIRE 375 02 
MTWR 1000-1200 CH 350 
Major Students Only 
000865 FIRE 378 01 
MTWR 1230-1430 CH453 
Major Students Only 
000866 FIRE 378 02 
MTWR 1500-1700 CH 453 
Major Students Only 
000868 FIRE 473 01 
MTWR 1000-1200 CH 453 
Major Students Only 
000870 FIRE 481 01 
MTWR 1230-1430 CH 496 









Risk Mgmt Insurance 
Holey, Joseph 
Risk Mgmt Insurance 
Holey, Joseph 
Real Estate Principles 
Wong, Yunqing 








000869 FIRE 573 01 
MTWR 1000-1200 CH 453 
000871 FIRE 581 01 





FINANCE, INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE/Second Term 
Cou ID DEPT ClS SECT COURSE TITLE 
000858 FIRE 371 03 
MTWR 1230-1450 CH 453 
000881 FIRE 371 04 
MTWR 0730-0950 CH 453 
000875 FIRE 378 03 
MTWR 1230-1450 CH 343 
Major Students Only 
00087 6 FIRE 471 01 
MTWR 1230-1450 CH 16 
Major Students Only 
000878 FIRE 472 01 
MTWR 1000-1220 CH 453 
Major Students Only 
0008BO FIRE 491 01 
Hours Arranged 
000877 FIRE 571 01 
MTWR 1230-1450 CH 16 
000879 FIRE 572 01 
MTWR 1000-1220 CH 453 
GEOGRAPHY /Full Term 
Cou ID DEPT ClS SECT 
000513 GEOG 444 01 
Hours Arranged 
Permission Required 
Additional Fee: $21. 
000971 GEOG 444 02 
Hours Arranged 
Permission Required 
Additional Fee: $21. 
000973 GEOG 444 03 
Hours Arranged 
Permission Required 
Additional Fee: $21. 
GEOGRAPHY /First Term 
Cou ID DEPT ClS SECT 
000446 GEOG 111 01 
MTWR 1000-1155 SH 308 
000448 GEOG 253 01 
MTWR 1000-1155 SH 309 
000449 GEOG 273 01 
MTWR 0730-0925 SH 305 
000451 GEOG 279 01 
MTWR 0730-0925 SH 303 





Real Estate Principles 
Mooney, Steven 




Manage Investment Fund 
Bohnen, Howard 







Grading Option: Either 
Travel/Tourism Internship 
Kambach, Belkis 
Grading Option: SU-REQ 
Travel/Tourism Internship 
Komboch, Belkis 
Grading Option: SU•REQ 
COURSE TITLE 
Intro to Global Geog MGM 
Richoson, Benjamin 



















Daily course schedule updates can be found at: 
1)www.stcloudstate.edu/registrar 2)0ick on "Register" on left CDlumn 3)Clidc on "Course Schedules" 
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000458 GEOG 373 01 Geog of Lotin America 3 000474 HPE 439 01 Field Experience Hllh Ed 
MTWR 1000-1155 SH 303 Wall, David Hours Arranged Aderman, JoAnn 
Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ 
GEOGRAPHY /Second Term Contact lnslructar for permission. 
Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TffiE CR 
000999 GEOG 399 01 Geography of Wine 3 
HIGHER EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION/First Term 
MTWR 1000-1130 SH 307 John, Garelh 
Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TITLE CR 
Grading Option: Eilher 000291 HIED 624 01 legal/Elhicol Aspects 3 Ii 2 Friday field lrips 8am • 8pm, July 23 and 30th. MTWR 080(H800 EB 8110 Staff 
000936 GEOG 410 01 Educational Tours 3 
Begin/End Dote 06-14 ta 06-17 
ri Hours Arranged Blinnikov, Mikhail 000951 HIED 801 01 ~ College & Univ Leadership 3 
Begin/End Dote 07-28 to Q8-06 F 0500-2100 EBA123 Silveslre, Gabriela 
s 0800-1800 EB A123 Begin/End Date 05-21 to 06-18 
GERMAN/Second Term Class meets Fri. 5/21, 6/4, & 6/18 and Sat. 5/22, 6/5, & 6/19. 
Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TITLE CR 000952 HIED 802 01 ~ Plan/Policy Dev in HighEd 3 
000674 GER 101 01 Elem German I 4 F 1700-2100 EB Al 23 Mills, Michael 
MTWR 1230-1550 LH G18 Mikolchak, Moria s 0800-1800 EB A123 Begin/End Dote 07-09 to 08-07 
Class meets Fri. 7 /9, 7 /23, & 8/6 and Sot. 7 /10, 7 /24, & 8/7. 
GLOBAL STUDIES/Full Term 000953 HIED 809 01 ~ Qualitative Res Melhods 3 
Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TmE CR F 1700-2100 EBA123 Mills, Michael 
Internship 
s 0800-1800 EBA123 Silveslre, Gabriela 
000854 GLST 444 01 1-16 Begin/End Dote 05-14 ta 07-31 
Hours Arranged Butenhoff, Lindo Closs meets Fri 5/14, 6/25, & 7 /30 and Sat. 5/15, 6/26, & 7 /31 . 
Permission Required Grading Option: Eilher ooom HIED 812 01 ~ Curriculum & Acad Program 3 
HEALTH/Full Term MTWRF 0800-1800 EB Al 22 lmbra, Christine 
Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TITLE CR Begin/End Date 06-07 ta 06-11 
000418 HLTH 446 01 Internship, Comm Hlth 6-12 001012 HIED 822 01 ~ Org/Admin Student Affairs 3 
Hours Arranged Martin, Caryl F 1700-2100 EB 8107 Overland, Wando s 0800-1800 EB 8107 Siminoe, Judilh Grading Option: Either Begin/End Dote 05-21 ta 07-10 
000420 HLTH 446 02 Internship, Comm Hlth 6-12 Closs meets Fri. 5/21,6/18,7 /9 and Sot. 5/22,6/19,7 /10. 
Hours Arranged Totsugowo, Kevin 
Grading Option: Either HIGHER EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION/Second Term 
Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TITLE CR 
HEALTH/First Term 000292 HIED 644 01 Higher Education Finance 3 Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TITLE CR MTWR 0800-1800 EB 8110 Seymour, Michael 
000471 HLTH 301 01 Hlth lssues/Srrotegies 2 Begin/End Dote 07-12 to 07-15 
MTWR 0800-0925 HAH 345 / Zezoney, Fronk 
000472 HLTH 301 02 Hlth lssues/Srrategies 2 
HISTORY /First Term 
MTWR 1000-1125 HAH 345 Zezoney, Fronk 
Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TITLE CR 
001018 HLTH 430 01 Mental Health 2 
000271 HIST 109 01 Race in America (MGM) 3 
MTWR 0815-0940 HAH 344 Aderman, JoAnn 
MTWR 1230-1430 SH 219 Joede, Mork 
Permission Required Grading Option: Either 000273 HIST 141 01 United States Since 1865 3 
MTWR 0730-0930 SH 219 Hofsommer, Don 
{ HEALTH/PHYSICAL EDUCATION/First Term 000962 HIST 195 54 t/ Democratic Citizenship 3 Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE Cl Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Ness, John 
000465 HPE 420 01 Sexuality /Relationships 3 Proctored Test Requirement 
MTWR 1000-1200 HAH 344 Shafer, Troy Online Course. Go ta www.stdoudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 
Permission Required Contact lnslructor for permission. 000274 HIST 371 01 Africa Since 1500 3 
MlWR 1000-1200 SH 212 Hayenga, Peter 
HEALTH/PHYSICAL EDUCATION/Second Term 
Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TITLE Cl HISTORY /Second Term 
000473 HPE 438 01 Methods of 5-12 Health 3 Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE CR 
MTWR 0730-0930 HAH 344 Aderman, JoAnn 000282 HIST 109 02 Race in America (MGM) 3 
Major Students Only MlWR 1230-1450 SH 210 Eden, Jason 
Course descriptions are available in the St. Cloud State University 
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000295 HIST 434 01 Soviet Russia Since 1917 3 000799 HURL 497 53 ~ HURL for Tchrs I (MGM) 3 
MTWR 1000-1220 SH 210 Lewis, Richard TWR 1000-1310 Imholte, Rochel 
000296 HIST 534 01 Soviet Russia Since 1917 3 Closs on Coon Rapids Campus of AARC. 
MTWR 1000-1220 SH 210 Lewis, Richard 000231 HURL 498 03 ~ HURL for Tchrs II (MGM) 
TW 1300-1415 EB A226 Hakim, Semyo 
HUMAN RELATIONS/MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION/First Term Majors must toke some sec num of 498/598. 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE Cl 000810 HURL 498 53 ~ HURL for Tchrs II (MGM) 
000214 HURL 102 01 Human Rel & Race (MGM) 3 TWR 1315-1420 Imholte, Rochel 
TWR 1000-1230 EB A123 Thompson, Koren Class is on Coon Rapids Campus of AARC. 
000217 HURL 102 02 Human Rel & Race (MGM) 3 000884 HURL 506 01 C Sexual Assault Advo Train 3 
TWR 1300·1530 EB A123 Thompson, Koren MW 1640-2030 EB A123 Lindner, Donielle 
000218 HURL 201 01 Non-Oppress Rel I (MGM) 3 000230 HURL 597 03 ~ HURL for Tchrs I 3 
MW 0730-1130 EB 8107 Todeme, Tomrot TWR 1000-1230 EBB213 Hakim, Semya 
000219 HURL 301 01 Non-Oppressive Relotn II 3 
Majors must toke same sec num of 497 /597. 
MW 1230-1630 EB 8107 Tademe, Tomrat 000809 HURL 597 53 ~ HURL for Tchrs I 3 
TWR 1000-1310 Imholte, Rochel 
000226 HURL 497 01 ~ HURL for Tchrs I (MGM) 3 Closs is on Coon Rapids Campus of AARC. 
TWR 1000-1230 EB 8112 Hockman, Heather 
000232 HURL 598 03 ~ Majors must toke some sec num of 497 /597. Human Rel for Tchrs II 
TW 1300-1415 EB A226 Hakim, Semyo 
000222 HURL 497 02 ~ HURL for Tchrs I (MGM) 3 Majors must toke some sec num of 498/598. 
TWR 1000-1230 EB 8213 Hofmann, Suellyn 
000811 HURL 598 53 ~ Human Rel for Tchrs II 
000220 HURL 498 01 ~ HURL for Tchrs II (MGM) TWR 1315-1420 Imholte, Rochel 
1W 1300-1415 EB A226 Hockman, Heather Closs in on Coon Rapids Campus of AARC. 
Majors must take some sec num ol 498/598. 
000227 HURL 498 02 ~ HURL for Tchrs II (MGM) INFORMATION MEDIA/First Term 
1W 1300-1415 EB A226 Hofmann, Suellyn Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE CR 
Majors must take same sec num of 498/598. 000731 IM 404 01 ~ Instructional Design I 3 
000225 HURL 597 01 ~ HURL for Tchrs I 3 MTWR 1230-1450 MC 818 Anderson, Jeanne 
TWR 1000·1230 EB 8112 Hockman, Heather Begin/End Dote 06-09 to 07-08 
Majors must take some sec num of 497 /597. 000734 IM 422 01 ~ Info Tech/Learn K-12/5-12 2 
000223 HURL 597 02 ~ HURL for Tchrs I 3 MTWR 0730-0925 MC 831 Stoff 
TWR 1000-1230 EB 8213 Hofmann, Suellyn 000762 IM 445 01 ~ Children's Lit Wkshop Majors must toke some sec num of 497 /597. M 0900-1930 Inkster, Christine f5 000221 HURL 598 01 ~ Human Rel for Tchrs II T 0830-1500 Williams, Sandro I 1W 1300-1415 EB A226 Hockman, Heather Permission Required Begin/End Dote 06-21 to 06-22 Majors must toke some sec num of 498/598. Grading Option: Sll-REQ To register for the noncredit workshop, coll 320-202-1831. Registration for credit will occur 
000228 HURL 598 . 02 ~ Human Rel for Tchrs II at the workshop on June 21 . ::, 
1W 1300-1415 EB A226 Hofmann, Suellyn "' Majors must toke some sec num of 498/598. 000736 IM 452 01 Access to Information 3 
000359 HURL 630 01 Topics/Social Responsibil 1·3 
MTWR 1500-1720 MC 817 Stoff 
MTWR 0900-1300 EBA128 Andrzejewski, Julie 
Begin/End Dote 06-09 to 07-08 
000739 IM 455 01 Desgn/Prep Multi Prestn I 3 
HUMAN RELATIONS /MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION/Second MTWR 1000-1220 MC 206 Stoff 
Term Begin/End Dote 06-09 to 07-08 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE Cl 000742 IM 502 01 Info Medio:Theory/Res/Pro 2 
000350 HURL 102 03 Human Rel & Race (MGM) 3 MTWR 1230-1405 MC 817 Stoff 
TWR 1000-1230 EB 8112 Tripp, Michael 
Begin/End Dote 06-09 to 07-08 
000237 HURL 206 01 Understanding Oppress (MGM) 
000743 IM 502 02 ti' Info Medio:Theory/Res/Pro 2 
MTWR 1230-1405 ~toff 
TW 1300-1415 EB 8107 Tripp, Michael Begin/End Dote 06-09 to 07-08 
000883 HURL 406 01 Sexual Assault Advo Train 3 All meetings online. Two synchronous meetings required. Remaining meetings asynchronous. 
MW 1640-2030 EB Al 23 Lindner, Donielle 000732 IM 504 01 Instructional Design I 3 
000229 HURL 497 03 ~ HURL for Tchrs I (MGM) 3 MTWR 1230-1450 MC 818 Anderson, Jeanne 
TWR 1000-1230 EB8213 Hakim, Semyo Begin/End Dote 06-09 to 07-08 
Majors must toke some sec num of 497 /597. 
Need Help? Registration Help Line: 320.308.3936 
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000733 IM 504 02 t/ lnstructionol Design I 3 000756 IM 522 02 Info Tech/learn K-12/5-12 2 
MlWR 1230-1450 Anderson, Jeanne MlWR 0730-0950 MC B31 Stoff 
Begin/End Date 06-09 to 07-0B 000759 IM 586 01 Digital Photography All meetings online. Two synchronous meetings required. Remaining meetings asynchronous. 
F 0800-1530 MC B31 Hergert, Thomas 
000735 IM 522 01 Info Tech/learn K-12/5-12 2 Begin/ End Date 07-30 to 08-06 Grading Option: SU-REQ 
MlWR 0730-0925 MC B31 Staff Course meets July 30 & August 6, 2010. 
000764 IM 545 01 Children's lit Wkshop 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS/Full Term M 0900-1930 Inkster, Christine 
T 0830-1500 Williams, Sandra Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE CR 
Permission Required Begin/End Date 06-21 to 06-22 000374 IS 255 54 t/ Comp Interface/Bus Appl 3 
Grading Option: SU-REQ Guster, Dennis 
To register for the noncredit workshop, coll 320-202-1 831. Registration for credit will occur Permission Required Proctored Test Requirement 
at the workshop on June 21. Contact Department for permission 
000737 IM 552 01 Access to Information 3 Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. This course cannot be 
MlWR 1500-1720 MC Bl7 Staff counted as on elective in the IS major or minor program without advisor's consent. 
Begin/End Dote 06-09 to 07-09 000375 IS 340 54 t/ Management Info Systems 3 
000738 IM 552 02 t/ Access to lnformotion 3 Heroth, Susontho 
MlWR 1500-1720 Stoff Proctored Test Requirement 
Begin/End Dote 06-09 to 07-08 Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
All meetings online. Two synchronous meetings required. Remaining meetings asynchronous. 000855 IS 359 01 Practicum in IS 1-3 
000740 IM 555 01 Desgn Pre Multi Prestn I 3 Hours Arranged Heroth, Susantho 
MlWR 1000-1220 MC 206 Stoff Permission Required Major Students Only 
Begin/End Dote 06-09 to 07-08 000857 IS 444 01 Intern in Business 3-12 
000741 IM 555 02 t/ Desgn Pre Multi Prestn I 3 M Heroth, Susontho 
MlWR 1000-1220 Stoff Hours Arranged Johnson, Scott 
Begin/End Dote 06-09 to 07-08 Permission Required Major Students Only 
All meetings online. Two synchronous meetings required. Remaining meetings asynchronous. Grading Option: Either 
000744 IM 608 01 Research Meth in Media 3 001010 IS 559 01 Soc/Ecol/EconlnfoSystems 3 
MlWR 1500-1720 MC Bl8 Anderson, Jeanne MlWR 1230-1450 CH 494 Safonov, Pavel 
Begin/End Dote 06-09 to 07-08 
000746 IM 608 02 t/ Research Meth in Media 3 INFORMATION SYSTEMS /First Term 
MlWR . 1500-1720 Anderson, Jeanne Cou ID DEPT ClS SECT COURSE TITLE CR 
Begin/End Dote 06-09 to 07-08 000816 IS 242 02 Business Stotistics 4 
All meetings online. Two synchronous meetings required. Remaining meetings asynchronous. MlWR 0730-0930 CH 24 Sundheim, Richard 
000747 IM 620 01 School library Media Prog 2 000819 IS 242 03 Business Statistics 4 
MlWR 1000-1135 MC Bl7 Thompson, Morcio MlWR 1000-1230 CH 24 Song, Joe 
Begin/End Dote 06-09 to 07-08 
000820 IS 340 01 Management Info Systems 3 
000749 IM 620 02 t/ School Library Media Prog 2 MlWR 1230-1430 CH 350 Chen, Qingjun 
MlWR 1000-1135 Thompson, Marcia 
000822 IS 350 01 Systems Analy Design I 3 Begin/End Date 06-09 to 07-08 
All meetings online. Two synchronous meetings required . Remaining meetings asynchronous. MlWR 1000-1200 CH 494 Heroth, Susontho 
Major Students Only 
000752 IM 628 01 Admin of Media 3 
000823 IS 472 01 Security Mgmt/IT Risk MlWR 0730-0950 MC Bl7 Thompson, Merton 3 
Begin/End Date 06-09 to 07-08 MlWR 1230-1430 CH 494 Heroth, Susontho 
000754 IM 628 02 t/ Admin of Media 3 000825 IS 572 01 Security Mgmt/IT Risk 3 
MlWR 0730-0950 Thompson, Merton MlWR 1230-1430 CH 494 Heroth, Susantho 
Begin/End Dote 06-09 to 07-08 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS/Second Term All meetings online. Two synchronous meetings required. Remaining meetings asynchronous. 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE CR 
INFORMATION MEDIA/Second Term 000836 IS 242 04 Business Statistics 4 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE CR MlWR 0900-1220 CH 24 Ernst, Michael 
000755 IM 422 02 ~ Info Tech/ learn K-12/5-12 2 000838 IS 250 01 Appl Program Devel I 3 
MlWR 0730-0950 MC B31 . Stoff MlWR 1000-1220 CH 494 Sofonov, Pavel 
000757 IM 486 01 Digital Photography 000840 IS 340 02 Management Info Systems 3 
F 0800-1530 MC B31 Hergert, Thomas MlWR 1000-1 220 CH 343 Sohn, Changsoo 
Begin/End Dote 07-30 to 08-06 Grading Option: SU-REQ 
Course meets July 30 & August 6, 2010. 
Summer Session Credit Limits 
UNDERGRADUATE ( l 00- to 4oo-level courses) l 8 credils max. MASTERS (500- and 6CX>level courses) 15 aedils max. DOCTORAL (Boo-level courses) 15 credils max. 
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000842 IS 340 03 
MTWR 1230-1450 CH 350 
001009 IS 459 01 
MTWR 1230-1450 CH 494 
Major Students Only 
000844 IS 461 01 
MTWR 1000-1220 CH 350 
Major Students Only 
000852 IS 561 01 
MTWR 1000-1220 CH 350 




Electronc Commerce Systrn 
Phan, Dien 
Electronc Commerce System 
Phan, Oien 
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES (STUDY ABROAD) 
England 
Cou ID DEPT m SECT COURSE TITLE 
000709 HIST 235 65 111 Britain in Tudor Ero 
Permission Required Weber, Paulo 
00071 l SSCI 204 65 Ill Contemporary Britmn 
Permission Required Weber, Paulo 
000710 HIST 135 65 111 Medieval Engl Society 
Permission Requi1ed Weber, Paulo 
000712 INTl 199 65 111 lntroBritCultrlExp 
Permission Required Weber, Paulo 
000713 INTl 299 65 Ill Obs8.Rell of Host Culture 
Permission Required Weber, Paulo 
000714 MGMT 260 65 111 Principles Intl Business 
Permission Required Weber, Paulo 
000716 MGMT 301 65 111 Intro Professional Mgmt 
Permission Required Weber, Jomes 
000715 MGMT 470 65 111 Intl Business Mgmt 
Permission Required Weber, Paula 
Major Students Only 
000717 MKTG 100 65 111 Contemporcry Bus Concepts 
Permission Required Weber, Jomes 
000817 IS 340 65 Ill Management Into Systems 
Permission Required Weber, Jomes 
England (Info Media) 
Cou ID DEPT m SECT COURSE nm 
000718 IM 486 69 Ill Brit Children's lit 
Permission Required Thompson, Alarcio 
Begin/End Date 07·12 to 07-30 
000720 IM 486 60 Ill Photography 
Permission Required Thompson, Merton 
Begin/End Date 07-12 ta 07-30 
000719 IM 586 69 Ill Brit Children's Lit 
Permission Required Thompson, Morcio 
Begin/End Dote 07-12 to 07-30 
000721 IM 586 60 Ill Photography 
Permission Required Thompson, Merton 
Begin/End Date 07-12 to 07·30 












as SKI' COIISE11R1 
080813 Ga 399 69 • Servicllllllling ==~111106-38 ... Isolde 
080723 B 460 69 • StudrlNaad ,... .... Muller, Isolde 
"8fi/(ldtlllla6,011D06-30 Majors.alsOnly 
000724 &El · 461 69 • IRlnship 6enllllly ,-.i_..i .... ,salde 
llgll/W8"'06-01 Ill 06-30 
Glaaa 
Cou ID DEPT as SECT COUISE TIIlE 
000725 CMTY 466 69 • Toursm,Cultr/CommDevGhono Permission Required Ugochukwu, Chukwunye 
Begin/End Data 05-24 to 06-15 
000726 CMTY 566 69 • TOUISlll,Cultr/CommDevGhono Permission Required Ugochukwu, Chukwunye 
Begin/End Data 05-24 to 06-15 
LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES/First Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE ffiLE 
000939 LAST 250 01 
MTWR 1000-1200 SH 220 
MANAGEMENT /First Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT 
Intro Latin America (MGM) 
lovendo, Robert 
COURSE TITLE 
00037 6 MGMT 260 54 fll' Principles In~ Business 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Davis, Elaine 
Proctored Test Requirement 
Online Course, Go to www.stdoudstote.edu/continuingstudies, 
000196 MGMT 301 02 Intro Professional Mgmt 
MTWR 1000-1200 CH 301 Polacco, Alexander 
000197 MGMT 352 01 Survey Human Resourc Mgmt 
MTWR 0730-0930 CH 301 Tan, Jomes 
Major Students Only 
000198 MGMT 383 01 Operations Mgmt 
MTWR 1000-1200 CH 352 Ahmad, Sahel 
000199 MGMT 383 02 Operations Mgmt 
MTWR 1230-1430 CH 352 Ahmad, Sohel 
000200 MGMT 470 01 In~ Business Mgmt 
MTWR 1230-1430 CH 301 Carlson, Anita 
Major Students Only 
000202 MGMT 497 01 Strategic Management 
MTWR 0730-0930 CH 496 Eagle, Bruce 












Daily course schedule updates can be found at: 
1)www.stcloudstate.edu/registrar 2}Click on "Register" on left aJlurm 3)C1idc on "Course Schedules" 
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000204 MGMT 497 02 Strategic Management 3 000454 MKTG 502 01 Product/ Price Management 3 
MTWR 1000-1200 CH 496 Eagle, Bruce MTWR 1230-1430 CH 13 Gulati, Rojesh 
Major Students Only 
000201 MGMT 570 01 lntt Business Mgmt 3 MARKETING /Second Term 
MTWR 1230-1430 CH 301 Carlson, Anita Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE CR 
000457 MKTG 320 03 Intro to Marketing 3 
MANAGEMENT /Second Term MTWR 0730-0950 CH 13 Bristow, Dennis 
Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COUISE TffiE Cl 000459 MKTG 403 01 Principles of Promotion 3 
000205 MGMT 301 03 Intro Professional Mgmt 3 MTWR 0730-0950 (H23 Klemz, Bruce 
MTWR 1230-1450 CH 352 Pesch, Michael Major Students On~ 
000207 MGMT 365 01 Organizational Behavior 3 000455 MKTG 415 01 Professional Selling 3 
MTWR 1000-1220 CH 301 Sebastion, Richard MTWR 1000-1220 CH 13 Bristow, Dennis 
Major Students On~ Major Students Only 
000209 MGMT 383 03 Operations Mgmt 3 000461 MKTG 416 01 Global Marketing Strategy 3 
MTWR 1000-1220 CH 352 Pesch, Michael MTWR 1000-1220 CH 23 Oyedele, Adesegun 
000210 MGMT 467 01 Organization Theory 3 
Major Students On~ 
MTWR 1230-1450 CH 496 Word, Edward 000463 MKTG 429 01 Marketing Strategies 3 
Major Students On~ MTWR 1230-1450 CH 498 Schneider, Kenneth 
000212 MGMT 470 02 Iott Business Mgmt 3 
Major Students Only 
MTWR 1500-1720 CH 301 Kim, Konghee 000460 MKTG 503 01 Principles of Promotion 3 
Major Students On~ MTWR 0730-0958 CH 23 Klemz, Bruce 
000215 MGMT 497 03 Strategic Management 3 000462 MKTG 516 01 Global Marketing Strategy 3 
MTWR 1000-1220 CH 496 Ward, Edward MTWR 1000-1220 CH 23 Oyedele, Adesegun 
Major Students On~ 
000216 MGMT 497 04 Strategic Management 3 MASS COMMUNICATIONS/First Term 
MTWR 1230-1450 CH 301 Kim, Kanghee Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TITLE Cl 
Major Students On~ 000349 COMM 418 01 History of the Moss Media 3 
000211 MGMT 567 01 Organization Theory 3 MTWR 0730-0930 SH 115 Tiberghien, Gretchen 
MTWR 1230-1450 CH 496 Ward, Edward Major Students On~ 
000213 MGMT 570 02 lntt Business Mgmt 3 000403 COMM 436 01 Public Relations Writing 4 
MTWR 1500-1720 CH 301 Kim, Konghee MTWR 1000-1240 SH 115 Tiberghien, Gretchen 
Mojol Students On~ 
MARKETING /First Term 000404 COMM 536 01 Public Relations Writing 4 
Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TmE CR MTWR 1000-1240 SH 115 Tiberghien, Gretchen 
000447 MKTG 320 02 Intro to Marketing 3 
MASS COMMUNICATIONS /Second Term MTWR 1000-1200 CH 13 Gulati, Rajesh 
Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COUISE TITLE Cl 
000966 MKTG 320 54 ~ Intro to Marketing 3 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Asquith, JoAnn 000356 COMM 376 01 Wksp:TV Edit/Production 3 
Proctored Test Requirement MTWR 1130-1350 SH 122 Mills, Mork 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. Major Students On~ 
000450 MKTG 321 01 Buyer Behavior 3 000353 COMM 402 01 Theory /Prin Moss Med Adv 
MTWR 1000-1200 CH 498 Oyedele, Adesegun MTWRF 1010-1220 SH 120 Rudolph, Roger 
Major Students On~ Major Students On~ 
000452 MKTG 322 01 Market Info & Research 3 000933 COMM 414 01 Seminar (Topical) 1·3 
MTWR 1230-1430 CH 498 Klemz, Bruce Hours Arranged Przytulo, Tomosz 
Major Students On~ Major Students On~ 
000453 MKTG 402 01 Product/Price Mgmt 3 000845 COMM 420 54 ~ Moss Media and Society 3 
MTWR 1230-1430 CH 13 Gulati, Rojesh PermissiOlf°Required Rudolph, Roger 
Major Students On~ Contoct Deportment for permission. Major Students Only 
000964 MKTG 402 54 Product/Price Mgmt 3 
Online Course. Must be admitted to Moss Comm major. 
Permission Required Klemz, Bruce 
Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Major Students On~ 000932 COMM 444 01 Internship in Moss Comm 1-3 
Online Course. Hours Arranged Huntzicker, William 
Grading Option: Either 
Course descriptions are available in the St. Cloud State University 
Undergraduate and Graduate Catalogs at www.stcloudstate.edu. 
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000351 COMM 456 01 Sportswriting/Broodcast 4 000035 MATH 072 02 Intermediate Algebra 3 
MTWR 0900-1120 SH 122 Mills, Mork MTWR 1000-1200 CH 235 Houdek, Stephanie 
Vadnie, Michael Begin/End Dote 05-19 to 07-08 
000683 COMM 478 01 Workshop TV Jaurn/Pradctn 3 Placement test required. Go ta www.stdoudstote.edu/mathplacement. 
MTWR 1400-1620 SH 122 Mills, Mark 000047 MATH 112 01 College Algebra 3 
000358 COMM S02 01 Theory /Prin Moss Media 4 
MTWR 1000-1200 ECC 130 Fiala, Nick 
MTWRF 1000-1220 SH 120 Rudolph, Roger 
Placement test required. Go ta www.stdoudstate.edu/mathplacement. 
000847 COMM 520 54 ti' Mass Media and Society 3 
000048 MATH 112 02 (allege Algebra 3 
MTWR 1230-1430 ECC 130 Fiala, Nick 
MTWRF 0800-0955 SH 120 Rudalph, Roger Placement test required. Go ta www.stcloudstote.edu/mathplacement. Permission Required 
Contact Department for permission 000186 MATH 112 54 ti' College Algebra 3 
Online Course. Must be admitted to Mass Comm Major. Ga to Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Honzsek-Brill, Melis 
www.stdoudstote.edu/continuingstudies. Permission Required Proctored Test Requirement 
Contact Center for Continuing Studies for permission 
MASTER Of BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION/first Tenn Online course. Non-Traditional Students only. Go ta www.stdoudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT C0UISE TmE Cl Placement test required. Go ta www.stclaudstote.edu/mothplocement. 
000986 MBA 605 01 C Tach & Innovation Mgmt 3 000040 MATH 193 01 Mathematical Thinking 3 
T 1730-2200 Bachor, Vernon MTWR 0730-0930 ECC 108 Buske, Dole 
Major Students Only Begin/End Date 05-11 ta 06-29 Placement test required. Go to www.stdoudstote.edu/mothplocement. 
Located off-campus in Maple Grove. 000045 MATH 193 02 Mathematical Thinking 3 
000993 MBA 605 02 C Uncover&lnvestCorp Fraud 3 MTWR 1000-1200 ECC 108 Naraine, Bishnu 
T 1730-2200 CH 494 Mooney, Kathleen Placement test required. Go ta www.stdoudstote.edu/mathplocement. 
Major Students Only Schmidt, Mork 000046 MATH 193 03 Mathematical Thinking 3 
Begin/End Dote 05-11 to 06-29 MTWR 1230-1430 ECC 108 Naraine, Bishnu 
000990 MBA 629 01 C Marketing Mgmt 3 Placement test required. Go ta www.stdoudstote.edu/mothplocement. 
T 1730-2200 Gulati, Rojesh 000187 MATH 193 54 ti' Mathematical Thinking 3 
Major Students Only Begin/End Date 05-11 ta 06-29 Begin/End Date 06-07 ta 08-06 Buske, Dole 
Located off-campus in Maple Grove. Permission Required Proctored Test Requirement 
000988 MBA 663 01 C Operations Mgmt 3 Contact Center for Continuing Studies for permission. 
w 1730-2200 Ahmad, Sohel Online Course. Non-Traditional Students On~. Go ta www.stdoudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
Major Students Only Begin/End Dote 05· l 2 ta 06-30 Plocement test required. Go ta www.stdoudstote.edu/mothplacement. 
Located off-campus in Maple Grove. 000042 MATH 196 01 Finite Mathematics 3 
000992 MBA 675 01 C Multinational Bus Mgmt 3 MTWR 1000-1200 ECC 110 Agre, Keith 
w 1730-2200 CH 495 Bachor, Vernon Placement test required. Go ta www.stdoudstote.edu/mothplocement. 15 Major Students Only Begin/End Dote 05· l 2 ta 06-30 000043 MATH 196 02 Finite Mathematics 3 I 000989 MBA 684 01 C Financial Acct 3 MTWR 1230-1430 ECC 110 Agre, Keith R 1730-2200 Busto, Bruce Placement test required. Go ta www.stdoudstote.edu/mothplocement. 
Major Students Only Begin/End Dote 05-13 ta 07-01 000039 MATH 211 01 Survey Calculus I 3 ~ Located off-campus in Maple Grove. MTWR 0730-0930 ECC 130 Bohouddin, Mohammed 
MATHEMATICS/first Term 
Placement test required. Go ta www.stdoudstote.edu/mothplocemenl. 
000037 MATH 221 01 Cole/Analytic Geometry I 5 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT C0UISE TmE CR MTWRF 0800-0910 ECC 112 Scully, Doniel 
000032 MATH 070 01 Basic Moth Concepts 3 MTWRF 1055-1200 ECC 112 Begin/End Date 06-01 to 07-09 
MTWR 0730-0930 CH 13 Nyholm, Brian Placement test required. Go to www.stdoudstote.edu/mothplocemenl. 
Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 07-08 000038 MATH 222 01 Cale/Analytic Geom II 4 
000033 MATH 070 02 Basic Moth Concepts 3 MTWRF 1230-1430 ECC 112 Huong, Donrun 
MTWR 1000-1200 ECC 117 Corr, Rolph 000044 MATH 325 01 Differential Equations 3 
Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 07-08 MTWR 1230-1430 ECC 136 Kalio, Rovindro 
000034 MATH 070 03 Basic Moth Concepts 3 000041 MATH 330 01 Moth for Elem Teachers 3 
MTWR 1230-1430 CH 235 Exner, Morie , MTWR 0730-0930 ECC 136 Stoll 
Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 07-08 · 
000036 MATH 072 01 Intermediate Algebra 3 
000049 MATH 330 02 Moth for Elem Teachers 3 
MTWR 0730-0930 CH 235 Haudek, Stephanie 
MTWR 1000-1200 ECC 136 Vakil, Roozbeh 
Begin/End Dote 05-17 to 07-08 
Placement test required. Go to www.stdoudstote.edu/mothplocement. 
Need Help? Registration Help Une: 320.308.3936 
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000818 MATH 636 49 Cole for Secondary Tchrs 3 NURSING SCIENCE/First Term 
MTWR 1230-1430 CH 106 Vakil, Roozbeh Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TffiE CR 
Paired with ITV Course. 
000885 NURS 303 02 Holistic Hlth Assessment 3 
000821 MATH 636 51 Cole for Secondary Tchrs 3 MTWR OQ00-1100 Scherer, Marcia 
MTWR 1230-1430 Vakil, Roozbeh MTWR 1200-1500 Permission Required 
Permission Required Major Students Only Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 06-23 
Contact Center for Continuing Studies for permission 
ITV Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. PHILOSOPHY /First Term 
MATHEMATICS/Second Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TffiE CR 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TffiE CR 000389 PHIL 194 01 Critical Reasoning 3 
MTWR 0730-0930 SH 204 Swank, Cosey 
000050 MATH 113 01 Trigonometry 2 
MTWR 1000-1140 ECC 130 Zhao, Peiyi 000390 PHIL 194 02 Critical Reasoning 3 
Placement test required. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/mothplocement. MTWR 1000-1200 SH 204 Swank, Cosey 
000701 PHIL 194 54 ttl Critical Reasoning 3 
MUSIC/Second Term Hours Arranged Nuccetelli, Susana 
Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE Tim CR Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 
000745 MUS 611 03 Mus Hist:Clossic/Romontic 2 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/contiuingstudies. 
MTWR 0900-1215 PA 271 Hansen, Richard 000391 PHIL 484 01 Global Business Ethics 3 
Begin/End Dote 07-26 to 08-05 TWR 1500-1730 CH 343 Neiman, Poul 
Major Students Only 
MUSIC EDUCATION/Second Term Philosophy or Business Majors Only. 
Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE Tim Cl 000392 PHIL 584 01 Global Business Ethics 3 
000770 MUSE 495 01 ~ Mus/Culture MN Arn Indians 2 TWR 1500-1730 CH 343 Neiman, Poul 
MTWRF 0900-1600 PA 271 Smale, Morcelyn Major Students Only 
Begin/End Dote 07-19 to 07-23 Philosophy or Business Majors On~. 
Closs meets from 9:00am to 12:00pm on 7 /23/10. Go to 
PHILOSOPHY /Second Term www.stcloudstote.edu/music/summer.osp for course information. 
000771 MUSE 595 01 ~ Mus/Culture MN Arn Indians 2 
Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TITLE CR 
MTWRF 0900-1600 PA 271 Smale, Morcelyn 000393 PHIL 194 03 Critical Reasoning 3 
Begin/End Dote 07-1 9 to 07-23 TWR 1230-1540 CH 20 Mirza, Omar 
Closs meets from 9:00am to 12:00pm on 7 /23/10. Go to 
www.stcloudstote.edu/music/summer.osp for course information. PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORT SCIENCE/Full Term 
MUSIC MUSICIANSHIP /First Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE CR 
000431 PESS 690 01 Ethics Sports Management 3 Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE nm Cl Hours Arranged Von Mullem, Peter 
000751 MUSM 123 01 Experiencing Live Music 3 Grading Option: Either 
MTWR 1000-1200 PA 271 O'Bryont, Doniel 000437 PESS 690 02 Sports in Amer Society 3 
000761 MUSM 126 01 ti History Rock & Roll Music , 3 Hours Arranged Von Mullem, Peter 
Online Course. Twombly, Kristian Grading Option: Either 
MUSIC MUSICIANSHIP /Second Term PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORT SCIENCE/First Term 
Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE Tim Cl Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE CR 
000965 MUSM 100 01 Intro Musical Concepts 3 000468 PESS 122 03 Lrrelong Hlth/Fitness 
MW 1000-1230 PA 163 Carucci, Christine · MW 1000-1125 HAH 347 Fischer, Jason 
Course meets on-compus M,W; remaining course content on D2L. Go to MW 1000-1125 HAH 101 
www.stcloudstote.edu/music/summer.osp for course information. 
000469 PESS 122 04 llielong Hlth/Fitness 
NURSING SCIENCE/Full Term TR 0830-0945 HAH 347 Fischer, Jason 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE CR TR 0830-0945 HAH 101 
000887 NURS 444 01 Internship 3 000470 PESS 122 05 Lrrelong Hlth/Fitness TR 1000-1115 HAH 347 Fischer, Jason Hours Arranged Worner, Susan TR 1000-1115 HAH 101 Permission Required Major Students Only 
Grading Option: Either 000466 PESS 249 01 Anotomy/Kinesiology 4 
MTWRF 0730-1010 HAH 335 Frost, Jeremy 
MTWRF 0730-1010 HAH 204 
Summer Session Credit Limits 
lN:lERGRADUAre 11 00- b 4001evel courses) 1 8 credits max. MASTERS 1500- and 600le...el courses) 15 credi!s max. DCX:TORA1. (8001evel courses) 15 credi!s max. 
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000491 ' PESS 271 01 C 
M 2000-2050 HAH 344 
M 2100-2150 HAH212 
0004 92 PESS 271 02 C 
M 2000-2050 HAH 344 
T 2100-2150 HAH 212 
000493 PESS 271 03 C 
M 2000-2050 HAH 344 
W 2100-2150 HAH 212 
000467 PESS 349 01 
MTWRF 1030-1235 HAH 335 
MTWRF 1030-1235 HAH 204 
000507 PESS 369 01 C 
MTWRF 1700-2000 HAH 335 
MTWRF 1700-2000 HAH 212 
000604 PESS 463 01 
MTWRF 0900-1200 HAH 348 
Begin/End Date 06-21 to 07-09 
000617 PESS 563 0 l 
MTWRF 0900-1200 HAH 348 
Begin/End Date 06-21 to 07-09 
Skin and Scubo Diving 
Westerberg, Owen 
Skin and Scubo Diving 
Westerberg, Owen 






Begin/ End Date 06-07 to 06-25 
Prog Students/ Disobi 7-12 
Tarr, Susan 
Prog Students/ Oisobi 7-12 
Tarr, Susan 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORT SCIENCE/Second Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
000475 PESS 122 06 Lifelong Hlth/fitness 
MW 1000-1125 HAH 347 Fischer, Jason 
MW 1000-1125 HAH 101 
000478 PESS 122 
TR 0830-0945 
TR 0830-0945 
000481 PESS 122 
TR l 000-lll 5 
TR l 000-lll 5 
000494 PESS 271 
M 2000-2050 
M 2100-2150 
000497 PESS 271 
M 2000-2050 
T 2100-2150 
000499 PESS 271 
M 2000-2050 
W 2100-2150 
PHYSICS /Full Term 

















Lifelong Hlth/ fitness 
Fischer, Jason 
Lifelong Hlth/ fitness 
Fischer, Jason 
Skin and Scuba Diving 
Westerberg, Owen 
Skin ond Scuba Diving 
Westerberg, Owen 
Skin and Scubo Diving 
Westerberg, Owen 




001005 PHYS 454 01 Clinical Radiolog Sci Ill 
Hours Arranged Ratliff, Steven 
Permission Required 
Must be accepted into first year of Rice Memorial Hospital RADT Internship. 
001006 PHYS 454 02 Clinical Radiolog Sci Ill 
Hours Arranged Rattiff, Steven 
Permission Required 
Must be accepted info first yeor of St. Cloud Hospitol RADT Internship. 
PHYSICS /First Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
000192 PHYS 100 01 Preparatory Phys 
MTWR l 000-1200 WSB 12 4 Haglin, Kevin 
Session starts and ends one week eorlier than normal schedule. 
Begin/End Date 06-01 to 07-01 
000792 PHYS 101 54 el famous People of Science 
Haglin, Kevin 
Begin/ End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Proctored Test Requirement 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/ continuingstudies. 
000193 PHYS 103 01 Concepts Physics 
MTWR 1000-1200 BH 212 Biswas, Tirthabir 
Lab twice a week 
000793 PHYS 103 54 el Concepts Physics 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Kolia, Sneh 
Proctored Test Requirement On-site seat requirements 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate .edu/ continuingstudies. Requires two on campus 
Saturday meetings for labs (Oates TBD). 
000794 PHYS 208 54 el Energy/ Environment 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Haglin, Kevin 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 
000859 PHYS 231 01 General Physics I 
MTWR 0730-0930 WSB 124 Kalia, Sneh 
MTR 1000-mo WSB 305 
Session starts and ends one week eorlier than normal schedule. 
Begin/ End Date 06-01 to 07-01 
PHYSICS /Second Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
000862 PHYS 232 01 General Physics II 
MTWR 1000-llSO WSB 124 Hoglin, Kevin 
MTW 1230-1420 WSB 302 
Session starts one week earlier than normal schedule. Begin/ End Date 07-06 to 08-05 
POLITICAL SCIENCE/Full Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT 












001003 PHYS 354 01 Clinical Radiologic Sci I 
Hours Arranged Rattiff, Steven 
CR 
10 
000850 POL 444 01 Internship 3-9 
Permission Required 
Must be accepted into first year of Mayo RADT Internship. 
001004 PHYS 354 02 Clinical Radiologic Sci I 4 
Hours Arranged Rattiff, Steven 
Permission Required 
Must be accepted into first year af St. Claud Hospital RADT Internship. 
Hours Arronged 
Permission Required 
POLITICAL SCIENCE/First Term 
frank, Stephen 
Grading Option: Either 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
000791 POL 195 54 el Demcrt Citz:Amer Not Govn 
Begin/End Date 06·07 to 08-06 Lindsey, Jason 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/ continuingstudies. 
Daily course schedule updates can be found at: 





Summer Session 2010 
POLITICAL SCIENCE/Second Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TlnE 
000839 POL 337 01 
MTWR 1000-1230 518 315 
PSYCHOLOGY /First Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT 
000194 PSY 115 01 C 
MTR 1800-2030 SH 106 
Issues NonWest World MGM 
Nyendu, Morgon 
COURSETlnE 
Intro to Psychology 
Melcher, Joseph 
000476 PSY 115 S4 v Intro to Psychology 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Jozwinski, Christine 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000477 PSY 115 55 v Intro to Psychology 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Melcher, Joseph 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000479 PSY 115 57 v Intro to Psychology 
Begin/ End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Protolipoc, Doren 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000968 PSY 115 58 Intro to Psychology 
Hours Arranged Protolipoc, Doren 
Permission Required Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 
Minnesota Correctional Facility Course. 
000104 PSY 201 
MTWR 1000-1200 





000480 PSY 202 54 v Methodology in Psych 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 · Melcher, Joseph 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000112 PSY 225 01 Psych of Women (MGM) 
MTWR 1230-1430 SH 106 Buswell, Brenda 
000482 PSY 225 54 v Psych of Women (MGM) 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Jazwinski, Christine 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000483 PSY 225 55 v Psych of Women (MGM) 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Rockenstein, Zoo 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000484 PSY 240 54 v Developmental Psychology 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Rockenstein, Zoo 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000485 PSY 240 55 v Developmental Psychology 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Rockenstein, Zoo 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000795 PSY 240 57 v Developmental Psychology 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Devoe, Marlene 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000486 PSY 250 54 v Cognitive Psychology 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Melcher, Joseph 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000114 PSY 270 01 Social Psychology 
MTWR 1500-1700 SH 114 Buswell, Brenda 
000487 PSY 270 54 v Social Psychology 
Begin/ End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Jazwinski, Christine 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
Rrst tenn, June 7-July 9 • Second tenn, July 12-August 6 
000488 PSY 270 55 v Social Psychology 3 
Cl Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Buswell, Brenda 
Proctored Test Requirement 
3 Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000115 PSY 327 01 C Motivation and Emotion 3 
TR 1730-2130 SH 114 Buswell, Brenda 
Cl 000489 PSY 327 54 v Motivation and Emotion 3 
3 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Buswell, Brenda 
Proctored Test Requirement 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
3 000111 PSY 329 01 Psych Sleeping/ Dreaming 3 
MTWR 1000-1200 SH 114 Bodvorsson, Mory 
000796 PSY 345 54 v Psych Death and Dying 3 
3 Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Devoe, Marlene 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000490 PSY 360 54 v Industrial Psych 3 
3 Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Illies, Jody 
Proctored Test Requirement 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
3 000498 PSY 378 54 v Theories of Personality 3 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Protolipoc, Doren 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000500 PSY 401 54 v Field Experience 3 
3 Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Rockenstein, Zoo 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000501 PSY 425 54 v Psych of Creativity 3 
3 Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Rockenstein, Zoo 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000502 PSY 435 54 v Rdgs Psy:Classic/ Contempo 3 
3 Permission Required Melcher, Joseph 
Contact Instructor for permission. Begin/ End Date 06·07 to 08-06 
3 Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000797 PSY 441 54 v Child Psychology 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Devoe, Marlene 
3 Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000798 PSY 442 54 v Psych of Adolescence 3 
Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Devoe, Marlene 
3 Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000113 PSY 490 01 Psych Disorders 
MTWR 1230-1430 SH 114 Belisle, Roger 
3 000504 PSY 492 54 v Health Psychology 
Godding, Phillip 
Permission Required Begin/ End Dote 06-07 to 08·06 
3 Contact Center for Continuing Studies for permission. 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. Non-Traditional Students Only. 
000505 PSY 592 54 v Health Psychology 3 
3 Godding, Phillip 
Permission Required Begin/ End Date 06-07 to 08-06 
Contact Center for Continuing Studies for permission. 
3 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. Non-Traditional Studen~ Only. 
3 
Course descriptions are available in the St. aoud State University 
Undergraduate and Graduate Catalogs at www.stcloudstate.edu. 
Summer Session 2010 
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i PSYCHOLOGY /Second Term 000841 SW 195 02 Soc Welfare/Democr Citiz 3 l 
Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TITLE Cl TR 123(H620 SH 207 Stilwell, Cathy 
000239 PSY 115 02 Intro to Psychology 3 000970 SW 213 01 Adolescent Problems 3 
MTWR 1231-1500 SH 11 ◄ Protolipoc, Doren MW 123(}1650 SH 228 Moriarty, Sheila 
000238 PSY 378 01 Theories of Personality 3 000846 SW 430 01 SW Practice with Aging 3 
MTWR 100(}1230 SH 114 Protolipoc, Doren TR 130(}1650 SH 228 Whitford, Gory 
000848 SW 530 01 SW Practice with Aging 3 
RECREATION/Full Term TR 130(}1650 SH 228 Whitford, Gory 
Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TITLE CR 
000415 REC 444 01 Senior Internship 12 SOCIOLOGY /Full Ter111 
Hours Arranged Sheehan, Therese Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TITLE CR 
Permission Required Grading Option: Either 000941 soc 160 01 .,, Principles of Sociology 3 
000416 REC 444 02 Senior Internship 12 Online Course. Schee~Keito, Elizob 
Hours Arranged Totsugowo, Kevin 000942 soc 444 01 Internship 6-15 
Permission Required Grading Option: Either Permission Required Havir, Lindo 
Additional Fee: $21 insurance fee. Major Students Only 
REGULATORY AFFAIRS AND SERVICES/Full Term 000943 soc 462 01 .,, Sem: Gender & Violence 3 Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TITLE Cl Online Course. Schee~Keito, Elizob 
000025 RAS 633 01 Quality Systrn Reg lndustr 3 000945 soc 468 01 .,, Inequality Copitolst Wrld 3 tl Hours Arranged Swanson, Charles Online Course. Ponicker, Ajoykumor P81mission Required 
~ Contuct Dept. or Instructor for permission. 000944 soc 562 01 .,, Sem: Gender and Violence 3 
000026 RAS 643 01 Cost Mgmt Reg Hlth Core 3 Online Course. Scheel·Keito, Elizob :::, 
Hours Arranged Stoff 000946 soc 568 01 .,, Inequality Copitulst Wrld 3 8 Permission Required Online Course. Ponicker, Ajoykumor 
Contuct Dept. or lnstructur for permission. 
~ 001022 RAS 690 02 Capstone Project 1·2 SOCIOLOGY /First Term Hours Arranged Swanson, Charles Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TITLE Cl 
Permission Required 000316 soc 160 54 ti' Principles of Sociology 3 ~ Contuct Dept. or Instructor for permission. Begin/End Dote 06-0 7 to 08-06 Davis, Leland Bl RELIGIOUS STUDIES/First Term Permission Required Proctored Test Requirement Contuct Center for Continuing Studies for permission. • Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COUISETITLE CR Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstute.edu/continuingstudies. f5 000961 REL 150 54 ti' Old Testument /Hebrew Bibi 3 000317 soc 195 54 ti' Democratic Citizenship 3 
Edelheit, Joseph Permission Required Davis, Leland I Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Proctored Test Requirement Begin/ End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Online Course. Go tu www.stcloudstute.edu/continuingstudies. Contuct Center for Contiuing Studies for permission. 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstute.edu/continuingstudies. ~ SCIENCES/ First Term 000318 soc 195 55 ti' Democratic Citizenship 3 
Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TITLE CR Begin/End Dote 06-07 tu 08-06 Scheel·Keitu, Elizob 
000266 SCI 226 01 Sci for Elem Tchrs 1 3 Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstute.edu/continuingstudies. 
MTWR 0730-0950 WSB 16 Simpson, Patricio 000980 soc 195 57 ti' Democratic Citizenship 3 
000267 SCI 226 02 Sci for Elem Tchrs 1 3 Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Cox, Ryon 
MTWR 1000-1220 WSB 16 Simpson, Patricio Proctored Test Requirement 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstute.edu/continuingstudies. 
SOCIAL SCIENCE/First Term 000319 soc 302 54 ti' Social Theory 3 
Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TITLE CR Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Davis, Leland 
000496 SSCI 320 01 Elements Soc Science 3 
Permission Required Proctored Test Requirement 
Contuct Center for Continuing Studies for permission. 
MTWR 1000-1150 SH 307 Johnson, Mory Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstute.edu/continuingstudies. 
SOCIAL WORK/First Term 000320 soc 350 54 ti' Sociology of Age & Aging 3 
Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TITLE CR Begin/End Dote 06-07 to 08-06 Havir, Lindo Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. 
000835 SW 195 01 Soc Wettore/Democr Citiz 3 
MW 073(}1150 SH 228 Togo, Patience 
Need Help? Registration Help Une: 320.308.3936 
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000321 soc 374 54 fl' Soc of Family Violence 3 000571 SPED 680 02 Proct Learning Disobil I 3 
Begin/End Date 06--07 to 08--06 Scheel-Keito, Elizab Hours Arranged Gabrie~Weston, Judy 
Online Course. Go ta www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ 
000322 soc 389 54 fl' Wealth/Power in America 3 000572 SPED 680 03 Pract Learning Disabil I 3 
Begin/End Date 06--07 to 08--06 Davis, Leland Hours Arranged Haws, Kelly 
Permission Required Proctored Test Requirement Permission Required Grading Option: Sll-REQ 
Contact Center for Continuing Studies for permission. 000574 SPED 681 01 Pract Learning Disobil II 3 Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstote.edu/continuingstudies. Hours Arranged Kollar, Bradley 
SOCIOLOGY /Second Term 
Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE Cl 000576 SPED 681 02 Pract Learhing Disobil II 3 
000991 soc 160 02 Principles of Sociology 3 
Hours Alronged Hows, Kelly 
Permission Required Kollar, Bradley 
MTWR 1000-1200 SH 220 Mehdi, Abbas Grading Option: Sll-REQ 
000994 soc 362 01 Social Change 3 000579 SPED 681 03 Pract Learning Disabil II 3 
MTWR 1230-1430 SH 220 Mehdi, Abbas Hours Arranged Gabrie~Weston, Judy 
SPANISH/First Term 
Permission Required McGillis, Mary 
Grading Option: Sll-REQ 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE CR 
000963 SPAN 102 01 Elem Spanish II 4 SPECIAL EDUCATION/First Term 
MTWR 0845-1155 LH 618 Triano-Echeverria, L Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TITLE Cl 
000582 SPED 405 01 ~ Behavior Theory /Practices 3 
SPECIAL EDUCATION/Full Term TR 0730-1120 EBA235 Markell, Marc 
(au ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE Cl Permission Required 
000545 SPED 306 01 ~ Academic Writing Skills 3 000588 SPED 411 01 ~ SPED Procedural Safeguard 3 
TR 0900-1200 EBA230 Beutel, Adory TR 1230-1620 EB A235 Salk, Janet 
000549 SPED 503 01 .,, SPED Foundations 3 Permission Required 
Online Course. johnson, Kathryn 000594 SPED 420 01 ~ Chor Physicl Hlth Dev Dis 3 
MW 1230-1620 EB A235 Stoff 
000552 SPED 513 01 .,,~ Moth Instr Stud Spec Need 3 
Online Course. Koffor, Bradley 000599 SPED 431 01 ~ Collab Skills/Trans Pion 3 
MW 0730-1120 EB A235 Johnson, Kathryn 
000554 SPED 515 01 .,,~ Asst Tech Stud Spec Needs 3 
Online Course. 000585 SPED 505 01 ~ Behavior Theory /Practices 3 
000557 SPED 520 02 .,,~ Chor Physicl Hlth Dev Dis 3 
TR 0730-1120 EB A235 Markell, More 
Online Course. 000590 SPED 511 01 ~ SPED Procedural Safeguard 3 
000559 SPED 521 02 .,,~ Char Students Leorn/Behov 3 
TR 1230-1620 EB A235 Salk, Janet 
Online Course. 
Permission Required 
000562 SPED 660 Pract Dev Disob Mild/Mod 
000597 SPED 520 01 ~ Chor Physicl Hlth Dev Dis 3 
01 3 MW 1230-1620 EB A235 Stoff 
Hours Arranged Wellik, Jerry 
000602 SPED 531 01 ~ Collob Skills/Trans Pion 3 Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ 
MW 0730-1120 EB A235 Johnson, Kathryn 
000564 SPED 661 01 Proct Dev Disob Mod/Sever 3 
Hours Arranged Waletzko, Patricio 000606 SPED 623 01 ~ Learning Environ Autism 3 
Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ TW 0830-1600 EB Al19 West, Deborah 
000566 SPED 670 01 Pract Emot/Behov Disord I 3 
Permission Required Begin/End Dote 06-15 to 06-30 
Hours Arranged Wellik, Jerry 
Course Meeting Dotes: June 15, 16; June 22, 23; June 29, 30. 
Permissi6n Required Grading Option: Sll-REQ 000542 SPED 646 01 ~ Lrning Disabilities Meth 3 
000568 SPED 671 01 Pract Emot/Behov Disordll 
s 1700-2000 EB A226 Kollar, Bradley 
3 F 0900-1600 EB A226 Permission Required 
Hours Arranged Waletzko, Patricio Begin/End Dote 05-14 to 06-12 
Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ Course Meeting Dotes: .Moy 14, 15; Moy 21, 22; June 4, 5; June 11, 12. 
000947 SPED 671 02 Proct Emot/Behov Disordll 3 
Hours Arranged Salk, Janet SPECIAL EDUCATION/Second Term 
Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ Cou ID DEPT (LS SECT COURSE TITLE CR 
000569 SPED 680 01 Pract Learning Oisobil I 3 000611 SPED 416 01 ~ lndiv Assessment in SPED 3 
Hours Arranged McGillis, Mory MW 0730-1120 EB A235 Roduns, Poul 
Permission Required Grading Option: SU-REQ Permission Required Additional Fee: $15 
Course descriptions are available in the St. Cloud State University 
Undergraduate and Graduate Catalogs at www.stcloudstate.edu. 
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000616 SPED 419 01 ~ 
MW 1230-1720 EBA235 
Permission Required 
000621 SPED 421 01 ~ 
TR 0730-1120 EBA235 
000613 SPED 516 01 ~ 
MW 0730-1120 EB A235 
Permission Required 
000619 SPED 519 01 ~ 
MW 1230-1720 EBA235 
Permission Required 
000629 SPED 521 01 ~ 
0730-1120 EB A235 
STATISTICS/First Term 
Literacy Instr Spec Needs 
Beutel, Adory 
Chore Students Learn/Beha 
Stoff 
lndiv Assessment in SPED 
Raduns, Paul 
Additional Fee: $15 
Literacy Instr Spec Needs 
Beutel, Adory 






Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TIRE CR 
00007 6 STAT 193 01 Statistical Thinking 3 
MTWR 1230-1430 ECC 118 Haley, Darunee 
Placement test required. Ga to www.stcloudstate.edu/mathplacemenl. 
000078 STAT 193 02 Statistical Thinking 3 
MTWR 1230-1430 Yu, Saihua 
Placement test required. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/mathplacemenl. 
000511 STAT 193 54 ti' Statistical Thinking 3 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Onyiah, Leonard 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. Placement test required. Ga 
ta www.stcloudstate.edu/mathplacement. 
000080 STAT 219 0 l Stats for Social Sciences 3 
MTWR 1000-1200 ECC 118 Zhang, Shiju 
Placement lest required. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/mathplacement. 
000832 STAT 219 54 ti' Stats for Social Sciences 3 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Robinson, David 
Proctored Test Requirement Rudrud, Eric 
Online Course. Go ta www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. Placement test required. Go 
ta www.stcloudstate.edu/mathplacement. 
000081 STAT 319 01 Biometrics 4 
MTWR 1000-1240 ECC 120 Onyiah, Leonard 
Additional Fee: $43. Placement test required. 
Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/mathplacement. 
STUDY ABROAD 
See International Studies 
TEACHER DEVELOPMENT /First Term 
(ou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE nm CR 
000800 ED , 423 54 ti'~ The Black Mind 3 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Davis, Michael 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 
000801 ED 423 55 ti'~ Intro to Urban Education 3 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Davis, Michael 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 
000803 ED 423 57 ti'~ Classroom Discipline 3 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Davis, Michael 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 
I 
000805 ED 423 58 ti'~ Food and Leorning 3 
Begin/End Date 06-07 ta 08-06 Davis, Michael 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 
000807 ED 482 54 ti'~ Multicultural Child 
Begin/End Date 06-07 ta 08-06 Davis, Michael 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 
000802 ED 523 55 ti'~ Intro to Urban Educatioo 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Davis, Michael 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 
000804 ED 523 57 ti'~ Classroom Discipline 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Davis, Michael 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 
000806 ED 523 58 ti'~ Food ond Leaming 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Davis, Michael 
Online Course. Go lo www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 
000808 ED 582 54 ti'~ Multicultural Child 
Begin/End Date 06-07 to 08-06 Davis, Michael 
Online Course. Go to www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies. 
000264 ED 606 01 ~ Class Management 
MW 1230-1620 EBB113 Frank, Jan 
000263 ED 615 01 ~ Methods of Educ Research 
TR 1230-1620 EBB113 Hornstein, Stephen 
000253 ED 617 01 ~ lnformatl Reading/Writing 
TR 0730-1120 EB Bll3 Chrtstian, Ilene 
Permission Required 
000261 ED 617 54 ~ lnformatl Reading/Writing 
Hours Arranged Christian, Ilene 
Permission Required 
Course meets at Rocort for Reading Certificate cohort. 
000256 ED 619 54 ~ Struggling Readers Anolys 
Hours Arranged Larson, Joonne 
Permission Required 
Course meets at Rocori for Reading Certificate cohort. 
THEATRE/Second Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
000873 TH 148 01 Acting for Everyone 
MTWR 1000-1220 PA ARENA Bleam, Jeffrey 
WOMEN'S STUDIES/First Term 
Cou ID DEPT CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
000423 ws 330 01 Gender & Popular Culture 
MW 1200-1600 SH 102 Berila, Elizabeth 
















Have an adventure and 
see the world this summer! 
with St. Cloud State University's 20 l O Short-Term Study Abroad Programs 
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Cost and Financial Aid 
Students pay a program fee set in accordance with prevailing on-campus cost 
and the value of the dollar in the host country. The estimated costs for most 
short term programs include round-trip transportation, housing, some meals, 
administration, cultural activities, excursions, and entrance fees. Tuition will be 
added to the program cost. Expenses are approximate and subject to change 
without notice. If eligible, financial aid may be applied to international travel 
programs. Students must be enrolled in a minimum of six credits to be eligible for summer financial aid. 
Center for International Studies 
101 Lawrence Hall 
St. Cloud State University 
720 Fourth Ave South 
St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498 
Procedures and deadlines 
Application packets are available at the Center for International 
Studies or on line at www.stcloudstate.edu/studyabroad. 
Submit a completed application with the $75 appl ication fee to the 







Business (COB .410 & COB .479) 
May 17 - June 3 
This Herberger College 
of Business short term 
study abroad program 
gives students an 
experience to visit the 
country of China while 
earning college credit. 
This program is open to 
business major or minor and must be of sophomore, junior, or 
senior status. Students will have an opportunity to visit the cities of 
Beijing, Xi'an, Shanghai , Suzhou, and Tianjin. While in those cities 
students will have the opportunity to explore the Great Wall of 
China, Olympic Village, Forbidden City, Tiananmen Square as 
well as many other places. Along with the cultural visits, the 
students will visit many other businesses such as the US Embassy in 
Beijing, Shanghai Stock Exchange, Nankai University and more. 
Croatia 
OS .480/580, .482/582 
May 8 to June 2 
This program, located in Dubrovnik, focuses on global perspectives 
of victimology and victim services. Unlike other international 
programs at SCSU, this course is offered jointly with at least thirty-
five other international universities. SCSU students learn and room 
together with students from several other countries . As a joint 
program, students also have the benefit of receiving lectures from 
some of the world renowned professors and professionals in 
dealing with victims. Students learn in an international classroom 
and receive an international perspective on victimology. 
England 
Information Media 
(IM .486/ 586) 
July 12 - July 30 
Students will have the 
once-in-o-lifetime 
opportunity of living 
in a castle whi le 
earning credits. 
Several field trips are included in the program to place participants 
in the areas where the British authors lived, studied, and wrote. In 
addition to the time spent abroad there will be pre- and post-
departure class meetings. Students will study a combination of 
Photography and British Children's Literature. Destinations include 
Newcastle, Edinburgh, the Lake District, and in and around 
Alnwick Castle . 
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France 
FORL (FREN 110) 
July 1 - July 31 
Attend classes at the campus of the University of Burgundy while 
immersed in the French culture . The university is located in Dijon 
with a population of 250,000 and only a short train ride to Paris . 
Open to all majors, the program includes a trip to the Palace of 
Versailles, trip to Paris, and a weekend free to travel around 
France. This study abroad program will provide students with 
significant background knowledge of the history and culture of 
France whi le living in a beautiful environment. 
Germany 
FORL (GER .460 and GER .461 ) 
June 1 - 30 
Learn about German culture firsthand by completing a service-
learning project in lngolstadt during summer 20 l 0. Service · 
projects range in a wide variety of topics and will be based on 
your interests and 
background 
knowledge. A 
culture course will 
tie your service into 
larger social issues 
and your home-stay 
family will offer you 
further cultural 
insights and 
meaningful interactions with Germans. You will be situated in 
lngolstadt which boasts a population of 150,000, 40 minutes 
north of Munich, Germany. 
Ghana 
Community Studies (CMTY .466/566) 
May 2.4 - June 15 
Participants on this program wi ll be able to see and experience 
what others only dream of in Ghana, all while earning credits to 
be applied to their major, minor, or University electives. The class 
will include lectures, discussions, written and photographic 
assignments, journal keeping, and participating in selected cultural 
or community activities. You will travel all around Ghana, while 
gaining firsthand knowledge and experiences of how culture, 
tourism, and globalization impact the lives of people and 
communities in Ghana . 
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Italy/Greece 
Psychology (PSY 330) 
May 12 - May 25 
This program's purpose is to provide an academic and 
experimental introduction to cross cultural psychology. The program 
will have three days of class meetings before departure and one 
upon return . The course syllabus is located at 
http:/ /web.stcloudstate.edu/ jmmelcher/. 
The program includes in- depth tours of Rome, Florence, and 
Athens; journeys to the ancient towns of Delphi , Pompeii , and 
Ephesus. The program includes a three-day, two-night 
Mediterranean cruise stopping at the Greek islands of Mykonos, 
Patmos, Rhodes, and also Kusada~i (Turkey). 
Italy/Greece 
Community Studies (CMTY 466/566) 
May 12-May25 
Th is programs purpose is to provide an academic course of the 
eternal cities of Italy and Greece. This class is open to all students 
and can be used as a University elective. The content of the class 
will be of most interest to students from Community Development, 
Geography, Travel and Tourism, Soc!al Science Teachers 
Education, History, Economics, and Business. The class wi ll meet 
four times before departure for instructional and group building 
activi ties and it will hold regular one-hour meetings on a daily basis 
while on tour. The program includes in depth tours of Rome, 
Florence, and Athens; journeys to the ancient towns of Delphi, 
Pompeii , and Ephesus. The program includes a three-day, two-night 
Mediterranean cruise stopping at the Greek islands of Mykonos, 
Patmos, Rhodes, and also Kusadasi (Turkey) . 
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Poland 
Mass Comm. (COMM 414 and/or 430/630) 
May 9-May 23 
The study abroad program in Poland gives students a chance to 
grow as individuals, and become more understanding of other 
cultures. Visi ting Poland is desirable in the sense that, unlike many 
European countries, it has much of its heritage preserved. Poland's 
history makes it the ideal place to study the Holocaust. This 
experience is also unique in that students will be witnessing first 
hand Poland 's emergence from the blanket of communism to a 
democracy with a free market economy. The changing economy 
allows students to witness emerging media companies from birth to 
adolescence, in contrast to the mature media corporations of the 
United States. 
UK/France/Italy 
Geography (GEOG 410) 
May 17 - June 4 
This study tour program is open to all majors, but primarily focuses 
on geography (travel/tourism). The start of the adventure is in the 
UK with four nights spent in London and Wales. The next 
destination is the romantic city of Paris where students will have the 
opportunity to explore for three days before continuing on to 
Venice, Italy. After seeing the home of Marco Polo they will also 
have the chance to see the Italian city of Florence and the capi tal, 




May 21 to June 4 
This study abroad program offers opportunities for students to 
acquire in-depth, first-hand knowledge and experience of how 
gender, cultu re and globalization impact the lives of people 
!especially women) in Tanzania and Third World countries in 
general. Through field-trips and home visits, students will have an 
opportunity to see how Tanzanians live their lives within their 
physical , economic, political, and socio-historical environments. 
Ukraine 
FORL (RUSS 110) 
May 17 - June 4 
This study abroad program explores Russian cu lture and language 
as students travel through Ukraine. Students wil l learn diverse 
cultural , historical , and socio-political features of Russian speaking 
cultures and basic Russian through film and music. Open to all 
majors , the program explores various sites in Kiev, including the 
Caves Monastery, Saint Sophia Cathedral , and Babi Yar 
Memorial, with a trip to Odessa . By the end of the course, students 
wi ll have a better understanding of the origins of Russian culture, its 
connection to other Slavic cultures, and various processes taking 
place in Eastern Europe as a resul t of the collapse of the Soviet 
Union . 
WHAT'S YOUR DREAM DESTINATION? 
Make this your summer to study abroad. 
Application Deadline is February 1, 2010 
Contact the Center for International Studies 
or the faculty director for more information . 
• Download an application at: www.stcloudstate.edu/ studyabroad 
• Visit CIS: in Lawrence Hall G 108 
• Call : 320 .308 .4287 
• E-mail: studyabroad@stcloudstate.edu 
*Dates for these programs are tentative pending airl ine arrangements 
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May 12-25 Italy/Greece 
May 12-25 Italy/Greece 
May Poland 
Intersession 
Dr. Whitney Hotel 6 
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Business COB 410-China Education Tour, 
COB 479-Global Business Seminar 








IM 486/586 - Photography 
FREN 110 - Intro to French Culture 
GERM 460 - Study Abroad, 
GERM 461 - Internship-Germany 
CMTY 466/566 Tourism, Culture, 
and Community Development 
Comm. CMTY 466/566-Build to Last and 
Studies Planned to Endure 
Psychology PSY 330 Cross Cultural Psychology 
Mass Comm COMM 414 and/or 430/630 







GEOG 410 Educational Tours 




482/582 Victim Services 
WS 305 Gender, Culture and 
Development in Tanzania 
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Online, Off-campus and ITV Courses 
Admissions arid Registration for Center for 
Continuing Studies courses and programs 
Taking distance learning courses 
through the SCSU Center for 
Continuing Studies is as easy as 
1-2-3! 
1. Admissions Process 
Students w ishing to work toward an online, 
ITV, or off-campus degree from St. Cloud 
State University should first submit an 
appl ication for admission . If you would li ke 
to take classes for personal development or 
lifelong learning , without the intent to earn 
a degree, you may apply as a special 
student (non-degree seeking) . 
• Undergraduate admissions application 
• Graduate admissions application 
• Special student (non-degree seeking) 
application 
2 • Registration 
Select w hich type of course you would like 
to register for: 
• Interactive Television 
• Online/ Internship 
• Off-Campus Programs 
3 • Create Your HuskyNet Account 
O nly after you have successfully completed 
the registration process can you request a 
HuskyNet account. 
C reate your HuskyNet account to receive 
your HuskyNet ID. 
If you already have a HuskyNet account, 
you do not have to complete Step #3. 
~ 6u/Jn!Jne1t, Ute 6017f! ~ UAe_f: 
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Important: Students w ill be required to have a HuskyNet ID in order to access their syllabus, view their assignments and 
access quiz/exam grades in Desire2Learn . Important course information will be sent through HuskyNet e-mail only (this 
means no other e-mail accounts). Syllabi will not be mailed or available in our office. 
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Frequently Asked Questions for Online and nv Courses 
How do I register for an Online or ITV Course? 
Log on to the Continuing Studies website, www.stcloudstate.edu/continuingstudies and click on Schedules and Registration. 
Our registration dates follow the same dates as the on-campus courses. See page 15. 
Online 
Click on SCSU Online Course Schedule. 
tCloudState 
ITV 
Click on Interactive Television (ITV) Course Schedule. 
Click on Permission Required and fill out the Permission to Register form . 
How do I receive the course code for the course I want to register for? 
The course ID will be listed on the SCSU Online Course Schedule. If the course requires special permission to register, you 
must click on Permission Required and complete the Permission to Register Form. This form is available during the registration 
periods, the same dates as the on-campus courses. Within two to three business days after you submit the Permission to 
Register Form, our- office will respond with confirmation of your request and information on how to register. 
How do I know what section number my course is? 
After you officially register using the St. Cloud State Online Registration system you will be given your section number. The 
system will list the course code, the course name and number, section number, and the course title (Example: 222222 CJS 
111 54 Crime/Justice in America) . 
How do I access my course information for the SCSU online courses? 
Course materials and syllabi are available in Desire2Learn approximately 10 days prior to the start of the semester. You may 
find that not all of your online course materials are available at the same time; if that is the case, check back frequently, as 
courses are updated each day. 
What is D2L? 
Your online course can be accessed through a program called Desire2Learn (D2L) . You do not need any special software 
for this, only a computer and Internet browser. The majority of your course materials, syllabi, and online discussions or testing 
(required by some classes) will be housed inside D2L. Once you have officially registered for the course and have octivated 
your Husky Net account, you will be able to enter D2L and access your syllabi. 
How do I access D2L? 
To enter D2L, go to the following site: http: / / huskynet.stcloudstate.edu/d21. Enter your Husky Net ID and password. You will 
see the page 'My D2L' with your name. The online courses that you have registered for will be listed under the current semes-
ter heading. Click on the underlined link(s) to enter the course(s) . Please note that online classes you have taken from previous 
semesters may still be listed in My D2L. These are not active courses but may remain in the listing for several semesters. 
How are exams administered for Online Courses? 
If you live near the SCSU campus you should come to our office to take your exams. Our office hours are Monday-Friday, 
8:00 a.m. to 4 :30 p.m. Your exam must be scheduled by 11 :59 p.m. the previous day. If you do not schedule your exam 
in advance, you will be turned away and will have to schedule to take the exam anbther day. The Testing Center opens at 
8 :00 a .m., and all exams must be completed by 4 :30 p.m. THERE ARE NO EXCEPTIONS. 
The Testing Center is located in Shoemaker Hall, G 108. When you come to take the exam, you will be required to show a 
picture ID - either your driver's license or your student ID. You will not be allowed to take anything with you when you take 
the exams. All coats, purses, backpacks, and cell phones must be placed in a locker. 
Do I need to purchase books for my course? 
Yes, you will need to purchase books for your SCSU online course. It is the student's responsibility to purchase their own 
books for the course. Books are not mailed through our office. Follow the instructions below to order your books. 
How do I order my textbook(s} for my course? 
Once you are officially registered for the course you may purchase your book(s). You do not have to wait until you receive 
your course syllabus. You can contact the bookstore listed below. When purchasing books for your online course, please 
specify the professor's name, the course name, number, and indicate that it is an online course. Most of the online courses 
are section 54. If you would like lo know the section in which you are enrolled, ii is noted on your course schedule online 
(Example: SPED 203, Foundations in Special Education, Patty Waletzko, online course) . Some professors use different text-
books for their online and on-campus courses. 
• Books may be purchased in person, by telephone or via the Internet from the Husky Bookstore. 
• Husky Bookstore (on campus) : 320.308 .1489 or www.husky.bkstr.com 
What information needs to be on my assignments when I turn them in? 
All assignments turned into continuing studies must have a Lesson Cover Form attached. All assignments are taken out of 
envelopes and/ or folders they are sent in when we forward them on to the professor. In order lo accurately process your 
assignments and papers, they must include the Lesson Cover Form. 
Any assignment not including a lesson cover form will be returned to the student. 
Please make sure you keep copies and save your assignments and papers until you receive a grade. Our office is not held 
responsible for lost or mislabeled assignments. 
·US Mail: Our mailing address is: Center for Continuing Studies, St. Cloud Stale University, 720 Fourth Ave South, St. 
Cloud, MN 56301-4498. Please make sure you label the envelope as slated . Do not put the professor's name or the 
name of the course on the envelope. This may slow your assignments gelling lo our office or even reaching our office . 
Please make sure you keep copie~ and save your assignments and papers until you receive a grade. Our office is not held 
responsible for lost or mislabeled assignments. 
E-mail: When E-mailing your assignments, make sure the assignment itself is labeled with the correct information . Your full 
name, course name and number, semester you are enrolled in the course, name of the assignment (as stated in the syllabus), 
and the date . E-mail your assignments to scsu_online@stcloudstate .edu 
Dropping off assignments: Our physical address is Shoemaker Hall G 112. All assignments are taken out of envelopes 
and/or folders when we forward them to the professor. Make sure your assignments include a Lesson Cover Form. 
How do I schedule a proctored exam at SCSU? 
You need your SCSU ID and PIN number to schedule your exam. To schedule the exam, log on to http:/ / www5 .stcloud-
state.edu/ ProctorTests/LoginS Request.asp. Select 'Schedule a Test' . 
What happens if I cannot make it to the SCSU campus to take my exams? 






Download the Monitor Request Form (PDF) at the Continuing Studies Web site . 
The form must be filled out completely. Use one form to list all courses and exams. Your proctor must sign the 
form or it will not be accepted. You request may be delayed if any of the information requested on the form is 
missing or you do not follow the guidelines in selecting a monitor. 
Within one week after we have approved your monitor request, your test materials will be mailed . If your 
monitor request is not approved, or it we have any questions about your proctor, we will E-mail you al your Husky 
Net account. 
All testing must be completed al a testing facility (university, community or technical college) . 
If you live outside the stale of Minnesota or you do not live near a MnSCU testing facility, you must find a university, 
community or technical college near you. The proctor you choose must have a four-year bachelor's degree, and 
cannot be a close friend, relative or direct supervisor. 
Students are responsible for paying any proctor fees incurred, which includes providing the proctor with a postage-
paid envelope for mailing the exams back to our office. Exams must be mailed back to our office as soon as the 
student is done taking them. The proctor is not to hold on lo the exams. The exams must be mailed from the 
proctor's office. 
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Frequently Asked Questions for Online and nv Courses 
What is the address for the Center for Continuing Studies? 
Mailing Address 
Center for Continuing Studies 
St. Cloud State University 
720 Fourth Avenue South 
St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498 
Physical Address (no mail can be mailed to this address) : 
Shoemaker Hall 
915 1st Avenue South, G 1 08 
St. Cloud, MN 56301 
Is parking available if I need to visit your office? 
Yes, you may park in the newly constructed 4th Avenue Parking Ramp which is a 24-hour, 500-stall, parking facility at St. 
Cloud State University. It is located at 516 Fourth Ave. S., just north of the James W . Miller Learning Resources Center. Fully-
automated, the ramp accepts Campus Card, credit cards, debit cards and cash. It also offers an intercom for 24-hour 
access to the Public Safety Office. You also may use the South Pay lot which is located at 9th Street and 4th Avenue. Street 
parking is also available, but make certain you read the city signage as city permits are required on many streets around 
the campus. 
Who should I contact with questions? 
Questions regarding your online course: 
320.308 .3181 or scsu_online@stcloudstate.edu 
Questions on assignments you turned in: 
320.308 .3181 
Questions regarding the BES degree: 
320.308 .3081 
How do I access my grades for my assignments and exams? 
Assignment and exam grades can now be accessed through Desire2Learn. For courses that are administered by the Center 
for Continuing Studies, it may take up to two weeks for scores to be posted; for courses administered directly by the profes-
sor, scores may be available more quickly. Essay papers and worksheet grades will be posted on the D2L and mailed back 
to the student. 
To receive exam and assignment grades, follow the directions below: 
1 . Log on to D2L at http:/ / huskynet.stcloudstate.edu/ d2I. 
2. Enter your Husky Net ID and Password and Click on "Log on to D2L" . 
3. Select the course you wish to view. 
4 . On the menu, click on Grades to view your assignment and exam grades. 
How do I access my final grade for the course? 
Final grades are turned into the Records and Registration Office by the professor. The Center for Continuing Studies office 
does not receive final grades. To access your final grades please log on to the Web site below. Final grades are not 
mailed . Visit http:/ /www.stcloudstate.edu/ registrar. Click on E-Services Sign In . 
Why is a Husky Net account mandatory for SCSU online courses? 
Husky Net is the official medium for University communication for students, faculty, and staff. Our office will only use 
University E-mail accounts to communicate w ith students. It is the student's responsibility to check their account when expect-
ing a response from our office. 
Who do I contact if I need help with my Husky Net account? 
The campus Help Desk is available to assist students and faculty seeking general assistance with technology related issues. 
They are also the support center for Husky Net. The HelpDesk is located in Miller Center (library) room B43 in the base-
ment. The Help Desk may also be reached by E-mail at helpdesk@stcloudstate.edu or by phone at 320.308 .2077. 
What happens if I do not know or forgot my student ID? 
If you forgot your student ID you can look it up on the SCSU registration system. 
1. Log on to: http:/ /www.stcloudstate.edu/registrar. Click on E-Services Sign In . 
2 . Click on the "Lookup ID" 
3 . Enter: Your Social Security Number (enter all 9 digits-no hyphens) and your Login PIN/ Password. 
• If you have never attended SCSU before and filled out the paperwork to get admitted, your Login 
PIN/ Password is set to your birth date in year, month, day order, (yymmdd), 
(example: 720214-February 14, 1972). 
• Do not enter anything in the : PALS ID from your Library Card ( 14 digit Bar Code from back of the card) . 
• If you have registered through the SCSU online system before and you cannot remember your 
PIN/ Password, you will need to contact the Help Line at 320.308 .3936. 
4 . Click on : "Look Up ID" 
5. Your SCSU student ID will appear. 
6 . PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU WRITE THIS NUMBER DOWN AND KEEP IT IN A SAFE PLACE . YOU WILL NEED THIS 
NUMBER FOR REGISTRATION . 
Who do I contact if I experience problems with D2L? 
For assistance in accessing D2L, contact the HelpDesk at 320.308 .2077 or the Help Desk Web page at: 
http:/ /www.stcloudstote .edu/help. Only contact the Help Desk if you are experiencing problems accessing or logging into 
your D2L. If you have questions on the materials for your course, please contact the Center for Continuing Studies Office at 
320.308 .3081 or scsu_online@stcloudstate.edu . 
For more information on D2L, log on to the Web site and look under Student Resources: http: / / d21.custhelp.com. 
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Minnesota Transfer Curriculum at SCSU 
General information 
SCSU accepts the completed Minnesota 
Transfer Curriculum as fulfilling all lower 
division General Education requirements. 
We also provide on opportunity for students 
who wish to transfer to complete the 
Minnesota Transfer Curriculum here at 
SCSU. 
Students who transfer to SCSU with a 
partially completed curriculum should see 
note l . 
The SCSU MN Transfer Curriculum is a 
slightly modified version of the standard 
SCSU General Education program. 
The courses listed here may change. The 
list will be updated periodically. Check 
with the Office of Academic Affairs or 
http://bulletin .stdoudstote.edu/ ugb/gened 
.asp for the most current list. 
Reguirements 
7 er its 
Select one of the following (ENGL 291 or 
COLL l 20 should be taken only in 
consultation with an advisor): 
ENGL 191,198,291, ART 198, COLL 
120, TH 198 
Minimum of two courses, 6 lo 8 credits, 
no more than .4 credits from one 
deparhnent 
ASTR 105, 106*, 107,205; AVIT 101, 
103; BIOL 102*, 103*, 104, 107*; 
CHEM 101, 141*,160*, 207*, 210*; 
CNA 169; CSCI 169, 200* ; CSD 130; 
EAS 104*, 105*, 109*; 
ECE 101 , l 02; ETS 186; GEOG 273; 
MME 101; PHYS 101 , 103*, 231* , 
234* 
3 er its 
MATH/STAT 193 (Math 111, 112, 113, 
115, 196, 211 , 221 also fulfill this goal) 
Minimum 3 credits 
ANTH 101,130,140, 188, 198, 201 ; 
AVIT 107; BlAW 230; CMTf 200, 222, 
266; CFS 220, 260; CJS 100, 101, 
JJl; CPSY/ CEEP 101,384; ECON 
201 , 205, 206, 381 ; ED 250; ETS 
157, 182; ETHS 350; FIRE 201; GEOG 
270, 275; GERO 208; HLTH 125 
(should be token only in consultation with 
an advisor); HIST 101, 105, .l.Q2. 140, 
141 , 150, 210, 211; HURL 101,201, 
206, .497, .498; MGMT 260, 261 ; 
MKTG l 00, 200; POL l 0 l , 320, 335; 
PSY 115, 225, 240, 325; SOC ill, 
160, 177,200,211,273: SPED m 
SSCI l 04,. 204, 460; WS 201 
Minimum 6 er its, no more than 3 credits 
from one deparhnent. One course must be 
from the arts and the other from the 
humanities. 
Arts: Art 130, ,NJ..; FS 175, 260; 
MUSM 100, 101 , 123, 126; MUSP 
101 , 102, 103, private lessons (110-
140 to 148-448), ensembles 151-164, 
258; 166, 167, 258, 360; TH 148, 
270 
Humanities: CMST 210, 220, 229, 
318,330; COMM~, 220, 273, 
27 4, 275; CSD 171, 220; ED 37 4; 
ENGL 184, 20 l, 202, 203, 215, 305; 
FREN 11 O; GER 11 O; HUMS 250; IM 
20.4, 260; PHIL l 12, ill, 212; RUSS 
110; SPAN 110 
Minimum 3 er its 
The Racial Issues course which must be 
taken in the first year of enrollment also 
satisfies the Human Diversity competency of 
the Minnesota Transfer Curriculum. Since 
this is also a university requirement, students 
who have completed the diversity 
competency at another college or university 
may be required to take a Racial Issues 
course in addition to having met the 
diversity requirement of the MTC. See 
balded note at end of Goal 10. 
CMT( ill .470; ENGL lJ_Q,, ETHS 201, 
~ ~ 115. 220; HIST~; HURL 
102, .lQ5.;_ soc 268 
Minimum 3 er its 
AFST 250; ANTH .l.Ql; ASTR 120; BIOL 
106; DANC 142, 3.41; EAST 250, 363, 
364; ECON 350; ETS 183; FORL 10 l , 
102, 201, 202; FREN 101, 102, 201, 
202; GEOG 101 , JJl; GER 101 , 102, 
20 l, 202; HIST~; JPN 101, 102, 
201, 202; lAST 250,350; 
MUSM 125; PESS 125; PHIL JJl; POL 
251, 335, 337; REL 100; RUSS 101, 
l 02, 20 l, 202; SOY l 00; SPAN 10 l , 
102,201 , 202; SSCI 470; TH 130 
Minimum 3 er its 
CMTf 195, ECON 195, GLST 195, 
HIST 195, PHIL 484, POL 195, 
SW 195, SOC 195 
R!i,ww.niiint 
Minimum 3 er its 
BIOL 101, 105, 106; CHEM 105; EAS 
106; ETS 185, 260; GEOG 372; PHIL 
213; PHYS 208; SOC 200 
* Laboratory course 
Note: All programs must fulfill all 
ten goals and must total at least 
40 credits. 
NOTE: Diversity courses are underlined 
and in bold. 
Academic Policies 
Undergraduate Graduation 
Students are encouraged to apply for graduation two to three 
semesters prior to the term all degree requirements will be 
completed. There is a $20 non-refundable processing fee payable 
when submitting the application. The deadline for submitting 
undergraduate graduation applications for summer are: 
• First Term - Monday, June 14 
• Second Term - Monday, July 19 
Diplomas w ill be mailed to the diploma address !submit diploma 
address onlinel on file approximately eight weeks after the end of 
the graduation term. 
Undergraduate application forms are available in the Office of 
Records and Registration, AS l 18 and on the Records and 
Registration Web site at www.stcloudstote.edu/registror. 
Although students may officially complete a degree during summer, 
there WILL NOT be a summer commencement ceremony. Students 
wishing to participate in a commencement ceremony are invited to 
participate in the preceding spring or the following foll 
commencement. 
Graduate Commencement and Hooding 
Graduate students should apply to graduate the first two weeks of 
their lost semester. There is a $20 non-refundable fee payable 
when submitting the application. A graduate application booklet is 
available in the School of Graduate Studies, AS l 21 and on the 
School of G raduate Studies W eb site at 
www.stcloudstote.edu/ groduotestudies. 
Although students may officially complete a degree during summer, 
there WILL NOT be a summer commencement ceremony. Students 
wishing to participate in a commencement ceremony are invited to 
parti cipate in the preceding spring or the following fall 
commencement. 
Diplomas wi ll be mailed to the address on file !submit diploma 
address onlinel approximately eight weeks ofter the end of the 
graduation term . 
~6u/nvJnejc,m 
Academic Probation for Undergraduate Students 
For information about the current probation/ suspension policy for 
undergraduate students, please refer to the online undergraduate 
ca talog at 
http:/ / bulletin .stcloudstate. edu / ugb / academic/ standards . asp 
Termination of Graduate Student Status 
A student may be terminated from a graduate program and the 
School of Graduate Studies "for cause" based on the 
recommendation of the adviser/graduate committee, the 
department chai rperson, and the graduate dean . "For cause" 
includes professional judgment of the department and the graduate 
dean that the student does not meet the academic or professional 
standards required for a student earning a graduate degree. 
It is important for students to know the guidelines stated in the 
catalog are minimum requirements and that each graduate 
program is free to establish specific terms by which a student's 
progress is measured for continuation. When performance is 
unsatisfactory, in terms of a student's grades or normal progress 
toward their degree objective, the graduate student status may be 
terminated. 
Students are encouraged to see the graduate chairperson in 
his/ her program for complete information on degree progress 
standards, academic performance standards, and the procedures 
used to monitor these standards. 
Notification of violation letters will be sent to graduate students 
who hove a cumulative grade point overage of less than 3.0 and 
they will be placed on probationary status. The letters sent to the 
student and the advisor will contain a compliance dote. Students 
are granted a minimum of one semester to bring their cumulative 
grade point average into compliance or to file a petition for on 
extension of the deadline. All petitions must be filed prior to the 
compliance dote . 
Dismissal letters wi ll be sent to students who were placed on 
probation and who foi led to meet the deadline set in the 
notification of violation letter and whose cumulative grade point 





As an SCSU student, you will be a member 
of a university community that is committed 
to creating a positive supportive 
environment which welcomes a diversity of 
opinions and ideas for students, faculty, 
and stall of all cu ltures. SCSU is dedicated 
to providing equal education and 
employment opportunities to al l persons, 
regardless of race, gender, age, status or 
physical condition. We will not tolerate 
racism or harassment or any derogatory 
remarks about a student's race, class, age, 
gender, or physical limitations. The best 
and most effective learning for tomorrow's 
leaders takes place in a multicultural setting . 
Student Records and Directory 
Information 
The following informotion has been defined 
as directory information at SCSU: 
• Student name 
• Address (local and permanent) 
• E-mai l address 
• Telephone listing 
• Date of birth 
• Class status (freshman, sophomore, etc.) 
• Major field of study 
• Participation in officially recognized 
activities and sports 
• Height and weight of members of 
athletic teams 
• Dates of attendance 
• Degrees and graduation honors 
received 
• Most recent previous educational 
agency or institution attended 
This information may be released without 
your authorization, unless you restrict its 
release. You may restrict release of your 
d irectory information by completing a 
Request for Non-Disclosure Form available 
at www.stcloudstate.edu/registrar or from 
the Office of Records and Registration in 
AS 118. 
Students who opt to restrict the 
release of address and phone number 
information will not appear in the Campus 
Directory (ii submitted prior to September 
15), on · most mailing lists used by SCSU 
student organizations, on mail ing lists 
obtained from SCSU by non-university 
groups, or in the c9mpus E-mail w hite 
pages. 
Additional. information about student rights 
pertaining to educational records may be 
found at www.stcloudstate.edu/ registrar. 
Drug and Alcohol Policy 
Drug and alcohol abuse affects the health, 
safety, and well being of all employees and 
students and restricts the University's ability 
to carry out its mission . Please review and 
famil iarize yourself with the Drug-Free 
Campus and Workplace Compliance 
document avai lable on the St. Cloud State 
Student Lile and Development homepage at 
www.stcloudstate.edu/ student! ife . 
Safety 
Providing the safest possible environment is 
part of SCSU's mission. The University 
annually publishes a Campus Security 
Report with policy statements for a range of 
security programs. This report is available 
in print or electronically, at no charge, from 
Universi ty Public Safety at 320.308 .3453, 
E-mail pubsale@stcloudstate.edu or on the 
Web at www.stcloudstate.edu/ publicsafety. 
SCSU Policy Statement on Non-
discrimination in Employment and 
Education Opportunity 
St. Cloud State University is committed to a 
policy of nondiscrimination in employment 
and education opportunity. No person will 
be discriminated against in the terms and 
conditions of employment, or student access 
to and participation in programs, services 
and activities with regard to race, sex, 
color, creed, religion , age, national origin, 
phys ical/ mental disability, marital status, 
status with regard to public assistance, 
sexual orientation , or membership or activity 
in a local commission as defined by law. 
Harassment based on the above 
characteristics is a form of discrimination 
and is prohibited by this policy. 
Sexual Harassment and Sexual 
Violence Policies 
MnSCU and SCSU policies and 
procedures forbid sexual harassment and 
sexual violence and provide for the 
reporting, investigation, and d isposi tion of 
such incidents. Incidents of sexual 
harassment are to be reported to the 
Affirmative Action Office, AS 208, 
320.308 .5123 . Incidents of sexual assault 
or violence are to be reported to the 
Women's Center, 320.308.4958 , 
Campus Security, AS 102, 
320.308.3453 , or the St. Cloud Police, 
911 . Copies of sexual harassment and 
sexual violence pol icies are available in the 
above named SCSU offices. 
Learning Resources & Technology Services 
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Ubrary 
Learning Resources & Technology Services 
(LR&TS), located in the James W Miller 
Learning Resources Center, serves all 
disciplines of the university, along with 
students, faculty, staff, and community 
members in central Minnesota. 
The LR&TS collection consists of more than 
2.767 million print and nonprinl items for 
the academic community, with more than 
576,000 books and 1.9 million units of 
microform, including federal and state 
documents. The collection also contains 
nearly 1,000 print and more than 21 ,000 
electronic periodical subscriptions, 1,500 
mops, and 26,000 nonprint items 
(computer software, compact discs, 
videotapes, DVDs, films, etc.) . The 
electronic catalog is available on the 
World Wide Web. Numerous online 
databases are also available. SCSU is a 
member of the MINITEX network system of 
Minnesota, which provides access to all 
major library collections of Minnesota, as 
well as those in North Dakota and South 
Dakota. N\oterials from other libraries can 
be obtained through Interlibrary Loan at no 
cost to the user. 
The James W . Miller Learning Resources 
Center has more than 235,000 square 
feet of assignable space and offers an 
inviting environment to serve all types of 
academic needs. Included in the Miller 
Center are more than 750 study tables, 
each with data and power connections for 
laptop computers, and wireless Internet 
access is available throughout the building. 
There ore 47 4 lounge seats and 16 
student study rooms, each equipped with a 
computer, TV, VCR, and DVD/CD player. 
The NASA Educational Resource Center, 
the Center for Holocaust and Genocide 
Education, the Multicultural Resource 
Center, and the Center for Excellence in 
Teaching and Learning are also located in 
the Miller Center. 
Computing & Technology 
The Jomes W . Miller Learning Resources 
Center hos more than 350 computer 
workstations available for student use, 
including 28 in extended hours areas, 
which are available during extended times 
when the Miller Center is closed. 
Student technology handbooks can be 




HuskyNet E-mail for Official Communication 
HuskyNet E-mail is the official communication channel for sending 
students University-related notification and information. 
The University' uses HuskyNet accounts as the official E-mail contact for all SCSU 
students . 
What this means: 
• All SCSU students are required to activate their HuskyNet account. 
• Students need to check their HuskyNet accounts regularly to ensure they receive 
important messages from SCSU. 
• SCSU sends official messages to HuskyNet E-mail accounts only. 
• University offices use HuskyNet E-mail to send students information regarding 
registration, financial a id, campus security and more . 
• Faculty members may use HuskyNet E-mail to send students course information . 
To activate your Hus/cyNet account: 
• Students can activate their account at huskynet.stcloudstate.edu 
• Contact the Help Desk if you need assistance with your account: 320.308.2077 
or 
helpdesk@stcloudstate.edu . 
To read the Policy for E-Mail as Official Communication to Students, see 
huskynet .stcloudstate.edu/ policies/ stu_email_ official.asp. 
Online and Satellite 
for Undergraduate 
The Anoka Portal Program 
The Anoka Portal Program is a partnership 
between Anoka Ramsey Community 
College and St. Cloud State University. 
The Portal is designed to allow students in 
the Twin Cities the opportunity to earn 
bachelor's and master's degree programs 
without having to attend the SCSU campus. 
Current programs offered include: Special 
Education and the Bachelor of Elective Studies. 
Students wishing to learn more 
about the courses and programs available 
on the ARCC campus, should contact: 
Ms. Sandra Boen 
320.308.472 l 
sj boen@stcloudstate.edu 
Aviation Maintenance Management 
Bachelor Program 
The Department of Aviation has extended 
access to its Aviation Maintenance 
Management program beyond the campus 
boundaries by creating an online degree 
completion program. When combined with 
the student's technica l background and 
certification in the aviation maintenance 
field, this program leads to a 
baccalaureate degree in Aviation 
Maintenance Management. 
The aviation online program is designed 
to combine the student's Airframe and 
Powerplant and/ or Avionics certification 
with the major track in Aviation 
Management. The major courses wi ll be 
delivered in an online format, where you 
wil l work interactively with your faculty and 
your peers in a virtual classroom 
environment. This allows students who are 
unable to attend class on the SCSU 
campus the opportunity to complete their 
degree on a part-time basis. 
For more information contact: 





Bachelor of Elective Studies Degree 
Community Psychology 
The mission of the community psychology 
program is to prepare professionals to 
understand and empower diverse 
individuals, families, and groups and to 
offer curriculum and community experiences 
to prepare students to enter the work force 
as a bachelor's level practitioner or 
continue on for a graduate degree. 
Students may be employed in a wide 
variety of human services agencies, 
corporations, and government agencies. 
For more information contact: 
Available 
Online! 
Dr. Barbara Vesely 
320.308 .206 l 
bvesely@brainerd.net 
Criminal Justice 
The Criminal Justice Studies program is offered at 
the Ridgewater Community College campus in 
Willmar, MN. The program is also delivered 
entirely online. 
Criminal justice is a decision making 
process that incorporates the management 
and control of crime and criminal offenders. 
The objective of the criminal justice 
program at St. Cloud State University is to 
prepare and educate tomorrow's leaders in 
such fields as domestic and international 
law enfofcement, courts, corrections, 
juvenile justice, private security and the 
practice of law. For more information 
contact: 
Online program 




Ms. Sheree Morgan 
320.222.7612 
srmorgan@stcloudstate.edu 





























Online and Satellite Programs 




it to campus? 
Find us: 
• Online 
• In Anoka, North 
Branch, Twin 
Cities, Maple Grove 
• On 11V 
SCSU offers graduate 
programs through distance 
delivery. 
The following graduate programs are 
available to graduate students . Courses 
may be available online, through Interactive 
Television (to sites around Minnesota), and 
instructor led at off campus locations. For 
more information on any of these programs 
and degree requirements, contact the 
department directly. For questions about 
distance delivery options, contact the 
Center for Continuing Studies at 
320.308.3081. 
· Applied Behavior Analysis 
Master of Science 
This online program is designed for those 
students w ho desire advanced academic 
and professional training in behavior 
analysis. The M.S. program is available on 
campus and online. Students may 
specialize by taking electives in areas such 
as: autism spectrum disorders, 
developmental disabilities, behavior 
therapy, organizational behavior 
management, or community integration 
strategies for persons with challenging 
behaviors. The program is accred ited by 
Colllpletely the Association for Behavior Ana lysis 
and by Minnesota Online (MNSCU). 
Online! Approved course work that meets the 
requirements for the Behavior Analyst 
Board Certification is also provided. 
For more information, contact: 







Master of Science 
The criminal justice 
graduate program is 
available in its entirety 
online and on campus. 
Coffllletely 
Onfine! 
Criminal justice is a decision 
making process that 
incorporates the management and 
control of crime and criminal offenders. The 
objective of the criminal justice program at 
St. Cloud State University is to prepare and 
educate tomorrow's leaders in such fields 
as domestic and international law 
enforcement, courts, corrections, juvenile 
justice, private security and the practice of 
law. 
For more information contact: 




Master of Science 
The program develops leaders for 
Minnesota's schools, and focuses on 
developing the skills and personal tra its 
necessary for successful school 
administration. The field-based learning 
experiences are an integral, crucial aspect 
of the program. These programs hove 
been approved by the MN Dept of 
Education for meeting the professional 
preparation requirements for licensure for 
administrative positions in K-12 school 
principal , director of special education, 
school district superintendent, and director 
of community education. 
For more information, contact: 
Dr. Janine Dahms-Walker 
320.308.2946 
jdwolker@stcloudstate.edu 




Master of Science 
The M .S. in Higher Education 
Administration is a 35-credit degree 
program, developed specifically to prepare 
future higher education leaders. Students 
completing this degree will be 
prepared to work in four-year, 
community, and technical 
colleges and universities. w~ d The program requires a .,~ en thesis, making it easier for 
C t.. f graduates of the onor program to continue 
their education in a 
doctoral program ii that is 
a goal. 
Students interested in careers such as 
program director, department chair, dean, 
etc. receive a comprehensive program of 
study that explores academic affairs, 
administrative affairs, and student affairs . 
Courses in the program assist students in 
developing knowledge, skills, and 
dispositions necessary for success in higher 
education, based on higher education 
leadership competencies. 
Individuals currently holding, or 
interested in holding, leadership positions in 
higher education will find this program 
flexible and accommodating to their needs. 
Courses will be offered primarily on 
weekends (Friday evening and all day 
Saturday). In addition, the faculty members 
teaching in the program all have 
experience working in a variety of positions 
in higher education . For more information 
contact: 
Dr. Christine M. lmbra 
Office: 320.308 .1689 
Fax: 320.308.3216 




The Center for Information Media offers two 
certificates and a master's program with 
three tracks available through distance 
education. 
• The Instructional Technology Certificate 
complements other majors, especially 
those in education. It may also be used 
as continuing education to upgrade 
skills. 
• The Design for E-Learning Certificate is 
designed for persons interested in 
increasing their use of distributed 
learning technologies in schools, 
business, government, and industry 
settings. 
• The master of science degree program 
information technologies track is 
designed for persons interested in 
increasing their use of 
information/instructional technologies in 
classrooms and schools. This program 
builds on the technology certificate 
program to provide competencies 
needed to become a technology 
coordinator in educational settings. 
• The educational media track is designed 
for those interested in licensure as a 
media generalist in the public schools, 
becoming a technology coordinator in 
public/ private 
schools, advancing 
their careers as district 
media coordinators . 
• The instructional 
design and train ing 




business, industria l, 
governmental , and 
Coaletely 
Oline! 
health fields. The degree is designed to 
prepare an individual with competencies 
such as problem analysis, program 
development, resource management, 
personnel/ performance evaluation , and 
instructional design. This track g ives 
students a basic framework for 
undertaking a training or instructional 
design position , while at the same time 
developing the specific skills necessary 
for the practicing professional. 
The certificates require l O to l 2 credits 
(four courses) each. The master of science 
requires 39 to 42 credits. These programs 
are regularly offered in the Twin Ci ties area 
and other sites throughout Minnesota 
through a combination of evening, 
weekend, interactive television and online 
formats. For more information contact: 
Dr. Jeanne Anderson 
320.308.4823 
Jeanne. anderson@stcloudstate.edu 
Web site: www.stcloudstate.edu/cim . 
Mathematics Education 
Master of Science 
The Master of Science degree in 
Mathematics offered through Interactive 
Television prepares you for a profession in 
teaching mathematics courses at the 5-1 2 
level and for teaching math in 
postsecondary institutions. Employers will 
include private and public schools, 
technica l colleges, community colleges, 
military systems, and colleges and 
universities. For more information contact: 
Dr. Sue Haller 
320.308.4836 
skhaller@stcloudstate.edu 
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Online and Satellite Programs 
for Graduate Students 
MBA Accelerated Graduate 
Program 
The MBA program at St. Cloud State 
University provides an opportunity for 
advanced study in business management. 
Our nationally accredited MBA program 
provides the educational foundation 
necessary to advance to executive positions 
in business, industry and government. This 
program of study is intended to provide 
students with analytical tools, knowledge of 
the functional areas of business, and 
understanding of the social, political, and 
economic environments of business, and a 
background in an area of special interest. 
The Accelerated MBA program provides 
eight-week courses, allowing part-time 
students to complete two courses in one 
semester, while attending class one night 
per week. For more information contact: 
MBA program 
320.308 .3212 
E-mail: mba@stcloudstate .edu 
Web site: www.stcloudstate .edu/mba 
MBA Twin Cities Program 
Cohort groups in the Twin Cities suburb of 
Maple Grove will take a series of 11 eight -
week evening courses to complete the MBA 
find · the 
Tw iesl 
degree in 26 months. Each cohort completes 
one course at a time, meeting once per week 
for eight consecutive weeks. The courses are 
scheduled to allow for at least one week 
and up to eight weeks of break time 
between courses to allow for employment 
obligations and vacations. 
The Herberger Maple Grove MBA 
program is located in the Twin Cities 
Graduate Center at the intersection of 
Bass Lake Road and 1-494. All classes 
are held at this convenient and beautiful · 




Web si te : www.stcloudstate.edu/mba 
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Public Safety Executive Leadership 
Master of Science 
This master of science degree is designed 
for mid-level managers in public safety. The 
course work requires 36 semester credits in a 
non-thesis degree program. Classes are 
scheduled in a semester system with 
delivery around the State of Minnesota 
through traditional and multidimensional 
media including electronic classroom and 
weekend formatted courses. The six core 
courses are four semester credits each, 
totaling 24 credi ts. For more information 
contact: 
Dr. John Campbell 
320.308.2985 
jhcampbell@stcloudstate.edu 
Regulatory Affairs and 
Services 
Master of Science 
The RAS program focuses on the educational and 
career development of employees responsible for 
managing required regulatory approval 
processes in the medical device industry. This 
program, beleived to be the first in the country 
specifically focused on medical devises, will 
educate professionals to lead medical device 
companies through to the Food and Drug 
Administration and international regulatory 
processes designed to ensure new medical 
devices are safe and effective. Classes are held 
evenings and weekends at the Twin Cities 
Graduate Center. 
For more information contact: 
Dr. Bruce Jacobson 
320.308 .4211 
bl jacobson@stcloudstate.edu 
Teaching English as a Second 
Language 
Master of Arts 
K- 1 2 ESL License can be completed through 
summer and 11V courses. If you hove a K-1 2 or 
7-1 2 license in another area and if you have 
one year of college foreign language, and with 
student teaching at a site near you, you can earn 
an ESL license and work toward an M.A. in 
TESL. For more information contact: 
Dr. James Robinson 
320.308.4956 
nobinson@stcloudstate.edu 
Student Services Directory 
Academic Learn ing Center ... 308 .4993 
ADAPT (Alcohol/Drug Awareness and 
Prevention Team) ... .... . . 308.4850 
Admissions (Undergraduate) .. 308 .2244 
Admissions (Graduate) ...... 308 . 21 l 3 
Advising Center . ... .. . . .. 308.6075 
American Indian Center .... . 308.5449 
Army ROTC (Military Science) .308 .2952 
Atwood Information . . ...... 308 .4636 
Bookstore ......... . .. . . 308 .1489 
Business Services ......... 308 .4003 
Campus Card Office ...... 308.1683 
Campus Recreation . . . . . . . 308 .3325 
Career Services . . .... .. .. 308. 21 51 
Continuing Studies, Center for . 308.308 l 
Counseling Center . ....... 308.31 7 1 
Financial Aid and Scholarships 308.2047 
Graduate Studies, School of .. 308 .2113 
Health Services . . . . . . . 308. 3191 
HelpDesk (technology) . .... . 308. 2077 
Honors Program . . . .... . .. 308.6623 
HuskyNet E-mail . ....... .. 308 . 2077 
International Studies, Center for 308 .4287 
Learning Resources Center . . 308.2084 
LGBT Services . . . . . 308.5166 
Math Center . . .. .. .... . 308 .3840 
Multicultural Student Services . 308.3003 
Online courses .... .. . .. . 308 .3081 
Public Safety Department 
Security/ Parking . . ...... 308 .3453 
24-hour Security/ Escort . ... 308.3333 
Records and Registration . . . .. 308.2111 
Residential Life . . ... .. . ... 308. 2166 
Self-paced Study and 
Extension Classes . . . . . . . . 308 . 3081 
Sport Facilities . . . . . . . . . . 308.3325 
Student Disability Services . . . 308 .4080 
Student Employment . . . .. .. 308 .3756 
Summer Sessions . . . . . . . . . 308 . 21 l 3 
TTY ................... 308 .4080 
Veteran's Information . . . . . .. 308.4040 
Volunteer Connection ... . ... 308 .5693 
Women's Center ...... . . . . 308.4958 
Write Place ... ..... . .... 308 . 2031 
Summer Parking 
• Al parkin9 lots-' 
incluclNaliatuclent ... 
clsabllty parldna, 11 
• Paylotsareenl•NI 
Overnight parking · 
parking permit is oval 
3:00 a.m. to 7:00 a.in 
Summer Only 
Students who did not 
session only need to ptJI\ 
to use the pay lots, 
Pay Parki119 Lots 
The following pay lots ore 
hour for all lots 
South Pay lot is locatad 
Engineering and Computet 
Husky Pay lot is 
...... twohour 
Miller Pay lot is ac:1· 
hour parking 
The Ramp is loco 
Center. Fullyoutomo 
cash. The hourly is 
parking for a · 
South, adjacent to 
K parking on a city 
Most streets around 
the city's signage. If 
at 400 Second Street 
For scsu Parking .. 










COLLfGE/DEPARTMENT CHAIR/DIRECTOR BLDG PHONE CONTACT 
Center for Continuing Studies John Burgeson, Dean ccs 308.3081 Kaye Jankowsky 
Distributed Learning Patricia Aceves, Director ccs 308.3049 Sue Erickstad 
Elective Studies/ AA Jerry Anderson, Director ccs 308.5269 Rita Darovic 
Off-Campus Programs Sandra Boen, Coordinator ccs 308.4721 Kaye Jankowsky 
Distance Education Cheri Salzer, Coordinator ccs 308.3044 Sue Erickstad 
Online Student Services Michael Evans, Associate Director ccs 308.5683 Rita Darovic 
Training Program Development Gail Ruhland, Director ccs 308.5759 Char Kastanek 
Senior to Sophomore Kay Sebastian, Director ccs 308.5758 Luanne Cedergren 
Center for Doctoral Studies Michael Mills, Director, Higher Ed. EB-B 121 308.4220 Michele Braun 
Kay Worner, Director, Ed. Admin EB-13121 308.4220 Michele Braun 
G.R. Herberger 
College of Business Diana Lawson, Dean CH-118 308.3213 Mary Jo Klaverkamp 
Paula King, Associate Dean CH-118 308.3213 
Accounting Kate Mooney CH-441 308.3038 Vi Dinndorf · 
BCIS Susantha Heroth CH-444 308.2174 Jan Tadych 
Finance, Insurance & Real Estate Steve Mooney CH-464 308.4986 Julie Clasen 
Management Orn Bodvarsson CH-440 308.3225 Joan Frie 
Marketing/Business Law Tom Zupanc CH-461 308.2057 Nancy Fischer 
MBA Program Michele Mumm, Director CH-406 308.3212 Diane Tourand 
MN Chair in Real Estate Steve Mooney CH-464 308.4986 Julie Clasen 
College of Education Kate Steffens, Dean EB-A 110 308.3023 Dari Lust, Shauna Paul 
John Hoover, Associate Dean 
Child and Family Studies Glen Palm EB-B 109 308 .2132 Kelli Schreiner 
Counselor Educ./Educ. Psychology Steve Hoover EB-A253 308.3131 Lora Muggli 
Educ. Leadership/Comm. Psychology Niloufer Merchant , EB-13210 308.2160 Sandi Radzak 
HPERSS Caryl Martin HaH-327 308.2156 Laurie Hanrahan,Suzanne Nordos 
Human Relations Oladele Gazal EB-B 118 308.3124 Tebra Petersen 
Information Media Merl Thompson, Coordinator MC-110 308.2062 Lucy Supan 
Office of Clinical Experiences Fran Umerski, Director EB-13120 308.4783 Jennifer Pearson Hennen, 
Jolene Swenson 
Special Education Mary Beth Noll EB-A211 308.2041 Kathy Meyer 
Teacher Development Jan Frank EB-Al 32 308.3007 Pam Thienes 
College of Fine Arts 
& Humanities Todd DaVrisse, Dean KVAC-111 308.3093 Linda Grainger 
Mark Springer, Interim Associate Dean 
Art David Sebberson KVAC-101 308.4283 Lisa Rarick 
Communication Sciences & Disorders Manica Devers BH-103H 308.2092 Elaine Taufen 
Communication Studies Roseanna Ross R-117 308.2216 Nancy Michael, Diana Leither 
English Raymond Philippot B51-126 308.3061 Carol Fish, Barb Gammon, Sue Gill 
Foreign Languages and Literature Mike Hasbrouck LH-113 308.4141 Debra Lembecker 
Mass Communications Mark Mills SH-125 308.3293 Elaine Pavin 
Music Terry Vermillion PA-238 308.3223 Dani Andersen, Janelle Pederson 
Philosophy Carla Johnson CH-365R 308.2234 Barbara Seefeldt 
Theatre, Film Studies and Dance Jeffrey Bleam PA-202 308.3229 Mary Otremba 
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COLLEGE/DEPARTMENT CHAIR/DIRECTOR BLDG PHONE CONTACT 
College of Science 
& Engineering David DeGroote, Dean WSB-145 308.2192 Judi Schindele, fv\ory Fugleberg 
Kurt Helgeson, Associate Dean 
Applied Research Center OPEN HH-227A 308.3909 Jen Foley 
Aviation Tara Harl HH-216 308.3086 Sandy Osterholt 
Biological Sciences Tim Schuh WSB-262 308.2039 Barb Kjellberg, Mary McKenzie, 
Betty Lommel 
Chemistry Jack McKenna, Interim Chair WSB-358 308.3031 Bernie Frie 
Computer Science Ramnath Sarnath ECC-139 308.4966 Lori Laudenbach 
Earth & Atmospheric Sciences Anthony Hansen WSB-46 308.3260 Debbie Schlumpberger 
Electrical and Computer Engineering Timothy Vogt ECC-206 308.3252 Mona Daniel 
Environmental and Tech. Studies Charles Rose HH-216 308.3235 Marlene Stangl 
Mathematics Dale Buske ECC-139 308.3001 Cindy Dugstad 
Mechanical and 
Manufacturing Engineering Ben Baliga ECC-101 308.5654 Sue Pope 
Nursing Sciences Brenda Lenz BH-228 308.1749 Sue Burnett-Pick 
Physics, Astr. & Engineering Science Kevin Haglin WSB-324 308 .2011 Linette Simonson 
Statistics/Computer Networking Leonard Omyiah ECC-139 308.6169 Linda Fuchs 
CNA Tirthamkar Ghosh ECC-139 308.4966 Lori Laudenbach 
Coll:,e of 
Socia Sciences Francis B. Harrold, Dean 
Phil Gooding, Associate Dean 
WH-101 308.4791 Betty Schwarzkopf 
Community Studies Luke Tripp SH-392 308.3913 Brenda Tritz 
Criminal Justice Robert Prout SH-241 308.5541 Deborah Yorek 
Economics King Banaian SH-386A 308.4797 Melanie Swan 
Economic Education Center Orn Bodvarsson, Interim Director SH-386A 308.4797 
Ethnic Studies Chris Lehman 5 1 B-205 308.4928 Barbara Ringstrom 
Geography David Wall SH-359B 308.2095 Barb Hartkopf 
History Peter Nayenga SH-283A 308.2003 Janice Schlangen 
Political Science Steven Wagner 51 B-304 308.5423 Cindy Helm 
Psychology Leslie Valdes WH-102A 308.3092 Linda Williams 
Social Sciences/ Social Studies Kyle Ward, Director SH 359 308.3160 Barb Hartkopf 
Social Work Gary Whitford 8018, El 10 308.3139 Carleen Guck 
Sociology/ Anthropology Robert Lavenda SH-262A 308.2294 Karen DeRung .,_ 
Linda Havir SH-260 308.3013 ~ Women's Studies Beth Beri la, Director SH-335 308.3912 Brenda Tritz 
! 
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To reach the campus . 
• From Interstate 94: Use Exit 
171 , take County Road 75 
into city, follow signs. 
• From Highway l 0 : Exit at 
Highway 23 intersection , cross 
river, turn left at Fifth Avenue 
South, follow signs. 
• From the Southwest (Highway 
15, 23; County Road 75): 
All foutes link with Division 
Street; turn right at Fifth Avenue 
South, follow signs. 
• From the East (Highway 23): 
Cross river, turn left at Fifth 




AS Administrative Services C4 
AH Alumni House D4 
AIC American Indian Center E6 
AMC · Atwood Memorial Center B3 
BTH Benton Hall B 1 
BH Brown Hall B4 
BG Buildings and Grounds E 1 
CRH Carol Hall B 1 
CSH Case Hall C2 
CH Centennial Hall B4 
G .R. Herberger College of Business 
























Eastman Hall A5 
Education Building D5 
Field B8 
Garvey Commons B2 
Halenbeck Hall D7 
Headley Hall C4 
Health Center C2 
Heating Plant B7 
Hill Hall C2 
Holes Hall Cl 
Husky Hub C 10 
James W . Miller Learning 
Resources Center (libraryl D3 
Kiehle Visual Arts Center A2 
Lawrence Hall/Continuing Studies A3 
Maintenance Building C7 
Mitchell Hall A2 
National Hockey Center D9 
North Off ice Center E 1 
NSP Building B 10 
Performing Arts Center C3 
Public Safety D2 
Recreation Center C8 
Richard Green House E5 
Ritsche Auditorium (Stewart Halll A4 
R ~~~ A5 
SBH Sherburne Hall B2 
SMH Shoemaker Hall B6 
STA Stadium C8 
SVN Stateview North D l 
SVS Stateview South D 1 
STH Stearns Hall C 1 
SH Stewart Hall (Ritsche Auditorium! A4 
WH Whitney House A2 
WC Women's Center E2 
WSB Wick Science Building B5 
51 51 Building A4 
80 l B 801 Building C5 
Handicapped Parking .... 
Wheelchair Accessible Entrance • 


















Academic policies .. ... .. . .. • ...• .... . ... . . ... 59 
Academic probation ...... . . . ... • . .. . . .. ...... 59 
Adding classes ... . ... .. . . . . . . . .... . . .. . .... . 7 
Administrative policies .... .. . .. ... . . . ..... .. . .. 60 
Admission to a major . ..... .. .... . . . . .... .. ... . 7 
Advising . ............ . .... ..... . .. ...... . .. 9 
Advising Pre-business .. . ........ . ... .. ... .. .... 7 
Arranged classes . ....... . . . ... • .•.. . ......... 7 
Auditing of classes .. . .. .. .. . . . ... . . .. ... . . . . .. 7 
Bills 
When do I pay electronically? . · . •. •. . . . . . ... . . 1 3 
Where and how do I pay? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 3 
Calendar of summer sessions .......... . ........ . . 2 
Campus Card Office .. . ....... . • ...•... . ... . . 72 
Campus safety . . . . . . . . . . . . . .' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 
Center for Continuing Studies 
information . . ............... . . . . .... 15, 52-55 
Change of address .. .. ....... . .. . ... .. ....... 7 
Computer lab hours and services . .. ... . • .. . ...... 6 l 
Co-requisites . . . .... . . . .. . . . ... ........ . .. . : . 7 
Course offerings 
Intersession classes - May ... . ... . ...... . .. 16-20 
Study abroad classes . ......... .. . . . . . . ... 48-52 
Summer classes - June, July, and 
August .. . ..... . ...... . . .. . ..... .. .. 21 -48 
Credit limit ... . .. .. . .. . . . .•. • .•.•. . . . . .. . 7, 12 
Cultural diversity ...... . . . . . . . ... .. ....... .. . . 60 
Directories 
College and department 
phone numbers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68 ,69 
Student services phone numbers ..... ......... . . 6 7 
Directory information ..... .. .... .... .. . . ... . 60 
Drop for non-payment .. ...... . ... . .......... 7, 14 
Dropping classes .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . ... .. 8 
Drug and alcohol policy .. ....... . . . . . .. .. . .... 60 
Due dates for tuition payment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 3, 14 
Earned credit. ... . . ... . .. . .•. .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . . 8 
E-mail. ........ .. . . . .. . . .. .. . . ... . ...... 9 , 62 
Final examinations ....... .. . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. 8 
Financial aid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 3 
Financial aid distribution date. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 3 
Grades ....... . ... .. . . .. ..•.•. . . .... ...... 8 
Grading options . . .... .. ... . . •. • .. . . ....... . . 8 
Grade point average (GPA) . .. . . . . ... . .. ...... .. . 9 
Graduation ceremony options .... . . . .•...... . ... 59 
Holds ...... .. .. ....... . . .. . . . . • .• . .... . .. . 9 
Immunization requirement. .... . .................. 9 
Independent study classes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
Library services and hours !Miller Center! .. •.•. • ...... 61 
Major students only . .. . ..... .. . ... . . . . . ... . . . . 9 
Maps 
Campus map and building abbreviations ... . ..... . 71 
City of St. Cloud map . ... ............. .. ... 70 
Mathematics placement test . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 9 
Metro buses-FREE ! . . ... ... . . . .... . ..... ..... . 67 
M innesota Transfer Curriculum ..... ... .. . .. .. .. .. 58 
Misuse of the registration system ... .. ... .. . . .... . . 10 
Non-attendance . . ... .. . ... . . ... . . : . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Non-discrimination pol icy . ... ... . .. . . .. . . . ... .. 60 
Online oourses registration guide . .. .•... . ....... . 54-57 
Online graduate programs ... ... . . . ..... . ... ... 64-66 
Online reg istration description .......... . . . . ..... l 0 
Online undergraduate programs . . . .. . .... .... .•.. .. 63 
Parking . ..... . . . . . . ..... . .... . . .... . . .... 67 
Permission requ ired courses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Personal ID number (PIN) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Pre-professional ski lls test (PPST). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Pre-requisites . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Priority registration . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 11 
Probation .... . .... .. .. ... . . . ...... .. . . .. . . 59 
Reading the schedule . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
Rebates for interns and student teachers . .. . . ....... . 14 
Refunds (see withdrawals) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
Registration information ....... . .... . .. . ... . ... 3-12 
Getting ready to register .. .. .. . ...... . . .. . .. 3, 4 
Registration timetable . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . l 2 
Registration -
What you need to know from A-Z ... . . ... . .... 7-10 
When to register ...... .. .. ... ...... .. ... 11, 12 
Registration access code . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 
Registration requ irements 
Herberger College of Business ... .. . .. . .. . . . . . .. 8 
Elementary Education . .. ... ... .. .. . ... . ... . .. 8 
Senior citizen tuition rates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 3 
Sexual harassment and sexual violence . .. . .... . . ... 60 
Special students 
(non-admitted guests) . .. .. . .... . . .. .... .. 4-6, 11 
Special student registrant's data form .... . ... ...... 5,6 
Student fee rates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 1 3 
Student ID ........ . .. ... .... . .. .......... 9, 73 
Student records and 
directory information .. . . ...• .. .. .. . ... . . • . . . 67 
Technical difficulty . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 10 
Termination of graduate student status .. ....... ..... 59 
Textbooks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 1 1 
Transfer policies - M innesota 
Transfer Curriculum . .. . .... .. .. . . ... . . .. .... 58 
Tuition, billing, and student fees ... .... ..... ..... . 13 
Tuition rates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 3 
Withdrawals and refunds ..•...... . .... . . .. . 29, 14 
Freq 
Q: How do I register for summer 
session courses? 
A: Go to 
www.stcloudstate.edu/registrar/ 
students/registration/onlineguide. 
asp for registration instructions, or 
see page 3 and 7 of this booklet. 
Q: As an admitted SCSU student, do I 
need to apply for summer sessions? 
A: No, admitted SCSU students simply 
enroll using the same online 
registration system that they use 
for spring and fall registration. Go 
to www.stcloudstate.edu/ 
registeronline to register for 
summer session courses. 
Q: I am attending St. Cloud State 
University to take classes for credit, 
but not toward a SCSU degree or 
program. How do I enroll? 
A: You will enroll as a special student 
by completing a special student 
form. Instructions for special 
student registration are available 
online at www.stcloudstate.edu/ 
registrar/students/registration/non-
degree.asp or see pages 4 and 5. 
Q: The course I want to take says 
"permission required." How do I 
get permission? 
A: You must get permission from the 
instructor of the course. Many 
departments require that you 
complete an override form, 
available from that department's 
office. 
Q: How much does it cost to attend 
SCSU summer sessions? 
A: You pay by the credit based on your 
classification and residency status. 
Tuition, billing, and fee payment 
information is available on line at 
www.stcloudstate.edu/summer/ 
tuition.asp, or see page 13 of this 
booklet. 
yAsked Q 
Q: What if I decide to drop some or all 
of my classes once I am enrolled in 
summer sessions? 
A: Whether course instruction has 
begun or not, it is important to 
officially withdraw from your 
summer sessions courses. Consult 
the withdrawals and refunds page 
online at www.stcloudstate.edu/ 
summer/withdrawals.asp for 
withdrawal and refund deadlines, 
or see page 14 of this booklet. 
Q: How do I find out when and where 
my class will be held? 
A: Go to the Summer Sessions 
homepage at www.stcloudstate. 
edu/summer and click on "Live" 
Course Schedule for the latest 
updates to the summer sessions 
schedule. 
Q: There is a difference between the 
printed class schedule and the 
on line version. Which is more 
accurate? 
A: The on line version of the schedule 
is the most current. Some courses 
have had changes made to the 
instructor or meeting room after 
the paper bulletin was printed -
look to the "Live" Course Schedule 
for the most current information. 
Q: When is the last day that I can 
register for a class? 
A: You can register for a class up until 
the first meeting day of that course. 
Q: How do I transfer a course taken at 
SCSU back to my home university? 
A: Your home university makes the 
determination as to what credits 
will transfer back to them . We 
suggest inquiring with your home 
university before enrolling in 
courses at St. Cloud State 
University. 
Get Your 
SCSU ID Card 
320.308.1683 
Students admitted and/or registered for 
Summer Session should obtain an SCSU 
ID card at the Campus Card Office in Atwood 
Memorial Center, room 162. The office is open 
in the summer, Monday through Friday, 7:30 
a.m. to 4:00 p.m. You must provide a driver's 
license or passport to obtain your ID card. Your 
Campus Card serves as your official SCSU ID and 
may also be used to access your print account, 
Campus Cash, meal plans (Munch Money), and 
the optional bank account (to withdraw funds 
from any ATM). You will also use it to receive 
free Metro Bus rides, enter sporting events and 
performances, and check out library materials 
at Miller Center. You can add money to your 
card account at the Campus Card Office or at 
Campus Cash machines in Atwood, Garvey, or at 
the Miller Center. For more information, please 
call 320.308.1683, visit the office or the Web 
site at www.stcloudstate.edu/campuscard 
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